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FOREWORD

The food and drink sector is a leading sector in the EU in terms of industrial value and output. It employs 2.6 million people¹, and its turnover is worth € 700 billion². The overall objectives of Key Action 1 “Food, nutrition and health” within the Programme “Quality of Life and Management of Living Resources” are to strengthen research in the agriculture, fisheries and food sector in universities, research centres and the industry. This will ensure that Europe maintains its strong position in this field into the future. By its funding of European projects and its links to national research activities on these topics, this key action aims to lead to a better understanding of consumers’ needs to provide a healthy, safe and high quality food supply leading to reinforced consumer confidence in the safety and wholesomeness of the European food supply.

The Key Action “Food, Nutrition and Health” with an overall budget of € 290 million has built upon earlier EU funding of research in food science in the FLAIR, AIR and FAIR RTD programmes of the European Commission. However, the research priorities and objectives have evolved considerably from previous programmes and in this key action the following three objectives were tackled:

• Addressing consumer needs and enhancing the competitiveness of the European food industry;
• Assuring the safety and integrity of the food supply;
• Understanding the role of nutrition in health and well being.

There has been an excellent response from researchers, industries and consumers to the research priorities defined, and now there is a comprehensive portfolio of collaborative projects funded and running. Cluster type projects were introduced in this key action, which are now running and producing valuable results. The External Advisory Group for Key Actions 1 and 4 and the Quality of Life Programme Committee has played an important role in the planning and implementation of this key action.

This catalogue gives details of all the running projects, but is also a useful guide to many of the principal research teams involved in food research in Europe. Most of the projects have a web site address, which can easily be accessed and gives further information on the project.

I hope the reader will find this publication both interesting and useful.

Bruno Hansen
Director “Biotechnology, Agriculture and Food”
Brussels, October 2002

¹ Eurostat Yearbook 2001
PREFACE FROM EAG CHAIR

It has been my pleasure over the last four years to chair the External Advisory Group (EAG) for the Key Actions “Food, Nutrition and Health” and “Environment and Health” of the Fifth Framework Programme (FP5), Quality of Life and Management of Living Resources. Our task has been to provide external independent advice to the Commission. Our advice has focused primarily on research priorities and annual revision of the Work Programme.

Our EAG was composed of 23 experts drawn from university medical and food faculties (e.g. occupational, environmental medicine departments), national institutes of public health, research institutes, health authorities, food industry, etc. The broad range of expertise and of geographical backgrounds guaranteed that we had appropriate experience available. Furthermore, we could call on networks of scientific peers to give guidelines for the detailed work programmes of FP5, to comment on the projects funded and to make the Commission aware of the latest scientific opportunities and high-priority areas for the European Union.

This advice has been provided on a continuous basis to the Commission services during the implementation of FP5 and has been particularly used in the annual revisions of the work programmes. The group has also focused on a number of emerging issues in the fields of both key actions and more detailed workshops in those areas were held. It has been particularly important to have these opportunities for focused workshops to ensure that funding is directed towards areas of major societal concern, including food and environmental safety, as well as identifying opportunities for future exploitation, such as nutritional genomics. We believe the work of the group has been useful and relevant and has helped considerably in the running and implementation of both key actions and is reflected in the projects funded and featured in this catalogue.

We also believe that information to, and involvement of, the public needs to be further improved. Therefore we have been helping and encouraging the European Commission and the research teams involved to make available the results and conclusions of the research to a wider public. This catalogue provides one such means of dissemination of information. Our hope is that through our contribution but primarily through the research supported, the results generated and their application, we might improve the quality of life of Europeans and other populations.

Professor Christine Williams
Chair of the External Advisory Group
Quality of Life Programme, Key Actions 1 and 4
INTRODUCTION

Key Action 1 “Food, Nutrition and Health” aims to provide a better understanding of consumer requirements and a healthy, safe and high quality food supply while improving the competitiveness of the European food industry.

The key action is organised into three main areas, which in turn are organised in sub-areas:

Area 1: Development of safe and flexible and new and/or improved manufacturing processes and technologies
   1.1 Novel and improved biological raw materials for high quality food;
   1.2 Advanced and optimised food technologies, packaging systems and process control;
   1.3 Quality monitoring and traceability throughout the food chain.

Area 2: Development of tests to detect and processes to eliminate infectious and toxic agents throughout the food chain
   2.1 Improved understanding and control of contamination conditions rising along the entire food chain from primary producer to consumer;
   2.2 Rapid detection tests particularly for pathogens and hormones;
   2.3 New and safer methods of food production and distribution;
   2.4 New methodologies for assessing microbial, chemical and allergenic risks and exposures.

Area 3: Research into the role of food in promoting and sustaining health with respect to diet and nutrition, toxicology, epidemiology, environmental interaction, consumer choice and public health
   3.1 Consumer needs, attitudes and responses with regard to food products, food processing and labelling;
   3.2 Role and impact of food on physiological functions, physical and mental performance;
   3.3 Particular nutritional needs of defined population groups;
   3.4 Links between diet and chronic diseases and disorders including the genetic factors involved.

Within the four calls of the Programme “Quality of Life and Management of Living Resources Programme” from 1999 to 2001, six deadlines for submission have been open for proposals for Key Action 1. This catalogue contains synopses of all of the projects that are funded following these deadlines. The projects have been sorted per area and listed by contract number within an area. Table 1 shows the number of projects submitted and selected by area for each deadline with the corresponding EU contribution.

The budget for Key Action 1 is € 290 million for the four-year period 1998 to 2002. The financial contribution from the EU for the 151 research and development projects selected amounts to € 239 million, which represents 82% of the total budget of the key action. The remainder of the budget goes to SME Specific Measures, Accompanying Measures, Training Grants, and administration.
TABLE 1: NUMBER OF PROJECTS SUBMITTED AND SELECTED BY AREA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Deadline</th>
<th>Number of proposals received</th>
<th>Number of proposals selected</th>
<th>EC contribution (€ million)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area 1: Technology and raw materials</td>
<td>November 1999</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>October 2000</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>January 2002</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>26.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subtotal</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>70.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area 2: Food safety</td>
<td>June 1999</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>29.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>November 1999</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>October 2000</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>January 2002</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subtotal</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>57.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area 3: Role of food in promoting health</td>
<td>June 1999</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>36.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>March 2000</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>32.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>March 2001</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>28.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>January 2002</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subtotal</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>110.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>1017</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>236.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Different types of actions are supported by KA1: Shared-Cost Actions, Thematic Networks, Concerted Actions, Training Fellowships, and Accompanying Measures. This publication contains only the three first types of actions. They are subdivided as following in:

- 137 Shared-Cost Actions, which include Research & Development projects, Demonstrations Projects, Combined R&D and demonstrations projects, and support for access to research infrastructures. This represents a total EU contribution of € 218.0 million.
- 4 Thematic Networks representing a total EU contribution of € 4.1 million.
- 12 Concerted Actions representing a total EU contribution of € 16.7 million.

A number of research projects that are focussed on a common subject have formed large clusters.

The average number of participants per project is nine. About 27% of the participants are companies. In 70% of the projects, at least one industrial partner is involved.

The objective of this publication is not to assess the projects or the results generated, but to give an overview on the ongoing research being carried out in Key Action 1 “Food, Nutrition and Health”.

This catalogue has been edited and compiled by Rosanna D’Amario, Isabelle de Froidmont-Görtz, Barbara Rens and Jürgen Lucas with the help of all Scientific Officers mentioned below. The European Commission would like to thank the coordinators of the projects for the replies to the requests and for supplying so many interesting photographs to complement the text of this publication.

Liam Breslin
Head of Unit DG Research E.2 “Health, Food and Environment”
Brussels, October 2002
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Traceability of fish products

BACKGROUND
The overall objective of this concerted action is to go some way towards establishing a broad consensus for what traceability data should be recorded and transmitted for fish products, and how these data should be coded. To accomplish this, we will establish a forum where representatives from various parts of the fish/product industries and research institutes can meet to discuss traceability related issues. This forum is implemented in the form of 4 conferences over 2 years with presentations, discussions and workgroups. Representatives from other food-chains will make presentations that will form a basis for discussion and a reference point in the fish/product chains. Suppliers and buyers of fish products will present their often conflicting views, systems and requirements. Researchers will share relevant results, especially relating to what data elements influence health, safety, shelf life and yield, and how these may be quantified.

OBJECTIVES
• To provide a forum for discussing traceability related industry issues in the fishing industry;
• To facilitate the transfer of traceability related ideas and technology from other food industries to the fish/product industry;
• To produce a document that recommends what data typically should be recorded and passed along for farmed fish and for captured fish;
• To produce a document that recommends how these data should be coded and transmitted/shared electronically;
• To result in implementation projects based on the common ground represented by the documents.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
• 4 international conferences with focus on all the different aspects of traceability for fish products
• one voluntary industry standard, establishing consensus with respect to what data should be recorded and made available in the chain for captured fish, from vessel to consumer
• one voluntary industry standard, establishing consensus with respect to what data should be recorded and made available in the chain for farmed fish, from fish farm to consumer
• one voluntary industry standard, establishing consensus with respect to how the data should be coded and transmitted or made available electronically
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Barley beta-D-glucan and wheat arabinoxylan soluble fibre technologies for health promoting bread products

BACKGROUND
Soluble fibre in a diet is beneficial because it lowers the levels of blood cholesterol, a risk factor for coronary heart disease, and because it leads to a reduced postprandial glycaemic response, potentially beneficial in controlling the adverse effects of diabetes. The main objective is to provide and implement technologies for increased barley/wheat soluble fibre levels in staple food EU bread products. This requires optimisation of hull-less barley milling technology, research into barley proteins, endogenous endoxylanase inhibitors, their action towards endoxylanases, optimisation of different types of dough and bread making processes for increased soluble fibre levels and qualities, and assessment of their organoleptic properties and consumer acceptability.

OBJECTIVES
The general objective of the proposed work is to enhance the health promoting effect of different European bread products by providing and implementing technologies for increased barley and wheat soluble fibre levels in consumer acceptable staple food bread products.

Specific objectives are
- To optimise the production of health promoting barley flour and other products of barley milling both in terms of nutritional as well as in terms of functional effects.
- To investigate and exploit the functional potential in bread making of the protein (hordein) components of barley flour.
- To purify and characterise endoxylanase inhibitors.
- To identify endoxylanases, which, in the presence of endoxylanase inhibitors, will preferentially hydrolyse water-unextractable arabinoxylan while leaving the solubilised high molecular weight arabinoxylan intact.
- To identify the changes in levels of health promoting components of barley and wheat during the different phases of the dough and bread making processing.
- To exploit endoxylanase-endoxylanase inhibitor technology for the production of straight dough breads with enhanced nutritional quality from wheat and barley flour blends on a laboratory scale.
- To optimise the production of different styles/types of breads produced in different EU countries containing milled barley products in terms of both health promoting and organoleptic properties.
- To evaluate the organoleptic quality and the consumer acceptability of the novel health promoting breads from wheat and barley flour blends.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
We expect to be successful in developing and industrially implementing technology for milling hull-less barley into flour, which will be useful in bread making and presumably in other food applications where increased soluble fibre levels are also desired. It should also be feasible to develop successfully novel forms of breads in the style of those consumed in different EU countries, which will have a significant added value in terms of health promoting effects through increasing the levels of both soluble β-D-
glucan and arabinoxylan of high molecular weight. This will be based on novel hull-
less barley milling technology, the physico-chemical characteristics of the barley pro-
teins, insight in the changes of β-D-glucan during bread making and new endoxy-
lanase-endoxylanase inhibitor technologies.
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Non-destructive NIR technology for fruit and vegetable internal quality assessment, eliminating the skin disturbing effect

BACKGROUND
The consumer is most of all interested to know the fruit flesh quality regardless of the good looking appearance of the product offered. Up to now, there has not been a consistent approach that theoretically or in practice could lead to a solution of the internal quality assessment problem. The Project gives a solution particularly applicable to potatoes, apples and peaches. The overall objective is to demonstrate a new NIR method for virtual (optical and mathematical) stripping of the skin and a photometric camera for implementation of the method. The camera allows to measure the fruit flesh spectrum without the object physical peeling, hence to predict precisely the internal quality: inside diseases and defects, degree of maturity, flavour etc.

OBJECTIVES
The overall objective is to create a new technology for precise recognition of fruits and vegetables inside quality.

One of the objectives is to design and build a photometric camera for on-line sorting of mentioned products by their internal quality evaluation in real time. The camera will be investigated for the classification of potato tubers into categories according to their internal quality.

Another objective is to study apples and peaches and to demonstrate the applicability of the V-method with seeded and pitted fruits.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
The expected results are:
• Affirmation of a novel V-method for nondestructive precise assessment of fruits and vegetables internal quality.
• A new NIR method for nondestructive measurement of the spectral transmittance of potatoes, apples and peaches fruit flesh.
• A photometric camera for sorting potatoes by means of the V-method, which can be operated independently or jointly with videocameras in on-line system. The simultaneous use of the two types of cameras could improve the overall – both external and internal – quality of the products being sorted, and it would extend the area of applicability of sorting systems.
• Proving the possibility of using the V-technology in NIR analysers and systems also for on-line sorting of apples and peaches.
• The new NIR-technology will have the potential for the usage in NIR analysers of the internal quality and on-line systems for sorting.
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Development of molecular genetic methods for the identification and quantification of fish and seafood

BACKGROUND
So far it is not possible to quantify reliably the constituents of fish or other seafood products. The methods used today rely on the quantification of substances highly susceptible to processing conditions. Due to its stability the quantification of DNA is a very promising attempt to overcome this problem. Practicable, fast and easy to use methods for quantification are in the interest of consumers and industry to prevent fraud and mislabelling. The technical progress in DNA-quantification offers the opportunity to develop methods applicable in routine analysis. The excellent access to the European market, to fisheries along with long experience in DNA analytic and state of the art equipment will provide the fundament to achieve protocols and procedures for high throughput identification of fish and seafood and a sensitive, reliable technique to quantify species in fish and seafood products.

OBJECTIVES
• Improvement of DNA-based fish and seafood identification
• Development of reliable as well as sensitive quantification techniques for fish and seafood products. In recent years the growing interest in quantitative applications for the PCR has favoured the development of a large number of assay procedures suitable for this purpose. We will focus on two methodological approaches for quantitative PCR based on the use of fluorogenic probes. The remarkable technical and analytical progress made can now be exploited to gain routine analytical procedures.
• Evaluation of the developed techniques, protocols and procedures for identification and quantification by collaborative studies of the participants.
• Evaluation of the developed techniques in routine practice by end users.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
• Collection of authentic organisms, relevant fish and other seafood products
• DNA-identification and quantification methods will be adopted to fish and seafood products
• DNA-database will be complemented with information relevant for fish and seafood products
• Primers and probes for fish and seafood identification; DNA-arrays-PCR-quantification exploiting the properties of competitive-, on-line-PCR and HPLC
• Ring trials among participants and end users for harmonisation and maximum practicability
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Improvement of the hygienic quality of raw milk, cheese made with raw milk, meat and meat products based on a new microbiological standard, the bifidobacteria

BACKGROUND

A new methodology is developed using bifidobacteria for improving hygienic quality of raw milk, raw milk cheese, meat and meat products. Bifidobacteria represent one of the major bacterial groups in the human as well as the animal intestine. It was also shown that *Bifidobacterium* species originating from human are different from those originating from animal. This methodology will quantify and identify at species level the bifidobacteria isolated from food and environment. This will (i) indicate the source of contamination (raw material, personnel) (ii) ensure traceability of the contamination along the entire food processing chain from raw material to food product. The development of molecular methods as Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) will enable the use of this test in routine diagnostic during food processing. In conclusion, a modification of the European directives 92/46 and 94/65 concerning the microbiology of these food products will be proposed.

OBJECTIVES

The general objective is to define a new standard, using the bifidobacteria (genus *Bifidobacterium*) as indicator organisms in order to point out unsatisfactory hygienic conditions of raw material and food products. These new indicators will be applied (1) to raw milk and cheese made with raw milk, the quality of which depends on the hygiene of milking, the farm environment and the hygiene along the cheese production chain, and (2) to meat and meat products in which bifidobacteria will indicate hygienic shortcomings during slaughter, cutting and deboning as well as retail trade. Good hygienic practices must lead to the elimination of all bacterial hazards such as *Listeria*, *E. coli* EHEC or *Salmonella* spp. Recently, the presence of *Listeria monocytogenes* mostly detected in French raw milk cheese lead to considerable disquiet of the consumers as do the fact that about 23.4% of the European foodborne disease outbreaks were associated with meat and meat products.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

- The knowledge or the *Bifidobacterium* species that contaminate raw milk, cheese made with raw milk, meat and meat products will point out the sites from which the contamination derives.
- The development of a fast, sensitive and generally applicable technique will enable industries to detect bifidobacteria during processing and to take corrective actions immediately.
- A new standard modifying the European directives 92/46 and 94/65 concerning the microbiology conditions will be proposed.
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Solving the problem of glycosidase inhibitors in food processing

BACKGROUND
Glycosidases (pectin-degrading enzymes, amylases and xylanases) are essential to industrial competitiveness in brewing, fruit juice manufacture, baking and animal husbandry. The presence of specific protein inhibitors in plants used as starting materials jeopardises the economics of these processes. This project aims to understand the action of these multifunctional proteinaceous inhibitors, and to determine their biodiversity and expression patterns in the plant. This information will be used to optimise industrial processes by using modified enzymes, careful selection of raw material, choice of reaction conditions and with the option of developing modified crops in the future. The involvement of 3 industrial partners will ensure that improvements in processing are converted to gains in European competitiveness.

OBJECTIVES
• Determine the inhibition mechanism, the determinants governing the interaction between enzyme and inhibitor and the specificity of inhibitors towards glycosidases from various sources.
• Elucidate how widespread inhibitors are across the plant kingdom and assess their impact on target enzymes.
• Investigate the expression pattern of these inhibitors in plant tissues and evaluate their role in vivo in plant defence against pathogens.
• Use the information derived from 1-3 to design or choose modified enzymes with lower susceptibility to inhibitors, select materials, with lower inhibitor amounts and exploit new uses of inhibitors in plant defence.
• Transfer the knowledge gained into improved industrial processes using glycosidases with consequent gains in efficiency, more efficient enzyme usage and increased environmentally-friendly processes using enzymes.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
• Elucidation of inhibitor role and expression in the plant (month 20)
• Identification of novel glycosidase inhibitors and target enzymes (month 28)
• Structure-function of glycosidase-inhibitor interaction (month 33)
• Improved protein inhibitor technology in food, feed and agricultural sectors (month 36)
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Advanced electromagnetic solution for quality testing of packaging for horti-fruit products

BACKGROUND

Main causes of damage in packaged fruit and vegetables are fungal infections, the most important of them being the green rot (*Penicillium digitatum*) causing 55-80% of the losses. Other rots (i.e., blue, black, acid and grey rots) can also be damaging. Fungal induced decay starts in the area between the soft part of the fruit/vegetable and its skin and destroys its cellular structure but cannot be detected visually in the packaging line. Due to the under skin-nature of the rot process, a single undetected damaged fruit or vegetable can ruin the whole package with severe economic losses. Fruit/vegetable decay can be detected at its early stage by measuring the frequency displacement of the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) proton line using NMR technology, which this project proposes to develop.

OBJECTIVES

The objective of this project is to develop and test innovative low cost nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques and fruit handling mechanisms for testing the quality level of horti-fruit products in the selection and packaging line. It is expected to reduce the shortcomings of quality control methods based on visual or manual inspection of fruit. Specifically, a prototype system (QTEPACK) will be developed consisting of: a) an NMR component (a magnet, a spectrometer and an electronic unit to process electromagnetic signals), b) a high-precision fruit handling mechanical unit to ensure efficient scanning of the fruit and c) a computer based fruit selection system correlating NMR electromagnetic signals with fruit quality. The above components of the QTEPACK prototype will be integrated into an autonomous control system for food packaging. The efficiency and reliability of the QTEPACK system will be evaluated by the end users in an orange packaging line. The result to be expected from future industrial applications of the new QTEPACK system is a 40% increase in the detection of damaged items in fruit and vegetable batches prior to the packaging step.

(Expected) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

The project expects to achieve the following goals:

- Quality determination of organic materials from electromagnetic signals
- Definition of a new methodology to identify the NMR trace of fungus. The signal owing to the quality of the organic material needs to be isolated from other factors such as geometrical shape of the item, position or traces of non-critical substances.
- Innovative magnet solutions for industrial environments
- New low cost NMR magnets compatible with technical, industrial, and commercial requirements
- Development of innovative shimming strategies and testing procedures to achieve a high homogeneity field magnetically shielded from the environment
- Localised and non-destructive magnetic recognition
- A new spectrometer based on low-cost magnets will be designed and built. Specific sensors and advanced signal processing algorithms will be developed.
- Complete surface characterisation of the horti-fruit products
Design and manufacture of a new mechanical system to feed the fruit into the NMR based QC system. The handling strategy together with the mechanical system will be used for fast 3D scanning of fruits.

Advanced simulation software

Use of advanced computational tools to study the parameters of the individual QTEPACK modules, providing a fast way to test alternative designs. Two design and evaluation stages are required: the characterisation of each specific unit (magnet and sensor array) and the validation of the computer simulations.

Integration of the Innovative QC Methodology into Existing Fruit Selection and Packaging Systems

The prototype QTEPACK system will be integrated into existing fruit packaging machines manufactured by DAUMAR. Comparisons with existing QC systems will be performed from the technical point of view (processing & selection, compatibility) as well as the human one (working conditions & environmental).

Applications: The new NMR based quality control mechanisms will be implemented into existing fruit and vegetable weighting and packaging machines developed by the project partners. Spin-off applications of the NMR quality control methods developed in this project include the quality control of a wide range of horti-fruit products, as well as other products such as rubber tires, cloths, plastic, composite components, ceramic parts, etc. and other food, biological and medical products.
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Utilisation and stabilisation of by-products from cod species

BACKGROUND

By-products from cod species will be studied with the aim of increasing their utilisation to produce value added food ingredients. Work will focus on fat and protein fractions (liver, viscera, heads, skins and cut-offs). Increasing the proportion of fish catch used for human consumption will increase profitability, reduce waste and reduce pressure on overfishing. The project will aim to develop systems to sort, handle and store by-products on board vessels, find safe and effective preservation methods and develop well-functioning logistics. Chemical composition of the by-products will be characterised regarding species, seasonal and habitat variation. Processing methods to extract biomolecules with application in food, feed and pharmaceuticals will be studied and optimised. Finally the market for these compounds will be assessed.

OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this work is to increase the utilisation of by-products from cod species to produce value added food ingredients. This project will focus on the following species of gadidae/cod: cod (Gadus morhua), saithe (Gadus virens), haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus), tusk (Brosme brosme), ling (Molva molva).

This will be done by technology development onboard vessels to produce, handle and store by-products. The technology development will be made to ensure that the by-products are in a condition suitable for subsequent production of value-added isolates for food, pharmaceutical and other purposes. The work will focus on the fat and protein fractions mainly from liver, viscera, heads, skin and cut-offs from cod species.

Scientific and technological objectives:
• Develop value added food ingredients from by-products from cod species
• Develop systems to recognise and separate different fractions
• Characterise the chemical composition of different by-products
• Develop suitable methods for preserving the different fractions
• Develop methods to extract the interesting fractions/biomolecules.
• Where appropriate to develop the capacity to do all of the above on board vessels to optimise quantity and quality of high value added by-products
• Review the market potential for the selected by-products.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

• High value added products from by-products
• Characterisation of the chemical composition of the selected by-products including variations on the basis of season, habitat, individual and species.
• Develop an overview of new applications for the components from by-products in foods, healthcare products, pharmaceuticals and cosmetics.
• Increased knowledge about the market potential for the selected by-products by contact with potential industrial users
• Evaluation of which by-product operation that can practically be done on board the vessel and which can be on-shore - logistics.
• Find suitable equipment and machinery for handling the by-products.
• Build knowledge about the physical behaviour of the selected by-products
• Build knowledge about new technology for extraction and preservation by evaluating different processes with special focus on product stability, practicable and economic factors

Application of the knowledge gained in this project has three distinct phases. Gaining more scientific knowledge about the chemical composition and the stability of the by-products, especially the protein and lipid fractions with a view to extend the utilisation of the by-products. The project will look at extending the utility of fish collagen and gelatine as a substitute for mammalian gelatine and collagen. The project will also look at methods to extract and take care of the nutritionally valuable fish lipids. The knowledge gained in phase one will be used to find safe and effective preservation and storage methods. Further research will look at an extended range of by-products, which the research in phase one has shown is there in commercial quantities.
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Microbiological quality monitoring of sterilised milk using innovative electrical, magnetic, electromagnetic and optical technologies for rapid reliable and sensitive detection of the total spoilage

BACKGROUND

The main objective is the development of rapid and reliable electrical and electromagnetic methods for detection in sterile milk of the total spoilage microflora in less than 8 hours compared with 5 days (including incubation time) by the actual and traditional resazurin test. The consortium is a vertical grouping of 5 organisations (including the two SME subcontractors) from 4 European Union countries, combining organisation with a good track record in European RTD. The skills and backgrounds are complementary and technical and management capabilities are high.

OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this innovative RDT project is the development of more effective physical methods to translate consumer criteria of microbiological quality of sterilised milk into well defined, measurable parameters, including sensors and apparatus for measuring these parameters.

There is a need for more rapid, sensitive, reliable methods that will facilitate product release, and identify hygiene and safety problems more rapidly, so that, corrective action can be taken. These new physical methods easily to be fully automated, will enable and assure quality management and tractability throughout the food chain. It is also essential to control the growth, and survival of micro-organisms that may limit the shelf life of sterilised milk. One of the specific objectives of this project is to design a new generation of predictive model able to forecast the behaviour of micro-organisms in sterilised milk to assure food safety by anticipating risks, offering the possibility to trace the source of contamination throughout the complete food chain, and finally quantify risk factors.

Another specific main technological objective is to reduce the duration of the bacteriological test on sterilised milk, taking the resazurin method and the official incubation test of sterilised milk during 15 days at 30°C (according 91/180/EEG) as the normalised reference method, from several days (including incubation time) to only 8 hours, although 4 hours, whilst optimistic is not unattainable. In the dairy industry, the production of sterilised milk requires that end product contains zero organisms/litre to guarantee its shelf-life of the product.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

The expected results are:

- to develop and define two optimum bacterial growths medium to improve the sensitivity of detection of spoilage bacteria by different rapid detection techniques developed in the project,
- to design a new generation predictive model to forecast the behaviour of micro-organisms in sterilised milk by performing multifactorial experiments by electrical impedance measurement using the RABIT equipment,
- to develop innovative magnetic methods for concentration and recovery of micro-organisms from a clearer liquor.
• to develop and test other new methods for concentration, and recovery of micro-organisms from a clearer liquor. We want to make a comparison and select the more efficient technology, to achieve at least the same performance as magnetic method, but to reduce this task at only 2 operations (adsorption and desorption stages).

• to develop rapid, reliable and sensitive methods, sensors and apparatus for the early detection of the total spoilage microflora. To assure the complete success of the project, 3 technologies will be examined and compared (in terms of sensitivity, reliability, economic aspect, rapidity etc.) to reach the realistic objective of 8 hours and the optimistic objective of 4 hours. We aim with this multifunction electromagnetic biosensor, to perform simultaneously the amplification of bacterial numbers by incubation, the agglutination of bacteria onto adsorption medium and at the end the early detection of bacteria by an electromagnetic system.

• to do demonstration trials in laboratory, and then directly on a pilot food chain for selection and qualification of the best technique.

We expect this project to lead to proposals to CEN with a view to replacing the resazurin test with this new attractive method.

It is expected, after the end of the project, about two years of additional on site tests at the premises of end-users, and further developments will be needed to make the measurement equipment sufficiently reliable, and user friendly to function in a production environment. Full scale introduction of the system in the market will therefore start about two years after the end of the project.
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Development and demonstration of polymerase chain reaction based methods for process control in breweries

BACKGROUND
The quality control methods employed by breweries are too time-consuming and un-specific to allow the brewer to ensure the microbiological quality and safety of beer. The present proposal is a combined R & D- Demonstration project which aims at providing rapid, specific and thoroughly tested PCR methods for the microbiological monitoring of brewing processes. The aim of the R&D phase is to establish PCR methods which posses a level of sensitivity, simplicity and specificity to warrant their introduction to routine quality control. The PCR technology is expected to allow rapid detection and traceability of contaminants and determination of their harmfulness. The Demonstration phase aims at proving the technical and practical viability of the new methodology on a realistic scale in order to enable successful transfer of the PCR technology from the research phase to appliance. Effective dissemination of the project outcomes using existing organisational framework of the European breweries will facilitate the adoption and acceptance of the new technology.

OBJECTIVES
The over-all objective of this combined R&D and Demonstration project is to improve the microbiological quality and safety of European beer through implementation of PCR technology in brewery QC. The specific R&D aims are: 1) to establish robust PCR based assays for spoilage microorganisms in bright beer; 2) to develop novel PCR based methods for the detection of spoilage microorganisms in brewing process; and 3) to improve and facilitate the analysis of brewery contaminant specific PCR amplicons. The specific demonstration objectives are: 1) to demonstrate the applicability of the PCR technology to QC environment; 2) to evaluate the viability of the developed PCR applications for the microbiological monitoring of brewery samples; 3) to demonstrate benefits of the PCR technology in brewery QC; and 4) to create an early awareness of the possibilities of PCR in routine food control.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
- Robust PCR based methods for spoilage organisms in brewery process samples and final beer,
- Applicability of the PCR technology to routine food control,
- Technical performance and practicability of the new PCR methods,
- Real benefits of PCR in brewery QC in comparison to established methods,
- Standard PCR protocols for brewery samples in reference manuals,
- Exploitation of developed PCR kit prototypes,
- Transfer of the PCR technology to brewing industry.

The PCR protocols and kit prototypes resulting from the project can be used for
- rapid microbiological quality control of brewery samples,
- identification of the most common beer spoilage organisms,
- tracing the origin of the contaminating species in the production line.

It is expected that the developed methods can be also applied for the detection of the same microorganisms in other beverages.

The knowledge and experience gained in this project can be used as a basis for further application of PCR technology in other fields of food production.
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European network for hygienic manufacturing of food

BACKGROUND
A most important factor in the safe and wholesome production of food is the good hygienic design of all facilities in food producing and processing in the food chain. The use of unhygienically designed equipment, farms and factories can result in product quality issues and food poisoning incidents. Furthermore, results include product losses due to spoilage, increased cleaning costs, and reduced production time. These aspects are of considerable environmental interest. It is, therefore, essential that both users and manufacturers of food processing equipment are aware of hygienic design principles and European requirements. To minimise the risk of incidents with food products, a network is set up to disseminate knowledge needed for hygienic design and processing. The network involves experts from many EU countries, of all disciplines involved.

OBJECTIVES
The principal aim of the project, is to provide practical guidance for the hygienic manufacturing of food in order to promote compliance with European food safety requirements. Producing guidelines, including test methods, and training and education materials in the field of hygienic design and processing will ensure this. Topics to deal with are hygienic manufacturing, design of food processing machinery (e.g. homogenisers, pumps, cooling/chilling equipment and components like couplings, valves, sensors), process lines, food factories, transport, storage, handling and environment. Guidelines will help industry to comply with relevant EC Directives. Efforts will be made to obtain consensus between EHEDG and organisations with similar objectives, like NSF International and 3A.

The project also focuses on dissemination of knowledge on hygienic manufacture in the food processing industry and engineering sectors (e.g. equipment design, building contractors). Training and education materials will be used to promote hygiene awareness and understanding among all staff/personnel involved in the food chain, ‘from farm to fork’. Special attention will be given to those groups, which have not been trained in microbiology, such as equipment designers. Furthermore, standards organisations, e.g. CEN, will be provided with specialist views on hygienic aspects of equipment design.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
The expected results of this project are a series of guidelines produced (in English), covering the hygiene aspects of design and operation of the food chain, including e.g. handling, processing, packaging, storage and transport. Guidelines will be translated into other European languages where applicable. Training and education materials on hygienic manufacture will be produced, based on the guidelines and test methods. Hygienic-manufacture requirements and mechanical-engineering requirements to assure safe food will be integrated in these materials. Knowledge will also be disseminated through publications on hygienic manufacture in international journals and magazines and on the EHEDG Internet web site (www.ehedg.org) as well as through contributions to appropriate symposia. All this will further promote the hygienic manufacturing of food.
The insights obtained in integral processing regarding food safety and hygiene and EHEDG guidelines on hygienic manufacture will benefit the food industry, equipment industry and building contractors, consumers, authorities and standardisation organisations:

• The food industry will gain a broader perspective of the production of safe products, helping to reduce the number of food safety incidents and product recalls. This will also result in a reduction of waste. A more hygienic production process will eliminate the need for excessive heating of raw materials and final products to eliminate undesirable micro-organisms, improving product quality.

• The equipment industry and building contractors will be supported in the design of equipment and buildings, including its maintenance and auxiliary services, such that these do not create hygiene problems and cleaning will be easier. In many cases, the cleaning frequency may be reduced, so that the production of waste (lost product and used cleaning materials) is reduced as well.

• Consumers will get safe and wholesome food products.

• Authorities will receive input for regulations, public health policies, and directives regarding hygiene and preventing contamination during food processing. Standardisation organisations will receive input for standards on hygienic equipment and manufacture.
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Increase in nutritional value of food raw materials by addition, activity, or in situ production of microbial nutraceuticals

BACKGROUND

This proposal’s main objective is to improve the nutritional value of food raw materials and fermented food products. This will be accomplished by increasing the level of nutraceuticals in food products of dairy and soy origin. The targeted nutraceuticals are low-calory-sugars, digestion-stimulating oligosaccharides and essential B-vitamins. These components will all be produced by food-grade microorganisms. In addition, some undesirable sugars such as lactose, galactose and raffinose will be selectively removed from either dairy or soy-containing food products. The involvement of industrial partners in the area of dairy, nutritional foods and starter production ensures dissemination of the scientific results in a broad range of Food (and Pharma) applications.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives are to improve the nutritional value of foods by either fermentation with nutraceutical-producing food-grade microorganisms, by addition of nutraceuticals produced as ingredients by the bacterial cells or by direct (oral) delivery of the nutraceutical-producing microorganism to stimulate food digestion.

The health-promoting foods or food components (“Nutraceuticals”) targeted in this proposal can be categorised into five groups;

• No- or low-calory sugars such as mannitol and trehalose.
• Dairy products or dairy components with low lactose and/or galactose content and bacterial (starter) cultures with high lactose/galactose utilising activities.
• Soy products with low raffinose content and bacterial (starter) cultures with high raffinose-converting activity.
• Oligosaccharides as stimulants for the digestive system.
• B-vitamins such as folic acid (B11) and riboflavin (B2).

These five groups of food components will be enhanced in different foods through production or converting-activity of specific food-grade microorganisms. The nutraceutical-producing microorganisms will either be directly selected from natural sources, or induced for high production by specific fermentation conditions, or modified by food-grade genetic engineering techniques. The resulting strains and production processes will be implemented in food fermentation by the technological involvement of industrial experts.

(Expected) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

R&D via line A will yield scientific results within one or two years and development of new or improved foods will be possible within three years. These potential products can be launched on the Food Market on short term basis since only natural strains are involved.

The scientific results obtained via R&D line B will become available after two to three years and the subsequent food products after three to four years. The results obtained will be more spectacular in the sense of bigger improvements in health status of the foods and food ingredients, but introduction on the Food (or Pharma) Market will be on a long term basis since genetically modified microorganism are involved.
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Plant food allergies: Field to table strategies for reducing their incidence in Europe

BACKGROUND
The EU is actively encouraging consumption of fruit and vegetable for positive health benefits. Apples are the most widely grown and consumed fruit in Europe, but around one million people are apple allergic. A number of major apple allergens have been identified but detailed information on sensitisation patterns is lacking. Focusing on apple allergy the project will characterise allergens, and linkages with severe versus mild symptoms using fruit-allergic patients from across Europe. It will also provide the European Agro-Food industry with strategies to ensure the availability of high quality low allergen foods in European and export markets thus extending consumer choice of fresh or processed food stuffs with reduced or abolished allergenicity. It will also supply the consumer with reliable and independent information about low allergenic alternatives (existing cultivars and GMO).

OBJECTIVES
The major objective of this project is the reduction of the incidence of fruit allergy in Europe focusing on apple with findings then being extended to other fruits of the rosaceae. The agro-food industry will be provided with advice on agronomic practices storage conditions and processing methods that ensure production of marketable fruit with low allergen levels and thereby contribute to reducing the incidence of fruit allergies. Consumers will be provided with information about low allergenic alternatives and greater opportunity to purchase fresh or processed food stuffs with reduced or abolished allergenicity. Methods will be developed (i) to improve diagnosis of food allergy (ii) for quality control of apple allergenicity in fresh fruit/processed foods.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
Year 1: Web site for information dissemination.
Year 2: Screening techniques for allergen levels in fresh fruits/fruit products; identification of cultivars with low allergen; production of recombinant allergens.
Year 3: Patient allergen profiles linked to geographic areas and mild severe symptoms. Effects of ripening/treatments/processing on allergen levels determined. Consumer attitudes towards low allergenic cultivars evaluated. Methods established to investigate the function of one apple allergen.

Exploitation will be evaluated during this project in relation to the following aspects:
- evaluation of low allergen varieties;
- marker-assisted breeding;
- processing strategies to minimise allergen contents in foods;
- exploitation of fundamental knowledge of allergen properties in diagnosis and prevention of food allergies.
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Enhancing the content of beneficial fatty acids in beef and improving meat quality for the consumer

BACKGROUND

The aim of this project is to improve the quality of life for the EU consumer by developing strategies for the production of beef with improved nutritional value and quality. The content of saturated fat will be decreased while increasing the content of beneficial n-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids and conjugated linoleic acid. The project seeks to exploit more extensive beef production practices with higher forage inputs (grass and clover), which are the primary source of n-3 fatty acids (mainly alpha-linolenic acid; C18:3n-3). Four beef production systems representative of those used in the EU, but varying in level of intensification will be examined. Beef produced will be characterised for fatty acid composition and meat quality, especially flavour. The role of the rumen and post absorption processes in regulating the dietary potential to manipulate the fatty acid composition of beef will be examined.

OBJECTIVES

To develop strategies (nutritional, use of different breeds and types of animals) for production of beef which is healthier for the consumer by having a higher content of n-3 fatty acids and conjugated linoleic acid (CLA). These fatty acids also affect meat quality (in particular shelf life and flavour). This work will aim to produce levels of fatty acids in beef which optimise healthiness, shelf life and flavour. The research will offer added value to the consumer in terms of a more healthy and wholesome food produced using methods, which are safe and more natural, based on local breeds and feed resources. The producer will also benefit by adapting strategies to produce more healthy and natural beef, which may command a premium in the market.

The project consists of four Workpackages which have the following objectives:

• To examine novel strategies, nutritional and genotypic, to produce beef with a fatty acid composition which is more consistent with current human health recommendations and consumer requirements (increased P:S ratio, higher amounts of n-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids and CLA) and improved meat quality. The nutritional regimes will focus on the strategic use of grass and/or concentrates rich in C18:3n-3 such as linseed. This Workpackage also contains important exploitation and dissemination plans for the project, including a consensus platform.

• To understand events in the rumen (lipolysis and biohydrogenation) and post-absorption which determine the ability of the diet to manipulate the fatty acid composition of beef.

• To assess the impact of strategies imposed in Workpackage 1 on the fatty acid composition of beef, focusing on long chain PUFA, CLA, trans- and branched-chain fatty acids.

• To assess the impact of strategies imposed in Workpackage 1 on flavour attributes of beef an important part of meat quality and to establish relationships between fatty acid amounts and intensity of individual flavours.
(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

• Completion of a number of experiments designed to produce beef with improved nutritional characteristics. Four beef production systems representative of those used across the EU, but varying in intensification will be examined: (i) grass silage and concentrates-based steer beef; (ii) total herbage-based steer beef, (iii) high energy bull beef, and (iv) high energy bull (with the muscular hypertrophy condition) beef.

• Characterisation of feeds and ruminal and post-absorptive events which may alter and/or regulate the fatty acid composition of beef. The following are targets, rumen lipolysis and biohydrogenation, composition of absorbed fatty acids, the impact of dietary n-3 PUFA on lipid transport, muscle metabolism and fatty acid peroxidation.

• Characterisation of the fatty acid composition and meat quality characteristics of beef. Fatty acids will be principally n-3 PUFA, CLA, trans- and branched-chain fatty acids. Flavour attributes of beef and interactions with fatty acids are key targets for the project.

Applications:

• Novel systems which will permit the production of beef with improved nutritional value in terms of fatty acids thus providing a healthier quality product for the consumer.

• An improved understanding of the interactions which exist between fatty acid composition of beef and meat quality (shelf-life and flavour).

• The research will contribute to the development of food raw materials better adapted for consumer requirements and will promote nutritionally beneficial food components. In achieving this, efficient use of natural resources (for example grass and legumes; local breeds) will be exploited.
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Structure engineering of emulsions by micro-machined elongational flow processing

BACKGROUND
The results of this project lead to new technology for production of emulsion-based food products with innovative functional properties and improved product quality. This project provides a unique structure-engineering concept, where knowledge of structure formation is combined with process design and completely new concepts for micro-machine processing. New functionality will be generated by structures of active particles with designed size and shape. The project is multidisciplinary and bridges the gap between fundamental knowledge about structure formation and equipment available to produce products based on this technology. The objectives will be achieved by work on particle structuring, interfacial behaviour, fluid dynamics, process design, equipment development and particle functionality.

OBJECTIVES
The overall objective of the project is to enhance the competitiveness of the European food industry by providing new technology that will enable the production of new types of emulsion-based food products with structure-related functional properties. Consumer demands for high quality products with improved texture and nutritional properties require not only a scientific basis but also new technology on how to engineer and produce such products. In this project, micro-machining in combination with flow processing design and in depth knowledge of structure formation will provide new technology for structure engineering of particles on the micron-scale. Structured particles with improved functionality can provide new products with a range of textures. Technology for the production of narrow- sized particles with designed surface properties as carriers for active compounds creates opportunities for a new generation of functional foods.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
The project will provide new technologies for structure engineering of emulsion based-food products by micro-machine processing with structure related functional properties. Important milestones are:

- Technologies for process-structured particles with regard to shape, size and surface properties;
- Process design for the construction of new equipment;
- Model and bench scale equipment;
- Relationships between particle structure and functionality with emphasis on rheological properties.
STRUCTURE PROCESSING

- Particle structuring
- New interfaces
- Particle functionality
- Flow process
- New equipment design
- Micro-Machining
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Improved quality of smoked salmon for the European consumer

BACKGROUND

Over 80% of the world production of farmed Atlantic salmon is farmed in Europe. About 40% of this quantity, or above 250,000 tons, is smoked. Recently, concerns have been expressed by smoked salmon producers regarding the flesh quality and suitability for smoking of salmon that is farmed today. The main purpose of the project is to establish the necessary technical base to solve the main quality problems related to smoked salmon products. This will be carried out by multidisciplinary research activities carried out in a continuous chain from farming to the consumer using physical, chemical and sensory measurements. To understand the origin of these phenomena, an experimental design is proposed to identify influential factors such as feed/feeding and salting and smoking processes on the quality of the final product and to adapt the results to consumer’s expectations in five different market segments in Europe.

OBJECTIVES

The main objectives of the project are to improve the quality of smoked salmon by enabling the European industry to deliver salmon with adapted quality to the different market segments in Europe. Furthermore, the aim of the project is to establish the necessary technical base to solve the main quality problems, i.e. fat leakage in processing and colour fading during storage, related to smoked salmon products.

This will be achieved by:

• Mapping differences between preferences and deliveries by:
  • Map the preference/habit of consumption of smoked salmon in selected EU-countries
  • Map sensorial, chemical and physical characteristics of smoked salmon in selected EU-countries.
  • Tailoring smoked salmon according to consumer preferences by:
    • Investigate the effects of chilled storage prior to smoking, final product salt content and smoking temperature during smoking on the predicted quality characteristics for different raw materials.
  • Understand the mechanism behind fat leakage to be able to control it.
  • Understand the mechanisms behind colour fading to be able to control it.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

• The project will increase the competitiveness of the European salmon production and smoking industry by enable them to deliver products to the European markets that satisfy the consumers preferences.
• Better understanding on the mechanism behind fat leakage and colour fading will make it easier to control the quality of smoked salmon, hence, fewer incidences where unequal quality causes significant losses can be expected.
• Products that are of consistent quality will result in increased competitiveness as well as improved image of the product and producer.

The extension of possible markets for SMEs within Europe could be achieved with the dissemination of results through an established user group. The information will enable farmers and SME processors to tune the attributes of their products more efficiently to different market requirements.
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Traceability of DNA fragments throughout the food chain by DNA/PNA technologies: Application to novel foods

BACKGROUND
The project concerns DNA detection in raw materials and foods. Traceability of DNA tracts through the food chain will be studied. The project involves well-established methods based on PCR, advanced PCR methods, and Real Time PCR, which allow precise quantification, and development of new method development of DNA microarrays. A new PNA-technology, actually aimed at biomedical diagnostics will be established as complementary to PCR, aimed at improving sensitivity, selectivity and increased detection limits in food. Validation of different methods will be performed, in order to provide updated criteria of choice in food control through the food chain. Application to genetically modified organisms (GMOs) will be performed. Food industries, retailer’s groups, consumers’ associations and universities are involved.

OBJECTIVES
• to develop advanced analytical methods for DNA fragments targeting throughout the food chain;
• to validate these methods at the level of a food network and to evaluate their applicability;
• to establish a “de minimis” threshold of detection for these methods which can help in discriminating adventitious contamination;
• to provide the technical innovation that will be utilised by decision makers and regulators to establishing the so called “negative list” i.e. the list related to products which have been excluded, because they should not contain DNA of alien origin;
• All the above mentioned methods will be validated by partners who have a long experience in food sampling and food analysis.

EXPECTED RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
• to develop advanced analytical methods for targeting DNA fragments throughout the food chain;
• to validate these methods at the level of food network and to evaluate their applicability;
• to establish a de minimis threshold of detection for these methods which can help in discriminating adventitious contamination;
• to provide the technical innovation that will be utilised by decision makers and regulators to establishing the so called “negative list” i.e. the list related to products which have been excluded, because they should not contain DNA of alien origin;
• to validate all the above mentioned methods by partners who have a long experience in food sampling and food analysis.
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Nutritional enhancement of probiotics and prebiotics: Technology aspects on microbial viability, stability, functionality and on prebiotic function

BACKGROUND
The purpose of the project is to address and to overcome specific scientific and technological hurdles that impact on the performance of functional foods based on probiotic-prebiotic interactions. Such hurdles include the lack of strong knowledge on the primary factors for probiotic viability, stability and performance as well as on probiotic-prebiotic interactions. The project will systematically explore effects of processing on functionality of probiotics and on probiotic performance, apply selected processing techniques for prebiotic modification, and use the information generated for new process and product options.

OBJECTIVES
The project has three general objectives:
• to systematically explore effects of processing on the functionality of probiotics and on the performance of prebiotics;
• to apply selected processing techniques for prebiotic modification to identify and optimise probiotic-prebiotic combinations;
• to use the information generated as the basis for new process and product options.

The five specific objectives are:
• to systematically consolidate quantitative data regarding physiological and processing effects on the viability of probiotic organisms;
• to acquire methodologically quantitative information on the processing induced stability of probiotic organisms;
• to evaluate the potential of prebiotic-probiotic interactions for favourable effects on probiotic performance within food matrices;
• to identify critical process parameters for targeted transformation and modification of prebiotics;
• to obtain sufficient knowledge on processing dependent and prebiotics supported probiotic functionality in food systems.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
Expected achievements include the establishment of unique data sets that include the identification of critical process parameters for probiotics and prebiotics and results from systematic studies suggesting means to overcome existing process and product limitations. The compilation of protocols for probiotic performance, prebiotic function and probiotic-prebiotic interactions will also be provided. Further, it is expected to establish probiotic viability models and functionality biomarkers. In addition, it is attempted to achieve optimisation of probiotic viability, stability in culture and real food systems at pilot plant scale, generation and modification of unique prebiotics, of probiotic interactions and of environmentally and processing induced functionality of probiotics. Application of the expected results will lead to new process concepts for probiotics, for prebiotics and for probiotic-prebiotic combinations. Special emphasis of the development of product concept will be on cereal and dairy-based products and on the development and incorporation of unique plant based prebiotics for optimum interaction between prebiotics performance and probiotics function.
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Production of fungal carotenoids for healthy nutrition
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Production of fungal carotenoids for healthy nutrition

BACKGROUND
The project intends to promote a more extensive use of natural carotenoids as safe food additives in Europe. Carotenoids, which have important beneficial effects on human health, are produced by chemical or biological means. The fungi *Blakeslea* and *Xanthophyllomyces* are used by European industry for the production of beta-carotene and astaxanthin. Biological production is favoured by current preferences for natural products, but to compete with chemical industries, fungal carotenoid yields must be improved. The major goal of this project is to increase the knowledge on (a) the genes and the enzymes of the carotenoid pathway; (b) the relationships between gene expression, enzyme levels, and carotenoid production; and (c) the mechanisms of accumulation or sequestering of carotenoids in the cell. This information will allow the scientific partners to get through genetic engineering fungal strains with improved carotenoid biosynthesis; to be used by industrial partners for the biotechnological production of carotenes and the development of new carotene-rich food products.

OBJECTIVES
The objectives are grouped in five main topics:

• Genes and enzymes of the carotenoid pathway. Cloning of new crt and car genes in *Xanthophyllomyces* and *Blakeslea*. Expression of available and newly isolated genes in *E. coli*, characterisation of the enzymes, and production of specific antibodies.

• Cellular mechanisms for carotenoid storage in *Xanthophyllomyces* and *Blakeslea*. Relation between lipid biosynthesis and carotenoid accumulation. Subcellular localisation of carotenoid biosynthesis. Proteins and genes responsible for carotenoid storage in lipid globules.

• New improved strains of *Xanthophyllomyces*. Metabolic pathway engineering. Manipulation of regulatory signals and expression of engineered homologous and heterologous genes.

• New improved strains of *Blakeslea*. Development of a transformation method.

• Applied use of improved fungal strains. Improvement of fermentative conditions. Formulation of carotenoid products. Development of new carotene-rich food and beverages.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
The set of available genes will be completed with new isolations, including the first carotene hydroxylase and ketolase genes from fungi. The genes will be expressed in *E. coli* and their protein products will be characterised and purified for the preparation of specific antibodies. A single biofunctional gene, responsible for phytoene synthase and lycopene cyclase, will be investigated at the biochemical level and their respective domains will be separated in independent peptides. The relationship between carotenoid accumulation and lipid composition in *Xanthophyllomyces* and *Blakeslea* will be established. The compartments where carotenoids are accumulated will be identified and characterised. The identification of the proteins and lipids involved in carotenoid storage in *Blakeslea* will allow the cloning of the corresponding genes. Overexpression of these genes may remove the upper limits for the production of carotenoids. The regulatory mechanisms governing the expression of the carotenoid genes of *Blakeslea* and
Xanthophyllomyces will be investigated. Cloned genes will allow the determination of transcription levels and antibodies that of enzyme levels. Checking the effect of targeted deletions on gene expression will identify key sequences for promoter activity.

Novel strains of Xanthophyllomyces with improved quantitative and qualitative production of carotenoids will be obtained. Structural genes will be overexpressed to overcome bottlenecks in the biosynthetic pathway. Gene shuffling in E. coli will improve the activity of heterologous gene products. New genes inducing or repressing carotenoid biosynthesis will be identified.

A transformation method will be developed for Blakeslea and novel strains with improved beta-carotene and lycopene production will be created. The hydroxylase and ketolase genes of Xanthophyllomyces will be expressed in Blakeslea to obtain new strains producing xanthophylls.

The industrial partners will verify the practical value of the new strains of Xanthophyllomyces and Blakeslea provided by the scientific partners. The fermentation conditions at pilot and industrial scale will be improved for these new strains. New raw materials will be tested to reduce fermentation costs. The new carotene fermentation products will be formulated to produce new carotene-rich food and beverages.
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DNA biosensor for analytical investigation and labelling in food

BACKGROUND

The requirement to distinguish GM and non-GM crops has become an increasing burden on EU food processors, retailers and feed merchants, given the labelling requirements demanded by EU legislation (Regulations 258/97 and 1139/98). The non-segregation policy of US farmers and distributors has created a situation in which costly certification processes have to be managed in order to assure the consumer of the correct labelling of foods and food ingredients. Given the increase in the extent of GM crop cultivation worldwide (over 70 million acres in 1998), and within the EU (primarily in Spain and France), the need for labelling and validation of labelling legislation demands efficient and reliable analysis to allow importers, processors and retailers to identify crops which have been genetically modified. The design of rapid and economically viable detection methods based on DNA probes allied to microchip technology will allow validation and identification of GM crops. The added value to the community will come from a number of sources. Obviously, the market for such detection modules will be enormous, both inside and outside of the Community. Equally, the ability to reassure the customer base of the validity of EU labelling legislation will lead to increased confidence in foods of EU origin, with a concomitant increase in sales.

The EU policy can be simply stated in that Regulation 1139/98 requires the development of validated analytical methods. We believe that the combination of technologies, research groups, and industries involved in this proposal can deliver on this vital EU policy objective.

OBJECTIVES

The overall aim of this project is to develop methodologies and sensor arrays for the accurate, sensitive and rapid identification of DNA associated with genetically modified (GM) plant material. Bearing in mind the importance of consumer confidence and the necessity to adequately test and label foods, it is necessary to develop a system, comprising methodologies and state of the art technologies, for high throughput screening of plant materials. It is envisaged that such an approach will ultimately make possible effective monitoring and policing of the distribution and labelling of GM and non-GM foods.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

• Development of a DNA release and multiplex PCR protocol
• Development of a miniaturised detection system based on sensor array technology
• Development of a handheld instrument for the measurement of output signals from the sensor arrays.
DNA-Bailif: DNA Biosensor for Analytical Investigation and Labelling in Food

A: DNA Extraction from Plant Cells

B: Multiplex PCR Amplification

C: Hybridisation Detection

Promoter (CaMV 35S)
Transgene (e.g. herbicide resistance)
 Terminator (NOS)
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Stress-tolerant industrial yeast strains for high-gravity brewing

BACKGROUND
European breweries realise 25% of world beer production, representing total sales of 4.5 billion euros, and employ 115,000 people. A process of increasing importance is High-Gravity Brewing which permits more efficient and cleaner production of beer of high quality. It makes use of a higher-density wort with a higher initial sugar level. The higher osmolarity and final alcohol content cause a significant delay in fermentation and drop in yeast viability, resulting in undesirable flavour profiles. This project will isolate mutants in brewer’s yeast strains with improved tolerance to the stressful HGB conditions. The mutants will be characterised with genomic approaches. Genetic alterations will be identified and used to construct strains with further improved resistance. Evaluation will be done on lab and pilot scale and in a demonstration project.

OBJECTIVES
The main goal of this project is to solve the problems of delayed fermentation, reduced viability and undesirable flavour profile in High-Gravity Brewing, due to the lack of stress resistance of brewer’s yeast. A wort density of e.g. 18°Plato results in a final alcohol content of 7.5%, representing an increase of 50% in productivity. Mutants in brewer’s yeast strains will be isolated with improved fermentation under HGB conditions. They will be evaluated for all commercially important properties in lab and pilot scale. Further objectives are their characterisation using genomic approaches, determination of resistance to individual stress factors, identification of the genetic alterations responsible for higher resistance, construction of strains with further improvement and extension of the scope of stress resistance and evaluation in a demonstration project.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
• Development of novel genetic tools for investigation of polyploid industrial yeast strains. A transposon insertion mutagenesis library and a constitutive promoter cDNA library will be constructed with a marker selectable in polyploid strains.
• Isolation of mutant and transformant strains with a higher resistance to High-Gravity Brewing (HGB) conditions. Brewer’s strains will be mutagenised by classical and transposon mutagenesis and transformed with the cDNA library. Genetic screens will be established for strains with a better fermentation rate and survival on media mimicking HGB and media with individual stress conditions considered to be relevant for HGB: high osmolarity, high ethanol, starvation and forced intracellular acidification. Stress-resistant mutants and transformants will be selected directly in the industrial strains.
• Characterisation of the stress-resistant strains. Genomic approaches with micro-array hybridisation and 2D separation of proteins will be used to identify components responsible for enhanced stress resistance. The strains isolated under HGB conditions will be tested for resistance to the individual stress conditions while the strains isolated under the latter conditions will be tested for cross-resistance to HGB and individual stress conditions.
• Identification of the genetic alterations responsible for enhanced stress resistance. For this purpose the flanking DNA of the transposons and the cDNA on the plasmid in the transformants will be sequenced.
• Construction of strains with further improvement and/or extension of the scope of stress resistance. This will be accomplished by combining specific mutations and/or overexpression constructs.

• Evaluation of the novel strains. The strains will be tested in lab and pilot scale for performance under HGB conditions and the best strains will be evaluated in a demonstration project.
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Improved antioxidant content for food applications

BACKGROUND
Flavonoids and phenolic acids are widely distributed in higher plants and form part of the human diet. Recent interest in these substances has strongly been stimulated by the potential health benefits arising from the antioxidant activity of these polyphenolic compounds. Although the protective effect of flavonoids against cardiovascular disease and some forms of cancer is widely accepted, little is known about the different pharmacokinetic properties of individual groups of flavonoids. The aim of the proposal is to develop strategies to create tomato plants with elevated contents of flavonoids, to evaluate the biological properties of individual members, and to transfer the knowledge to additional crops including cereals. To achieve this goal, an interdisciplinary team has been put together with outstanding expertise in plant molecular physiology, genetics, biochemistry, nutritional and analytical biology, complemented by an SME as an active participant and responsible for the exploitation of the results obtained.

OBJECTIVES
Plants produce an immense range of natural metabolites, many of which are of medical value. These metabolites exhibit antioxidative activities, due to the scavenging of reactive oxygen and reactive nitrogen species and may serve as antioxidants in plants themselves or in plant-derived components of the human diet, without being toxic or dangerous. The major objectives of the proposal are

• to decipher the regulation of flavonoid biosynthesis,
• the production of engineered plants tailored for the synthesis of phytoprotectants
• the development of molecular and biochemical tools to assist plant breeding and to allow risk assessments of the engineered plants by carefully following metabolic changes in pathways not directly targeted by the genetic manipulation.

To reach these goals, existing concepts will be tested by altering expression of known genes (cardinal gene approach), *Arabidopsis* will be utilised to isolate novel genes (black box approach), and genetic resources of different tomato accessions will be exploited by transcriptional and metabolic profiling.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
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Molecular analysis and mechanistic elucidation of the functionality of probiotics and prebiotics in the inhibition of pathogenic microorganisms to combat gastrointestinal disorders and to improve human health

BACKGROUND

Recently, much attention has been paid to the health-promoting properties of lactobacilli and bifidobacteria. Probiotics and prebiotics are the driving forces of the functional foods market. However, a major problem is that many of these health-promoting properties are still questioned. For instance, the fundamental basis of the inhibition of Gram-negative pathogenic bacteria - like the enterovirulent diarrheagenic Salmonella, and Helicobacter pylori causing gastrointestinal disorders - by probiotic lactic acid bacteria has not been elucidated. This project will focus on the identification of the responsible compounds. In addition, the mechanism of the inhibition of Gram-negative pathogens by probiotic lactobacilli and bifidobacteria will be studied using coculture models (simulated gut fermentations, human cell lines, and animal models). Clinical studies will be performed too.

OBJECTIVES

• to obtain a selection of probiotic lactobacilli and bifidobacteria that display a clear inhibition of diarrheagenic Gram-negative pathogenic bacteria and Helicobacter pylori;
• to identify the metabolite(s) responsible for the inhibition and/or killing of Gram-negative pathogenic bacteria;
• to have the conditions and kinetics elucidated of the production of antimicrobials active towards Gram-negative pathogens and to predict the in vivo action;
• to establish co-culture models (simulated gut fermentations, human cell lines, animal models) to study the interaction between inhibitory lactic acid bacterium strains and Gram-negative pathogens causing gastrointestinal disorders;
• to have the selected probiotic lactic acid bacterium strains tested in clinical studies.

EXPECTED RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

• A project culture collection of probiotic lactobacilli and bifidobacteria strains together with characteristic data and inhibitory spectrum;
• A molecular typing method for selected probiotic strains;
• Identified compound(s) responsible for the inhibition of Gram-negative pathogenic bacteria;
• The conditions of antimicrobial production in the gut environment;
• Co-culture models (simulated gut fermentations, human cell line cultures, animal models) showing the inhibitory action by the probiotic strains.
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Molecular analysis and mechanistic elucidation of the functionality of probiotics and prebiotics in the inhibition of pathogenic microorganisms to combat gastrointestinal disorders and to improve human health.
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Towards highly advanced membrane emulsification systems

BACKGROUND
Today’s food industry is putting considerable effort in the manufacturing of products with high quality, nutritional value and a natural taste. Appropriate processing methods are at the core of this development, because processing determines the product microstructure to a significant extent. Moreover, delicate ingredients and structural elements can be adversely affected in their functionality and nutritional value if the processing is too harsh. In the past decade, membrane emulsification (ME) has been identified as a promising method for making emulsions under relatively mild conditions. However, the irregular microstructure of current membranes limits the full exploitation of the benefits of ME. The project will combine ME expertise and micro-engineering technology to design and manufacture high precision, tailor-made membranes and membrane modules for ME, and will demonstrate their use in food-type emulsions.

OBJECTIVES
The proposed project has three main objectives:

• To develop advanced, tailor-made microengineered membranes that are designed for optimal emulsification of food grade materials, both oil-in-water and water-in-oil. These membranes are either passive or piezo-actuated.

• To use the membranes in small-scale and bench-scale rigs for the production of food-type emulsions with a narrow droplet size distribution and/or very small droplet size, and improved ingredient functionality.

• To develop fine, multiple emulsions, which will provide new opportunities in the field of ingredient encapsulation and release (relevant for e.g., flavours and biofunctional ingredients).

EXPECTED RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
Central to the project’s approach is the achievement of thorough understanding of the process and the interaction between process and membrane. The academic partners will use modern computational methods like Computational Fluid Dynamics and Lattice-Boltzmann type methods to further the current understanding. The effect of piezo-actuated vibrations will be considered also. The theoretical approach will be augmented by small-scale experimental work. This part of the project will thus deliver validated computational tools for a detailed analysis of the effect of various membrane properties on the membrane emulsification process.

The use of these tools will lead to design rules for the membranes and the modules in which they are incorporated. On this basis, tailor-made membranes for passive and piezo-actuated systems will be designed, manufactured, and assembled into membrane modules.

These systems will then be applied by the end-users to produce food-type emulsions on laboratory- and (later on) bench-scale. The emulsion properties will be compared with the theoretical predictions, and with the properties of comparable emulsions manufactured in a conventional way. It is expected that the emulsions produced via the ad-
vanced membranes will be superior in terms of controlled drop size distribution and ingredient functionality.

Finally, the accumulated knowledge will be used to create stable double emulsions with small outer droplet sizes, and their properties in terms of shear stability, and sensory and release properties will be explored. The theoretical models developed will be used to obtain first process designs; experimental prototype production will enable product evaluation. The end-users will explore new product options, and seek patent protection.
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Removal of spinal column from cattle and sheep carcasses

BACKGROUND
Regulations are required in all EU states to ensure that spinal cord material and spinal column in some states is removed from cattle and sheep carcasses. Carcasses are contaminated with CNS material during conventional splitting operations, and washing does not remove the contamination. A novel saw, for complete removal of the vertebral column from inside the eviscerated carcass before splitting, has been developed under laboratory conditions; this ensures that all cord material remains encased in bone. Prototype saws for cattle and sheep carcasses will be used to validate the above laboratory results under commercial slaughterhouse conditions. Functional tests, will evaluate the commercial viability of this new approach and the results will be used in an economic appraisal. The main objective of this project is to ensure that the results are disseminated to an extended audience across the EU.

OBJECTIVES
• A new technique for removal of spinal column from cattle and sheep carcasses.
• To construct demonstration equipment, conduct proving trials to validate the oval saw under commercial slaughter conditions and conduct an economic analysis.
• To disseminate the results to an extended audience.

It is generally accepted that the same agent causes BSE in cattle and vCJD in humans. Controls are designed to prevent the parts of slaughtered animals most likely to contain the BSE agent from entering the food chain, but current practices are inadequate. The Action aims to provide a healthy food supply and acknowledges that undesirable components pose a challenge to the safety of food.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
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Robust chemical sensors and biosensors for rapid on-line identification of freshly collected and processed milk

BACKGROUND
This proposal addresses issues of quality management, traceability and safety during the production and processing of milk. It is proposed to design and develop novel sensing devices for a range of key analytes as indicators of milk contamination and milk processing efficiency. Faecal contamination and aflatoxin M1 detection will be monitored during fresh-milk collection. Then marker compounds as lactulose, lactose, lactosilated proteins and alkaline phosphatase and lactoperoxidase enzymes will be analyzed and quantified in real time using screen printed or composite biosensors and immunosensors coupled with flow-through or fia technology.

OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this proposal are the development novel sensing devices for a range of key analytes, selected as indicators of milk contamination or milk processing efficiency. Faecal contamination and mycotoxin contamination will be measured with screen printed electrodes. Also the detection of marker enzymes as alkaline phosphatase and lactoperoxidase mid compounds lactose and lactulose, lactosilated proteins in real time, on-line, with effective cost instrumentation and directly ‘in loco’ will be the major objective of this proposal to assess quality, safety and traceability of freshly collected and processed milk.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
• Faecal contamination sensor based on electrochemical detection using screen printed electrode technology;
• Immunosensor for aflatoxin M1;
• Integration of both the sensors into a robotic milking machine;
• Screen printed electrochemical sensors for AP and LPOX;
• Screen printed and/or biocomposite probes for lactose and lactulose;
• Immunosensor for lactosilated protein;
• Development of instrumentation ad hoc;
• Validation in operational milk processing plant.
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A new method for the objective measurement of the quality of seafoods
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A new method for the objective measurement of the quality of seafoods

BACKGROUND
There exists no satisfactory physical method for the objective measurement of the quality of seafood products. So concluded the project AIR3 CT94 2283. This proposal concerns a completely new physical method for seafood quality measurement. It arises from observations made in FAIR project CT97 3020. It is proposed to carry this work further with determination of quality as the main objective. The quality factors to be studied will be:

• post catching/slaughter deterioration of fresh fish;
• changes due to frozen storage and to multiple freezing;
• correlation with organoleptic variables, texture, and other quantifiable quality related variables.

Prototype instruments will be built for validation in the field.

OBJECTIVES
To develop and validate a new rapid method and instrumentation for determination of the quality of seafood products. This objective will be achieved through several secondary objectives:

• The acquisition of dielectric data of seafood products under the influence of various quality changes.
• These dielectric data will comprise
  • The dielectric spectra of seafood materials over a frequency range from 100 MHz to 12 GHz
  • Time domain dielectric responses to input electromagnetic pulses of well-defined characteristics of the materials under investigation.
• The quality changes will be
  • Spoilage of freshly harvested fish kept on ice at 0°C
  • Changes of quality in frozen fish subjected to different thermal histories.
• The analysis of the dielectric data obtained to provide calibration equations for use in hand held and on-line instruments.
• Design and construction of a hand held instrument.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
• Completion of initial trials results demonstrating feasibility of method for each area of quality
• Completion of prototypes three instruments for full trials calibrated from results at milestone 2
• Completion of full quality trials
• Completion of full chill spoilage trials and end of project
QLK1-2001-01643: A new method for the objective measurement of the quality of seafoods
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Innovation in the process of cork production for elimination of odours responsible for cork taint

BACKGROUND
The wine and cork industry incur almost 1000 million euros per year losses due to cork taint, substances that develop naturally or through contamination of the cork stopper and cause products of inferior quality.

OBJECTIVES
The cork stopper elaboration process shall be refurbished through the incorporation of novel and modular unit operations and a new quality assurance method that could be applied to any size enterprise in the sector. The redesigned process includes novel unit operations of physicochemical treatment, membrane application, photocatalytic oxidation and on-line quality control with immunosensors aimed to render the cork stopper production at least 99% taint-free through complimentary incremental improvements. The project proposes to implement the refurbished process in a modular prototype plant.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
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Radio-frequency heating technology for minimally processed fish products

BACKGROUND
The proposed project will investigate radio-frequency heating of foods in flexible vacuum pouches during water immersion and its application to minimally processing of convenience cook/chill or cook/freeze fish products. The rapid volume heating of the process is expected to reduce overcooking of the heat sensitive fish flesh and to result in better product quality while maintaining product safety and shelf life. Application of the process is expected in fish processing as well as in large food service companies, the processed products will go to the retail market and to food service. The proposed project covers process adaptation and optimisation, investigation of safety and microbiological process validation, validation of achieved product quality, and estimation of processing cost and of potential convenience fish product markets. Expected project results will enable the industrial implementation of the process and will help to judge the potential and economy of the novel process for producing high quality prepared fish meals.

OBJECTIVES
• Explore the potential of a combination of radio-frequency-heating (RF-heating) with water immersion for production of minimally processed cook/chill or cook/freeze convenience fish dishes. It is intended to use a mild thermal treatment with temperatures $<100^\circ C$, which requires a subsequent chilling or freezing for safe storage and distribution.
• Investigate and optimise the process with respect to heating uniformity, rapidity, reproducibility and develop a temperature-time treatment, that will retain most of the desired fish quality while achieving safe reduction of potential hazardous microorganisms.
• Adopt and develop methods and predictive models for process validation and demonstrate experimentally microbiological safety of the heating process.
• Verify quality achievements with respect to texture, cook-out, taste, colour, and shelf life of heated products and compare to conventionally autoclave or hot water-bath processed products.
• Estimate economic feasibility of the process and investigate markets and distribution system for minimally processed fish products.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
• Demonstration of microbiological safety and product quality achievement of the novel RF-heating process for minimally processed fish products.
• Availability of experimental tools and predictive models to optimise the process, to perform microbiological validation, to implement the process on industrial scale, and to adopt process to other prepared foods or to temperature-time regimes with short-time sterilisation.
• Estimation of economic feasibility and competitiveness of the process for both, the fish/food processor as well as the manufacturers of process equipment and packaging material.
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Safe and eco-efficient packaging solutions for the food industry

BACKGROUND
At present much food packaging is not recyclable and is therefore discarded into landfill. Most recycling efforts to date have focussed on materials such as paper, card, glass and metals whereas fresh food packaging is often based on non-recyclable plastic materials. In 1994 the EC passed a Directives for Packaging and Packaging Waste (94/62/EEC). All Member States have consequently to recover and recycle a specified part of the packaging waste. As a result in many countries companies who produce packaging have to pay fees for a recovery and recycling system to collect and process packaging materials. These fees are dependent on the material and the amount of packaging put on the market. In contrast recyclable packaging materials will have a positive environmental effect and are much cheaper to dispose. These materials can be used in short-term packaging solutions designed for low temperature purposes. The European market for recyclable plastics is a young and growing, highly diverse and fragmented one. The high costs of research and development in the recyclable plastics market have been identified as a substantial risk to profitability. Consequently, it is essential that were there are on-going research activities, they should be coordinated and focus is also needed on recyclable food packaging which will ensure the development of safe and efficient packaging and processing technologies to maximise food quality and encourage eco-friendly practices.

OBJECTIVES
The common scientific and technological objective of this network is to promote and optimise recyclable packaging for a range of food products to conform to current food packaging legislation. This will be done using existing and/or new materials. There exists a very wide range of food products, which must be stored and prepared in different conditions. While the network proposes to identify solutions for most of these, it is necessary to be realistic and set specific targets to be achieved within the network. The primary target will be recyclable packaging for the replacement of plastic food packaging trays, films and cartons currently used for eg frozen goods, refrigerated goods, microwave products, ready oven-cook foods, fast-food products, perishable products (raw meat, cooked meat, fish, dairy, vegetables and fruit etc.).

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
Network outputs will be:
- a report detailing the state-of-the-art and the recommended packaging technology for different types of food to form the basis upon which industrial standards and future legislation will be based.
- a dissemination programme, to raise awareness on the importance and advantages of recycling food packaging. 3 workshops in Europe, 2 open days for operators active in the food packaging industry, a dedicated web page and the publication of articles to targeted groups.
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Quantification of coeliac disease toxic gluten in foodstuffs using a chip system with integrated extraction, fluidics and biosensoric detection

BACKGROUND

The overall objective of this project is the development of a disposable microsystem with integrated optimal extraction and detection for the precise and accurate quantification of coeliac disease toxic gluten (sequences of gluten to which coeliac disease sufferers show intolerance) in all types of foodstuffs. Screening studies currently being carried out both in Europe (CD-Cluster project) as well as in the United States are highlighting that the occurrence of coeliac disease is far higher than previously believed. This will inevitably lead to an increased control and the allowable limits and assay for measurement recommended by the WHO/FAO Codex Alimentarius Commission will be internationally recognised and implemented and it is thus crucial, in terms of European competitiveness, that this be a European based product.

The work proposed here not only addresses the problems previously observed with gluten assays, but also aims at the simplifying of the assay to a biosensoric format: facile, inexpensive and rapid, which will be integrated with a microextraction module in a disposable microsystem allowing complete assay within 15 minutes on site or online. It is envisaged that the proposed technology can be used to monitor quality throughout the processing of gluten-free ingredients and production of gluten free foods, for use by regulatory authorities (e.g. the proposed European Food Authority), by vendors of gluten free food, and eventually, with high production resulting in lowered costs, by the coeliac disease sufferer themselves.

OBJECTIVES

• The development of detection-compatible protocols for extraction of gluten from all types of foodstuffs.
• The production of aptamers, antibody cocktails and antibody fragments to toxic sequences identified by in vitro and in vivo testing
• The isolation and purification of solvent resistant thermophilic enzymes for use as aptamer/antibody labels
• The development of ELISAs/ ELONAs /mixed ELISA-ELONAs.
• The development of immuno- and apta- sensor generic platforms with optical/electrochemical/ quartz crystal nanobalance detection
• The integration of extraction and detection on a disposable microsystem with the time required for total assay being less than 15 minutes and the cost less than 15, meeting the PDRs listed both for extraction and for detection.
• The analytical validation, end-user evaluation and dissemination of the developed technologies.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

• Standardised and fully validated protocols and universal protocol for the efficient extraction of gluten from raw, cooked, unprocessed and processed foodstuffs
• Standardised and fully validated assay based on aptamers and antibodies/fragments for the selective, specific, and sensitive determination of CD-toxic gluten from all cultivars of wheat, barley, rye and oats with no cross-reactivity
• Standardised and fully validated assay based on aptamers and antibodies/fragments compatible with extraction solvents facilitating detection of CD-toxic gluten in raw, cooked, unprocessed and processed foodstuffs
• Standardised and fully validated immuno-/apta- sensor platforms for the detection of CD-toxic gluten in raw, cooked, unprocessed and processed foodstuffs using electrochemical, optical and quartz crystal nanobalance transduction
• Prototype biosensor immuno-/apta- sensor platform integratable with microsystem, based on optimum mode of transduction
• Fully validated microsystem extraction of CD-toxic gluten from raw, cooked, unprocessed and processed foodstuffs
• Fully validated disposable microsystem with integrated extraction and biosensoric detection
• End user evaluation and feedback of project products
• Consumer-science studies - feedback on increased consumer confidence based on project’s developed technologies
• Technology Implementation Plan and widespread dissemination
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Electronic sensor system for the characterisation of packaging emissions

BACKGROUND
Providing healthy, safe and high quality food to the consumer is a big challenge for the manufacturers involved in the complete food chain. To prevent food from degradation through environmental factors, today nearly every product is packaged. Problems with off-odours or off-tastes of packaged food occur, when undesired components like residual solvents, additives or monomers from raw, feed or packaging materials are present. Foodstuff as an organic material tend to form breakdown or conversion products from bacteriological, thermal, atmospheric (oxygen) or light induced processes which can lead to a sensory degradation or even a food spoilage. These effects can lead to a bad quality (smell, taste, texture, appearance, security, health) of the product and hence to a bad consumer acceptance as well as a bad reputation of the product and the manufacturing company. Additionally, it causes an enormous waste of resources, manpower and this creates a substantial financial loss. Keeping in mind that sensors and sensor technology is a growing field with a strong penetration in nearly all application areas such as consumer goods up to food industry and their potentials, it is only logical to apply this type of technology in this field in order to allow the establishment of a cost effective and time efficient food quality control system to solve such difficulties and guarantee consumer safety.

OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this project are:
• to develop application driven sensor systems and sampling instruments
• to integrate them in a new instrumentation allowing to make on-line measurements
• to monitor the quality of packaging materials by measuring the amount of outgassing analytes

These novel applications have a direct industrial interest since the real-life tests can only be performed at the production sites. ESCAPE assures a quick transformation of the obtained prototypes into the manufacturing process. Moreover, classical and time-consuming quality evaluation methods like human sensory panels or analytical investigations by means of gas chromatography/mass spectrometry can be reduced to a minimum.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
• Milestone (MS) 1, month (M) 4: technology roadmap for the packaging application.
• MS2, M8: 1st laboratory test database.
• MS3, M17: pre-prototype instrument.
• MS4, M21: 2nd laboratory test database.
• MS5, M28: exploitation and technology implementation plan.
• MS6, M34: 3rd real life test database.

This will lead to a novel on-and/or at-line quality control system based on integrated chemical sensor arrays, application driven sampling, and specific data evaluation algorithms.
The EQCS (ESCAPE Quality Control System) will give the European packaging industry a rapid monitoring tool. The ultimate goal is to establish an on-line test which will replace spot checks. Thus, the processes in the food chain can be controlled at an early stage to save time, manpower and resources.
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A Concerted Action for the development of a framework for the effective implementation of traceability of products throughout the food supply chain

BACKGROUND
FoodTrace is a thirty month Concerted Action to develop a traceability framework for the whole food chain from farm to table. It will enable the industry to meet the needs of consumers and other stakeholders. FoodTrace addresses key points in the Food Safety White Paper and the Quality of Life programme. It will have a stakeholder group to define socio-economic and political needs, seventeen plus nodes for national and sector interests, three Special Interest Groups to look at data carriers and data capture, information retrieval and eBusiness methods, supply chain models and traceability standards. FoodTrace will be open to all stakeholders through its website, e-news and e-discussion groups. There will be two working conferences, and net meetings throughout. FoodTrace will present its final report at a conference open to everyone involved in European and international food chains. It will post the report on its website.

OBJECTIVES
• To establish a generic framework for traceability in European and global food chains.
• To determine the needs of all stakeholders, especially producers and consumers.
• To involve member states and trading partners.
• To develop traceability concepts.
• To add traceability to supply chain models.
• To support safety and quality of a diversity of food products.
• To propose standards for item identification.
• To provide a roadmap for the industry to implement item-attendant data carrier and data capture technologies.
• To investigate the use of eBusiness technologies for a traceability system with hundreds of thousands of participants in many countries.
• To recommend schema for product information and technology for information retrieval.
• To propose innovative ways of presenting information to consumers and other stakeholders.
• To deal with data access, security and confidentiality.
• To identify areas for future RTD.
• To publish an authoritative report.
• To recommend an action plan at an open Conference.

EXPECTED RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
• MS1 Pan European announcement.
• MS2 Network structure, recruitment, planning completed; reference model, work plans published; group meeting, month 6.
• MS3 Stakeholder requirements and state of art reviewed, month 12.
• MS4 Working group proposals ready to present to network/stakeholders, month 18.
• MS5 Framework reviewed/recommendations drafted, month 24.
• MS6 Report, road maps, recommended RTD, standards, proposed action plan published; dissemination material ready, website revamped, month 30.
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Novel cross-linking enzymes and their consumer acceptance for structure engineering of foods

BACKGROUND
Sensory properties, such as texture play a major role in food product quality. Food structure is especially important in baking, in dairy and products. The significance of textural properties has further increased with the trend towards low-fat, low calorie and low additive content products. Traditionally, food structure has been improved by using food ingredients such as emulgators or thickeners (e.g. monoglycerides, gelatine or carbohydrate-based polymers). Especially the use of gelatine is currently regarded negatively by the consumers and attempts to create food processing technologies without the need for it are currently searched. By the use of the enzymes, it will be possible to transform inherently available food components into functional ingredients during food processing and manufacturing. The enzymatic cross-linking can occur via proteins or certain carbohydrates either directly or indirectly. The type of cross-link depends on the type of enzyme used and different covalent linkages may be generated with different enzymes.

Today, despite of the huge potential, only transglutaminases are being used for food structure engineering. There is clearly a need to develop new enzyme-based methods and in-depth understanding of the correlation between cross-linking reactions and food structural and sensory properties. There is also need for novel types of enzyme activities, which would be functional in food processing conditions. Efficient production of these novel cross-linking enzymes in large quantities is also a prerequisite for industrial application development.

Previous research has shown that European consumers are sceptical with regard to the use of GMOs in food production and that this also applies to the use of enzymes which are produced using GMOs, even though no GMO material is present in the final food product. However, the way in which these sceptical attitudes enter the formation of intentions to buy products produced using enzymes produced in different ways, and especially the possible trade-off of a negative attitude towards the production method with additional sensory benefits, is presently not well-understood, even though preliminary research indicates that such trade-offs play a major role for consumer acceptance of novel food products.

OBJECTIVES
The generic objective of the project is to develop novel enzymatic technologies for structure engineering of foods. The developed enzymatic tools can be exploited in dairy, meat and baking applications for production of novel types of products. The objective is also to assess consumer acceptance of the use of these differently produced enzymatic structure engineering tools in food processing. Scientifically, the challenging objective is to discover novel cross-linking enzymes and to generate knowledge on enzymatic reaction mechanisms on molecular level. In addition, correlation between these molecular changes and macromolecular rheological and functional properties will be generated. The technological objective is to assess the practical applicability of the novel cross-linking enzymes in dairy, bakery and meat processing.
(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
• Development of new enzyme-based cross-linking enzymes and different routes (GMO, non-GMO and plant) for their production;
• Elucidation of reaction mechanisms for cross-linking enzymes;
• Development of improved sensory properties to food by combining novel enzyme technologies to high level food processing science;
• Practical evaluation of the potential of new enzyme-based systems in process applications;
• Evaluation of consumers’ attitudes to the novel enzymatic technologies.
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Using electronic identification (EID) and molecular markers (DNA) for improving the traceability of meat

BACKGROUND
Traceability is sensitive point for consumers. Despite this, methods for tracing meat are poorly developed. With this aim, a double system based on electronic identification (BID) and DNA profiling for tracing animals and meat, according to EC regulations, is proposed. Improving knowledge of EID and overcoming limiting factors in the use of bolus (ruminants) and injectable (pig) transponders, will be attempted. We will develop and test a competitive new reader, and automatic data transfer (animal to meat) and recovery of transponders in the abattoir will also be studied. For DNA profiling, selection of markers and comparison of sampling methods will be performed. Finally the evaluation of the implementation for tracing and quality monitoring of beef and pork meats, including the management of a data base and a cost-benefit analysis, will be made.

OBJECTIVES
Primary objective: the development of a reliable system for the traceability of livestock and meat based on the joint use of electronic identification (EID) and molecular markers (DNA). The BID will provide a real time tagging and tracing-back methodology for on farm use and administrative purposes until slaughtering; the DNA profile will be used as an unchangeable method to audit the tracing-back of the identity of animals, carcasses and meat cuts in the whole meat industry process, at reasonable cost and response time. Further objective: the implementation and evaluation of the double system (EID+DNA) for the tracing and quality monitoring of beef (‘red’ and ‘pink’ meat) and pork (‘white pig’ fresh meat and ‘black pig’ fresh and cured ham) from farm to consumer under EU conditions, including the Data Base management and a cost-benefit analysis.

(Expected) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
• M1: Retention law and prototype of small bolus for ruminants;
• M2: Body site for transponder injection in pigs;
• M3: Improved reader and automatic transponder retriever;
• M4: Flexible label transponders for identity transfer;
• M5: Laboratory test of devices and equipment;
• M6: DNA sampling and analysis for animal, carcass and meat;
• M7: Database and software for EID+DNA tracing-back;
• M8: Validation of the system in beef cattle and pigs;
• M9: Cost and cost-benefit analysis of the traceability system.
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Low temperature-pressure processing of foods: Safety and quality aspects, process parameters and consumer acceptance

BACKGROUND
The aim of this project is to address and overcome specific scientific and technological hurdles which is necessary to make an informed judgement of the relevance of food related effects of pressure in the low temperature domain as to realise and deliver their full benefits to the end users.

OBJECTIVES
To comply with this goal the project is organised into three objectives:

• to accumulate systematic data regarding thermophysical properties, safety, quality and stability aspects of pressure freezing and thawing of foods;
• to develop models for SAFE ICE processes related to safety, quality and stability aspects as well as consumer acceptability of foods;
• to use the knowledge generated for product evaluation and optimisation, for process control and process concept development and for educated judgments on consumer aspects aiding the identification of critical process parameters.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
Expected achievements include the accumulation of unique data sets based on the interaction of European scientists from various fields including freezing technology, food microbiology, food biotechnology, food engineering and material science. Such data will aid the identification of critical process parameters and provide quantitative information on product safety aspects essential for product optimisation or new product or process developments.

Furthermore, it is expected to establish a sound scientific database regarding product safety and product stability criteria and to acquire data on a pilot plant scale. It is the ultimate goal of this project to initiate new technologies and new products based on SAFE ICE technologies.
A new process using membrane reactor technology to improve the healthcare aspects of hydrogenated edible oils
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A new process using membrane reactor technology to improve the healthcare aspects of hydrogenated edible oils

BACKGROUND

Edible oil hydrogenation is an operation carried out in order to optimise some oil properties. The health concern related with the high production of trans-fatty acid in these processes is leading the sector of edible fat manufacturers to develop new and expensive technologies or to modify the hydrogenation process.

OBJECTIVES

The main objective of CAMERTOIL is to develop and validate a new hydrogenation system based on the catalytic membrane reactor technology that will allow to reduce the content of trans-fatty acids in the final hydrogenated products below 1%. With this system, the hydrogenation process will be simplified: the catalyst membrane is supported and there is no mixture of reactants and catalyst, making the filtration phase unnecessary and avoiding the losses of catalyst. This will allow using a more selective catalyst to avoid trans-fatty acid production.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
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Optimised processes for preparing healthy and added value food ingredients from lupin kernels, the European protein-rich grain legume

BACKGROUND

Proteins are an essential ingredient for the preparation of foods. The European ingredient market is approaching maturity, but experiencing a period of unrest due to the demands of food manufactures: in particular, as a result of the BSE crisis, they plan to use as much as possible plant proteins instead of animal proteins.

Lupin is an ancient European protein-rich grain legume typical of the Mediterranean region and produces seeds with a protein content that is both qualitatively and quantitatively similar to soybean. Its protein content, varying from species to species, is around 35 to 40% in *Lupinus albus*. Lupin seed has a very low content of antinutritional compounds, such as hydrolase inhibitors, lectins, saponins, oligosaccharides of the raffinose family. All these factors indicate that lupin has all the potentialities to become an excellent source of added-value food protein ingredients.

This project will develop protocols for preparing lupin ingredients and food items therefrom that may be well accepted by EU consumers for their sensory and nutritional characteristics. It will evaluate nutritional characteristics and assess potential health benefits. It will assure traceability of lupin-based ingredients in food items and assess allergenic potential. Model foods will be sensory evaluated in collaboration with EU consumer associations. It will produce a survey with statistical data on protein ingredients in EU and trends of consumers and industrialists on novel products. Finally, it will promote lupin-based ingredients and food items in Europe through involvement of consumer associations.

OBJECTIVES

• To optimise economically competitive and environmentally sustainable processes for the preparation of food ingredients with optimal technological, sensory, and nutritional characteristics, based on lupin kernels, that may also be potentially beneficial for health.

• To obtain protocols for the preparation of food items based on lupin proteins that may be very well accepted by the European consumers for their sensory and nutritional characteristics.

• To promote lupin based ingredients and food items in Europe through the involvement of consumer associations.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

• A survey gathering statistical data on protein ingredients for food industry in EU, as well as trends of consumers and industrialists regarding novel products;

• Optimisation of economically competitive and environmentally sustainable processes for preparing lupin protein ingredients with improved technological, sensory and nutritional characteristics, which may be beneficial for health;

• Economical assessment on the place of lupin ingredients in the ingredient market;

• Protocols for the preparation of lupin protein based food items with optimal sensory and nutritional characteristics;
• Assessment of the potential health benefits of these food ingredients/items in hypercholesterolemia, hypertension, and diabetes;
• Assessment of the consumer acceptance of these food items;
• Promotion of lupin based ingredients and food items by active participation of consumer associations.
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Recommendations for improved procedures for securing consumer oriented food safety and quality of certified organic foods from plough to plate

BACKGROUND
The proposal aims to provide an overview of consumer concerns in terms of organic food in different European regions, and a conceptual framework for setting future research in perspective. It will establish a database of existing procedures and relevant control points for selected organic food production chains, prepared for extension with additional commodity groups and updated procedures, and provide a systematic assessment of the Critical Control Points of the chains and the possibilities for improvements. It will produce and disseminate information material with recommendations for improvements of procedures and control, to the stakeholders involved (consumers, regulating bodies, sales outlets, distributors, producers and safety authorities), and define the most important areas where additional research is needed.

OBJECTIVES
• To provide an overview of consumer concerns in terms of organic food in different European regions, and a conceptual framework for setting future research in perspective;
• To establish a database of existing procedures and relevant control points for selected organic food production chains, prepared for extension with additional commodity groups and updated procedures;
• To provide a systematic assessment of the Critical Control Points of the chains and the possibility of improvements;
• To produce and disseminate information material with recommendations for improvements of procedures and control, to the stakeholders involved;
• To define the most important research needs on subjects where current knowledge does not yield a sufficiently firm basis for practical recommendations, and disseminate this information to researchers and research policy makers.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
• A review of consumer concerns and criteria as regards organic agriculture;
• A data set describing the chains of production and distribution for organic products for 9 commodities in 5 to 10 regions;
• Assessment of Critical Control Points for 7 types of consumer criteria;
• Assembly of recommendations based on these assessments and dissemination to producers, consumers, authorities, researchers and other stakeholders.
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Integrated carcass, meat primers and associated products identification, tracking, tracing and record generation system

BACKGROUND
Recent animal and food contamination issues have highlighted the immediate need for better materials tracking and tracing. A relatively simple, flexible, low cost approach has been identified for carcasses from pig, lamb and poultry capable of integrating animal ID data with grading and production data and seamlessly carrying that data with the associated products.

Any technology developed must be simple to use and cost effective but be available in formats to suit small producers and large processors alike. It must also be relatively unobtrusive and satisfy current food regulations.

The end point is the demonstration of an integrated, non-contact system for marking and identifying animal carcasses, their primals and subsequent products with a robust 2D Matrix code that remains with the meat during break-up and processing, using a combination of separate technologies already proven in other industries.

OBJECTIVES
• To produce a flexible system capable of marking carcasses, primals and their associated products with a unique robust mark at several anatomical locations in a single operation;
• To ensure the solution (individual components and the integrated system) are rugged;
• To make it simple to use;
• To minimise the need for any specialist skills to accomplish its required function;
• To be as automated and/or integrated as possible without introducing unnecessary complication but to also be made available in a manual format for smaller producers or low volume operations;
• To make the solution affordable relative to the application;
• To ensure that any sensitive data/information generated is safe but securely accessible through the developed technology;
• To ensure data record is complete yet tamper proof so it can be used for validation purposes;
• To be flexible in its applications - proposed for pork, poultry and lamb.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
• A working demonstrator system for generating a machine readable mark/code/ID suitable for application to meat carcasses, primals and products in a write once/read many (WORM) approach;
• A reliable and reproducible method of applying that mark to carcasses;
• A method of reading that mark ‘on demand’;
• A method of generating a record including a method of incorporating previous live animal information, grading, yield and production data;
• The necessary individual hardware and software components to accomplish these objectives;
• Simple to use within a harsh working environment;
• Configurable and affordable to the needs of both small and large processors.
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Production of CLA-enriched dairy products by natural means

BACKGROUND

Conjugated linoleic acid (CLA), a natural component of milkfat exhibits several health promoting attributes, including protection against cancer, heart disease and obesity, diet-related diseases that contribute significantly to EU health-care costs. To confer the potential health benefits of CLA to humans, foods rich in CLA should be consumed. This project aims to develop dairy-based functional foods enriched in CLA, and evaluate their efficacy in humans. CLA enriched foods will be manufactured at pilot and commercial scales from CLA-enriched milk, to be obtained following the identification of animal feeding and management strategies suitable for bovine, ovine and caprine species, and secondly, following the development of dairy-fermentation based processes using selected CLA-producing food-grade strains. This project will have a positive impact on health of EU consumers, EU milk producers and the EU functional foods industry.

OBJECTIVES

The objective of the project is to derive natural, consumer-acceptable strategies and processing systems to produce CLA-enhanced dairy foods of proven safety and quality. This will be achieved by co-ordinated metabolic, nutritional and technological studies involving milk production in the bovine, ovine and caprine species and through exploitation of CLA producing food-grade cultures. Both detailed and large-scale animal experiments will be conducted with lactating dairy cows, goats and sheep, leading to the identification of animal feeding and management strategies appropriate to a range of geographical regions and dairy systems throughout the EU. High quality dairy-based functional foods enriched in CLA, manufactured from the resulting milk and using bioactive cultures with CLA-biosynthetic capabilities, will be evaluated in studies with animals and healthy humans to establish their safety and efficacy. Effects of consumption of the CLA-enriched functional foods on CLA status and lipid metabolism in healthy humans will be established. Consumption of CLA-rich foods is likely to confer health benefits on humans, given the health promoting properties attributed to dietary CLA, including reduction in cancers, such as skin, stomach and breast cancer, and reduction of the risk of heart disease and obesity.

The scientific objectives are:

• To elucidate the biological mechanisms of CLA production in lactating ruminants and in bacteria;
• To evaluate the contribution of added intestinal microbes to mammalian CLA status;
• To assess the impact of CLA-enriched fats on stability and quality in dairy food systems;
• To assess the impact of consuming CLA-enriched dairy products on human health parameters.

The technological objectives are

• To enrich CLA in milk products, by identification of animal feeding and management strategies for production of CLA-enriched milk appropriate to a range of geographical regions and dairy systems, and through exploitation of CLA producing cultures;
• To develop stable CLA-enriched food products of acceptable sensory properties;
• To assess safety and potential efficacy of naturally produced CLA-enriched dairy products in humans - demonstration of improvement of the raw material and product.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
• Elucidation of mechanisms of CLA biosynthesis in lactating ruminants and in microbes;
• Effective animal feeding and management strategies for sustainable production of CLA-enriched milk appropriate to a range of geographical regions and dairy systems;
• Stable CLA-enriched dairy products with good sensory attributes produced;
• Identification of the contribution of added intestinal CLA producing bioactive cultures to mammalian CLA status;
• Effects on human health parameters of the CLA-enriched dairy products described;
• Safety and potential efficacy of naturally produced CLA-enriched dairy products in humans assessed;
• Quantification of effective CLA intakes in humans and measurement of the consequences of consumption of CLA-enriched foods for human blood lipid profiles and the definition of relationships between intake and tissue levels of CLA and its metabolites in man.
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Novel enzyme-aided extraction technologies for maximised yield and functionality of bioactive components in consumer products and ingredients from by-products

BACKGROUND
MAXFUN will develop novel enzyme-aided processing technologies for grape and berry applications with special emphasis on increasing the yield and enhancing the quality of the final consumer products, i.e. juice or wine. Enzymatic treatments will be combined to selected novel physical/physicochemical and mechanical treatments. The same technologies will also be applied for extraction of valuable food ingredients from the current process by-products. The potential health-promoting value of consumer products or novel ingredients will be elucidated by bioactivity assays and in vitro models. The sensory quality of the improved products will also be studied. Finally, the consumer attitudes and acceptance of products manufactured with the new technologies will be assessed together with an economical and process technical feasibility analysis.

OBJECTIVES
The general objective of MAXFUN is to develop novel enzyme-aided processing technologies for grape and berry processing industry resulting in maximised exploitation of the quality and healthiness of the raw materials with concomitant improvement in the processability and minimisation of the waste formation. The research will focus on grapes (wine grapes, white grapes) and berries (black currants and bilberries) and their process residues, but the developed technologies are easily applicable to other types of raw materials. The objective is also to isolate novel, potentially bioactive components from non-utilised process residues and thus create opportunities for waste upgrading to valuable food ingredients. The goal is to elucidate the health-promoting potential of the improved consumer products and isolated food ingredients with various bioassays and in vitro models. Finally, the aim is to investigate the role of the developed technologies on the consumer attitudes towards novel products.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
• Novel enzymes for fruit and berry processing produced;
• Suitability of novel unit operations for grape and berry processing evaluated;
• Enzyme-aided extraction technologies developed;
• Novel techniques for grape and berry by-product valorisation developed;
• Bioactivity of the improved consumer products and ingredients determined;
• Consumer acceptance to the novel technologies elucidated;
• Economical and technical feasibility of the enzyme-aided extraction technologies estimated.
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Development of quantitative and qualitative molecular biological methods to identify plant and animal species in foods

BACKGROUND
Recent investigations demonstrated that fraudulent replacement of food components as well as adverse reaction to unexpected food ingredients are quite common problems. Up to now official methods for the detection of plant and animal species in foods are mainly based on protein analysis. The project aims to develop DNA-analytical methods for qualitative and quantitative identification of plant and animal species in foods to monitor product safety and traceability. The project includes the comparison of nucleic acid-based methods with protein-based ones. A research aspect will be enhancing throughput by introducing multiplex-PCR, PCR-ELISA and chip technology. Four methods for several species will be validated in interlaboratory studies. Furthermore a public database will be established containing information about methods to identify plant and animal species in foods.

OBJECTIVES
Main objectives of the project will be the development of methods suited for the monitoring of potential allergenic compounds, fraud and to ensure correct labelling. Thus a panel of species in foodstuffs will be investigated which might play a role in this regard. The project includes two aspects: development of qualitative methods which are useful to identify a broad variety of different species including exotic species, species of regional interest and hidden potential allergenic compounds. Quantitative methods will be developed with respect to threshold values for supporting the surveillance of legal requirements. Research will be performed on the following aspects: enhancing sample throughput and applicability and comparison of DNA with protein analytical methods. Four methods will be validated in interlaboratory studies. In addition a database will be developed including all information to identify species in foodstuffs.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
• Recommendations on sample preparation suited also for quantitative analysis.
• Development of qualitative DNA- and protein- based methods as well as quantitative methods.
• Development of methods enhancing throughput in food analysis.
• Comparison between protein- and DNA-based methods.
• Evaluation of four methods in interlaboratory studies.
• Establishing a database, containing these methods.
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Traceability of origin and authenticity of olive oil by combined genomic and metabolomic approaches

BACKGROUND

The project concerns the traceability of origin and authenticity of olive oil by genomic and metabolomic approaches. Starting from commercially available cultivars, databases will be constructed including all relevant information for science, commerce, marketing and processing in the EU. After an initial feasibility study on DNA extraction from olive oil, the project applies established DNA analytical methods based on PCR and metabolic profiling to develop molecular markers for application in advanced high-throughput platforms. Mass spectrometry, LightCycler and microarrays, will allow for a precise discrimination and quantification of different cultivar composition in olive oil of different origin and technological processing. Methods will be validated for their application to forensic tests on olive oils, enabling to understand their composition, also in quantitative terms, and the presence of frauds. Results will be disseminated to a network of stakeholders.

OBJECTIVES

• To establish through a feasibility study the applicability of available DNA extraction/purification methods to olive oils collected at different stages of the production chain (crude and refined), and to evaluate whether the DNA collected is quantitatively (amount) and qualitatively (length or size of the fragments) applicable for a genomic analysis through quantitative PCR, molecular markers analysis, microarray analysis. This will be done on few cultivars chosen randomly among those included in this project.
• To collect information regarding olive cultivation and olive oil production, commerce, marketing and processing in the European Union.
• To collect information and to assess the use of molecular markers for variety identification and discrimination in order to define a set of markers that can be used together (multiplexed) in the commonly used high throughput genotyping platforms.
• To obtain and deliver the information available on the genetic makeup and distribution of alleles across cultivars in European regions to help in designing a set of molecular markers that can be used throughout the project for olive oil analysis.
• To assess the presence of DNA fragments by qualitative and quantitative methods in oil samples obtained from commercial lines or from oils reconstructed in laboratory, starting from pure genetic stocks including some low quality cultivars that are utilised for commercial frauds.
• To compare the data set obtained with genomic information and metabolic profiling to assess and quantify cultivar composition of oil in a diagnostic test that will be made available as tool kit for SME food companies, Quality Assessing Institutes and Consumers Associations.
• To establish the procedure for obtaining a “molecular identity card” (M-ID) for each olive oil, based on genomic and metabolomic data, in order to prepare a label for the products which can be visible and readable by consumers (bar code).
• To develop a network of all the interested parties including growers, companies and consumers to discuss the relevance of molecular methodologies in traceability across the food chain and in particular across the production of olive oil.
(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

• Methods for extracting DNA from olive oils in quantity and size compatible with their application to genomic analysis
• A database of the olive cultivars grown in the EU and utilised for the olive oil production
• A database of genetic information and allele distribution in cultivars and across populations
• Diagnostic molecular markers for olive
• Methods for metabolites analysis and quantification in olive oils preparations (metabolic profiling)
• A strategy for processing metabolic profiling data obtained from olive oils of different origin, either of single or mixed cultivars
• Methods for quantification of cultivar composition in olive oil by LightCycler technology, DNA and PNA microarray technology
• A number of toolkits and methodologies to be used in forensic testing including fraud detection
• A “molecular identity card” (M-ID) for labelling oils
• A network of information and communication involving all participants and stakeholders
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Fermentation of food products: optimised lactic acid bacteria strains with reduced potential to accumulate biogenic amines

BACKGROUND

Lactic acid bacteria (LAB) play an important role in the production of fermented food by dairy and wine industries. Decarboxylation of di- and tricarboxylic acids by LAB is a desirable step resulting in the production of compounds that enhance the organoleptic properties and/or the stability of the finished products. However, decarboxylation of amino acids (e.g. histidine, tyrosine) leads to the production of biogenic amines (BA) (e.g. histamine, tyramine), which have undesirable toxic properties. The goal of the present proposal is to acquire an in-depth understanding of the individual acid, and amino acid decarboxylation pathways, to obtain strains unable to produce BA and to generate aroma producer strains resistant to acid stress. We aim to develop strains and systems for the food industries to avoid health risks of BA by controlling their production and, in parallel, to improve the beneficial citrate/malate decarboxylating pathways.

OBJECTIVES

Decarboxylation of metabolites is extremely important for the quality of the fermentation products both in a positive and negative manner, which is dependent on the particular substrate and fermentation process. Metabolism of carboxylic acids generates aroma compounds and lactic acid, which increase organoleptic properties and hygienic quality (impeding growth of pathogenic strains) of the fermentation products, whereas BA production results in food poisoning. The overall objective of the project is to exploit decarboxylation pathways in LAB to develop safe and optimised food technologies. The main goals are:

• to control and/or eliminate the production of BA in fermented food and beverages by utilisation of new LAB strains and/or systems during the fermentation processes. The evaluation and validation of the strains and methods developed in this project will allow the industrial partner to establish a well defined system for the elimination of the health risk associated with the production of BA with the final aim of producing food with safe levels of BA;

• to improve quality of food and beverages by utilisation of new LAB strains, which are acid-resistant and better producers of aroma. The citric and malic acids fermentations result in the production of lactic acid and aroma compounds such as diacetyl, which improve, respectively, the hygienic quality (e.g., impeding the growth of pathogenic strains) and the organoleptic properties of dairy and wine. The validation of the new food-grade LAB strains will allow the industrial partner to obtain bacterial cultures for the production of high quality food and beverages.

The specific objectives of this project are

• to improve screening methods for the detection of LAB producing unwanted BA substances during milk fermentation and wine production;

• to use different LAB as model organisms to develop methods for minimisation of BA production in fermented dairy products and wine;

• to develop tools to construct food-grade null mutant alleles and to develop food quality integration systems;
• to construct novel food-grade strains capable of improving and/or modifying the organoleptic properties of dairy products and wine;
• to engineer strains with altered decarboxylating pathways useful for the dairy and wine industries as starter strains;
• to develop new LAB strains resistant to lactate and acidic conditions.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

We aim to construct modified strains and to develop systems to minimise the health risk associated with the production of BA in fermented dairy products and wine, and to construct novel strains capable to improve and/or modify the organoleptic properties of cheese and wine. The specific expected achievements are:

• to develop tools to obtain specific mutant genes,
• to genetically and biochemically characterise the constructed mutant strains, and
• to increase controlled gene expression with the aim of optimising LAB as cell factories with reduced occurrence of hazards.

We will engineer the decarboxylating pathways to reduce the accumulation of poisoning BA, in order to obtain healthful and high quality food products in accordance with one of the most important European society requests. The full exploitation derived from such analyses will be of direct relevance to the competitiveness of biotechnological companies in the European Union.
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Seaweed antioxidants as novel ingredients for better health and food quality
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Seaweed antioxidants as novel ingredients for better health and food quality

BACKGROUND
The main objectives of the SEAHEALTH project are to develop a new generation of algae antioxidant ingredient and functional foods and to demonstrate benefits for human health in prevention of atherosclerosis and cancer. Analyse consumer appreciation and sensory perception of these novel functional foods linked to the marketing investigation constitute important tasks of the project as socio-economic aspect and relevant gender specifications. It is intended to develop communication strategies in order to inform consumers about the health effects and specific benefits of algal ingredient products.

OBJECTIVES
The SEAHEALTH project aims at studying the role of algal antioxidant substances as novel food ingredient 1) for cancer and atherosclerosis prevention, 2) for food quality enhancement. The objective is to develop optimised procedure at lab and pilot scale for extraction and isolation of antioxidant substances, to demonstrate the antioxidant potential of the extracts by in vitro and in vivo tests, to evaluate their role in cancer and atherosclerosis prevention as well as novel ingredient for food quality preservation. This project also aims at developing new food product and at setting up a strategy to improve acceptability of consumer for such extracts or food products

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
• To provide an optimised manufacturing protocol of antioxidant substances (carotenoids, polyphenols, tocopherols) contained in selected brown algae at both laboratory and pilot scale (details on algae pre-treatment, extraction/purification processing, packaging conditions to warranting antioxidant potential).
• To characterise the antioxidant substances in terms of structure, content, in order to improve knowledge about the diversity of antioxidant substances extracted from brown algae.
• To provide a detailed report on the in vitro antioxidant potential of the seaweed extracts
• To provide a detailed report on the extracts antioxidant activity by estimating safe and effective use levels (in vivo study on rats) and bioavailability (in vivo studies on animals and humans)
• To provide a documented report on the potential role of these antioxidant substances in preventing cancer and atherosclerosis diseases (in vitro and in vivo studies on animals) in order to get a better understanding of the structure/function relationships and identification of the principal components responsible for health beneficial effects.
• To evaluated usefulness of the extracts as antioxidant in food industry, by formulation of some functional foods (beverages, milk products and snacks).
• To study the effects of processing conditions, matrix composition and storage conditions on antioxidants availability and stability
• To improve consumer acceptance and preference for these novel functional foods by defining the best formulations in some beverages, milk products as yoghurts and snacks
• To provide details on the seaweed ingredients: features, potential applications, storage conditions, consumers’ perception of comparative advantages over functional ingredients from other sources in order to speed up their acceptance by scientists, manufacturers and consumers and favour a rapid commercial exploitation of the results.

• To provide points to consider for an efficient exploitation and dissemination plan to facilitate communication between researchers from various background (nutrition technology, behavioural sciences e.g. psychology, sociology and marketing sciences), food industry, consumers and food distributors.

• To provide a strategic plan to promote employment and relationships between research world and industry with regard to the project results and the enormous potential of growing use of algal antioxidant additives in consumption of foods.

• To assure an efficient technical and financial coordination during the whole duration of the project in order to secure a successful outcome, while promoting the role of women scientists in European researches as coordinator or task leader.

---
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Constructing tailor-made surface starter cultures for safe production of red-smear cheeses

BACKGROUND
Surface-ripened cheeses have typical tastes and colours, caused by a complex mixture of microorganisms on their surfaces. These microorganisms are transferred from one batch of cheese to another during the ripening period of several weeks (old-young smearing). This procedure carries the inherent risk of contamination of the new cheeses with undesired microorganisms (*Listeria monocytogenes*, moulds). The risk of *Listeria* infections could be reduced significantly by using defined surface starter cultures instead of smear cultures. However, complex defined surface starter cultures are not yet commercially available for any red-smear cheese.

In a previous EU RTD project (CT98-4220), in which the majority of the members of the present consortium participated, the feasibility of developing defined surface starter cultures for red-smear cheeses has been investigated. In that project, the surface flora of a particular red-brown smear cheese has been identified and intensively characterised, in particular with respect to the microbiology, flavour compounds, and colour development. Based on these studies, defined starter cultures, resembling as much as possible the original flora were developed. By using these starter cultures in pilot scale cheese production, it was shown for the first time that defined starter cultures can dominate the micro-flora on cheeses ripened in pilot-scale cheese production. All technical methods were developed that are necessary to construct a defined surface starter. However, the starter cultures were not yet of commercial interest because the colour and taste were still different from that of the original smear cheese. Moreover, the growth of the defined starter red-smear cultures was too slow and therefore, moulds could still colonise the cheeses. Dairy and starter culture companies will not change to the use of defined surface starters because the development time of the surface starter was too long and the quality of the final product was not equal to the existing products. As a result, the safety of surface ripened cheeses will not improve, even though evidence has been provided that defined surface starters can be constructed. This makes clear that this new technology can not be commercialised directly and it has to be demonstrated that high quality surface starters can be developed.

OBJECTIVES
To enable dairy and starter culture companies to change to the use of defined surface starters, the development time of the surface starter must be shortened and the quality of the final product must be equal to the existing products. Therefore, in this project it will be demonstrated that such defined starters can be constructed time – and cost-effectively by following a routine procedure: Tailor-made starter cultures for two different red-smear cheese varieties will be developed, evaluated in pilot-scale cheese production, and validated (production technology, cheese characteristics, consumers acceptation). Thereby, this project will bridge the gap between proof of principle, as established in the previous project, and a commercially tangible technology. Deliverables will be: 1) safer cheeses; 2) new market for starter companies; 3) better controlled cheese making processes, less losses, more income for cheese companies.
(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

The project will deliver a time- and cost effective standard method with which industrial surface starter cultures for red-smear cheeses can be constructed. The use of industrial surface starter cultures will result in:

- Improved safety of the cheeses;
- A completely new market for starter culture companies. So far, tailor-made starter cultures for red-smear cheeses are not available, because they cannot be constructed time- and cost effectively.
- Better controlled processes for the preparation of red-smear cheeses by industrial companies and decreased losses of batches of cheese, contaminated with *Listeria* or other undesired micro-organisms. This will result in increased profits for industrial cheese companies. It is envisaged that at the end of the project, each of the two industrial cheese companies involved in this project will have a defined surface starter culture for their specific cheese. These cheeses have been validated with respect to production technology, flavour, colour and consumer acceptation.
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Development and application of a TTI based safety monitoring and assurance system (SMAS) for chilled meat products

BACKGROUND
A Safety Monitoring and Assurance System (SMAS) for meat products will be developed. SMAS integrates kinetic models for dominant meat pathogens and spoilage bacteria, risk assessment techniques and the capacity to monitor single product temperature history with Time Temperature Integrators (TTI), into an effective chill chain decision and management tool. TTI of high accuracy and suitable design for safety monitoring will be developed and optimised. Models will be refined for reliable prediction of meat safety and spoilage. SMAS will be validated in real conditions and provide the meat sector the ability to control its weak link, the chill chain, and deliver to the consumer’s table safe meat products of high hygienic quality. It will satisfy the consumer that state-of-the-art methods and technology can guarantee him low risk-high quality meat products and thus help restore the image and increase competitiveness of the EU meat sector.

OBJECTIVES
The overall objective of the development of SMAS, an effective safety assurance and quality optimisation management system of meat products, extending from production to the consumer, comprises the following objectives:
• Modelling the effect of food structure, microbial interactions and dynamic storage conditions on meat pathogens and spoilage bacteria;
• Combination of validated pathogen growth models with data on prevalence/concentration, dose response and chill chain conditions for risk assessment with and without SMAS application;
• Development, modelling and optimisation of TTI with accuracy to monitor microbiological safety of meat products;
• Development of SMAS into a user-friendly computer software;
• Evaluation of the applicability and effectiveness of SMAS in real conditions of meat distribution;
• Assessment of the industry acceptance of the TTI and the concept of chill chain management;
• Evaluation of EU consumer attitude on use of TTI.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
The main milestones in this project are:
• Successful development of refined predictive models accurate for safety and spoilage prediction of meat products in actual dynamic conditions;
• Design and development of optimised TTI with accurate response kinetics, suitable for safety monitoring;
• Availability in software of the intelligent management Safety Monitoring and Assurance System (SMAS);
• Effective application of SMAS in the real meat chill chain.
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Enhancement and indication of food quality by combinations of oxygen scavenger and quality indicator systems for polymer packagings

BACKGROUND
The quality and shelf-life of foods is in the most cases reduced by oxygen influence. A wide range of food shows oxidative damage to flavour and colour. The main objectives of the project are the development of combined systems for indication of food quality and packaging integrity, and at the same time for enhancement of product quality and shelf life via oxygen scavenging (“indicator-scavenger-systems”). These systems are to be integrated into packaging film materials. The benefits of such an innovative packaging system are:

• To reduce the internal oxygen level as low as possible just directly after packing of the product;
• To increase the shelf life and the nutritional and sensory quality of food;
• To allow for verification of proper functionality of the oxygen scavenger and of product quality and for detection of damages or tampering, throughout the whole logistic chain up to the point of consumption.

OBJECTIVES
The main objectives of the project are the development of combined systems- for indication of food quality and packaging integrity, and at the same time,- for enhancement of product quality and shelf life via oxygen scavenging(“indicator-scavenger-system”). The goal of this project is to develop new materials and conversion techniques up to prototypes of active indicator/oxygen scavenger packagings for oxygen sensitive foods. The innovations are the development of systems with combined indicator and scavenger functions, the integration of the systems into packaging films and the verification the proper functionality of oxygen scavenger and for detection of damages or tampering of the packagings, throughout the whole logistic chain up to the point of consumption. In the project a broad attention will be addressed to the consumer and customer acceptance of these new innovative type of packaging.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
The project will deliver combinations of indicator substances and oxygen scavengers in various configurations (combined in polymer blends; linked via chemical bonds, either directly or via a matrix system). Selected combined oxygen indicator/scavenger systems will be integrated into packaging film materials. Depending on the actual indicator/scavenger combination, different techniques (extrusion in form of mono-layer and multi-layer film, incorporation into lamination adhesives, coating via lacquering/printing, vacuum deposition onto substrate films) will be used for their incorporation into packaging film laminates. Their application will be tested for a series of oxygen sensitive products in pouches and thermoformed packages. For this new type of packagings, the acceptance of consumers, retail trade and of packing companies is essential. Therefore, a related consumer acceptance analysis will be included into the project for different European markets at an early stage of the technical development. Later in the project, more advanced prototypes resulting from the work will be subjected to the same evaluation procedures. Consumer acceptance will be assessed and supervised via a consumer organisation, contributing to the project. Films and com-
Complete packages will be tested via packaging experiments on an automated packaging line. They will be assessed for their mechanical and physical properties and, especially, with emphasis to their improvement of food quality and safety. For a broad implementation of these innovative packaging types into the market, a code of practice with performance know-how and test methods for the assessment of these oxygen indicator/scavenger packagings will be developed and a multitude of dissemination and exploitation activities will be scheduled according to the progress in the project.
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Reduced allergenicity of processed foods (containing animal allergens)

BACKGROUND
Food allergy concerns consumers, health care professionals, and food manufacturers all over Europe. It is estimated that up to 8% of children and 2% of adults are affected. The project aims at the technological development of less allergenic food products containing animal allergens that are highly potent and stable and at improving food safety by strategies to prevent allergen contamination. The approach includes development of sensitive and reliable allergen detection methods, determination of threshold levels for minimal allergen intake inducing allergic symptoms, and allergenic assessment of foods containing cow’s milk, egg, and/or meat. Comparable data on prevalence of food allergies and the occurrence of severe reactions are targeted on a pan-European level. Based on the project results, a priority list of allergenic foods is aimed.

OBJECTIVES
Methods for allergen determination (milk, egg, meat) in foods will be developed. These will detect allergen traces, be quick, cost-effective, and reliable. Food products containing animal allergens with significance to allergic individuals will be identified and less allergenic products will be developed applying various processing parameters. Educational material will be developed to prevent allergen contamination during food processing. Products will be evaluated by in-vitro and in-vivo tests. The threshold levels inducing allergic symptoms in allergic individuals will be determined with native and selected processed foods. An alternative in-vitro test should be established. Knowledge of i) food allergy prevalence in the general population, ii) the occurrence of severe allergic reactions to food allergens, and iii) consumer attitudes with respect to foods containing allergens is targeted on a pan-European level. A major conclusion will be an allergen priority list.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
Evaluated methods to determine allergens in foods, less allergenic food additives and products, threshold levels for minimal allergen intake inducing symptoms, educational material for prevention of allergen contamination, and data on prevalence of food allergies and frequency of severe reactions as well as related consumer attitudes are expected. Moreover, pan-European networks of consumer and clinical institutions and a priority list of allergenic food products will be achieved.
Reduced allergenicity of processed foods (containing animal allergens)
AREA 2.
Development of tests to detect and processes to eliminate infectious and toxic agents throughout the food chain
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**Food safety screening: Synthetic glucocorticoids**

**BACKGROUND**

Synthetic glucocorticoids are structural analogues of hydrocortisone that display extremely potent hormonal activities. Despite their broad illicit use in livestock intended for human consumption, monitoring programmes for residues of synthetic glucocorticoids have not been implemented. Maximal residue limits in milk and meat as well as various withdrawal times for veterinary preparations containing synthetic glucocorticoids have been proposed, but analytical methods to control the enforcement of such regulations are entirely missing. In consequence, the goal of this project is to establish and disseminate innovative methods for the detection of synthetic glucocorticoids in fluids or tissues of food producing animals. These methods will provide the analytical basis for surveillance programmes that support the Community policies concerned with food safety and human health.

**OBJECTIVES**

The goal of this project is to develop and disseminate innovative methods for the detection of synthetic glucocorticoids in animal fluids and tissues. Synthetic glucocorticoids are extremely potent analogues of the endogenous hormone hydrocortisone. Despite their broad use in livestock intended for human consumption, monitoring programmes for residues of these compounds have not been implemented in the European Union. On the contrary, the lack of detection methods for glucocorticoids stimulates their illicit use to increase animal weight, to pass ante-mortem inspections or to mask injections of antibiotic/hormone cocktails. Maximal residue limits and withdrawal times for veterinary preparations containing synthetic glucocorticoids have been proposed, but analytical methods to control the enforcement of such regulations are entirely missing. Thus, the project will promote food safety and consumer health as well as the harmonisation of surveillance procedures.

**(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS**

In view of their potent hormonal effects, synthetic glucocorticoids constitute a serious health hazard. This project will yield screening (immunoassay, reporter gene and proteome analysis) and confirmatory methods (LC-MS) that provide the analytical basis for control programmes in support of Community policies concerned with food safety and human health. In a broader perspective, these methods will prevent trade barriers and increase consumer confidence, thereby enhancing the competitiveness of European food production.

Applications:

- a rapid, sensitive and high-throughput chemiluminescence immunoassay;
- confirmatory and identification methods based on liquid chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry;
- a reporter gene-based bioassay to replace animal testing for measuring the pharmacological potency of glucocorticoids and their metabolites or derivatives;
- a proteome analysis assay to detect expression of endogenous glucocorticoid-responsive genes in liver or other tissues and identify markers for glucocorticoid exposure.
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Bound residues and nitrofuran detection

BACKGROUND
The nitrofuran drugs furaltadone, nitrofurantoin and nitrofurazone were banned from use in food animal production in the EU in 1993, and the use of furazolidone was similarly prohibited in 1995, because of concerns about their carcinogenicity and mutagenicity. There is evidence of illegal abuse of these compounds within the EU, since a nitrofuran preparation, intended for illegal use in animal production, was seized in a Member State and bound residues of AOZ have been detected in a minor food species (rabbit) in the same country. In a recent survey, EU National Reference Laboratories (NRLs) expressed the view that testing for bound residues of the nitrofurans was superior to testing for parent drugs (92%); stated that they had inadequate information on the best matrix to test (83%); expressed a need for internal standards (85%); expressed a need for analytical calibrants (92%); and stated that the organisation of a workshop was a high priority (92%). The analytical capability of NRLs to monitor compliance with the EU ban on nitrofurans is poor. While a significant proportion of EU NRLs have screening and confirmatory tests for the parent drugs (57 and 29%, respectively) only 7% of NRLs can screen for bound residues of the nitrofurans. No broad-spectrum screening tests (immunochemical or chemical) or Reference Methods exist.

OBJECTIVES
The nitrofurans are banned from use in food animal production in the EU. Monitoring compliance with the ban by measuring residues of the parent drug is of limited value because of their short biological half-life and marked in vitro instability. The project is using novel and innovative approaches to result in effective control by developing well-validated tests in accredited laboratories to measure tissue-bound residues that persist in tissues for up to 6 weeks after cessation of illegal treatment. The consortium includes 4 NRLs with GLP/EN45000 accreditation, one SME, one research laboratory and consumer representation. Some EU NRLs prefer to screen using in-house chemical methods and others prefer to use commercially available immunochemical screening methods. The project will enable NRL end users to choose a screening method according to their preferences, and will also develop validated Reference Methods for the confirmation of these drugs.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
Delays in the recruitment of staff in some Partner laboratories have meant that progress during the first year has been more limited than anticipated. However, FoodBRAND has been able to deliver a supply of reference standards for the moieties released from tissue-bound residues of the nitrofurans. These compounds are not commercially available. Problems were encountered in the identification of a suitable derivatising reagent that was needed for the experimental approach to antibody production adopted by Partner 1. Reagents, originally scheduled to be used as derivatising agents, proved to have very low reactivity with the target analytes. However, these difficulties were overcome when 5-hydroxy-o-nitrobenzaldehyde was examined. This compound proved to be reactive with the nitrofuran moieties and possessed a reactive hydroxyl group to permit the subsequent conjugation of the HNBA-nitrofuran derivative to carrier proteins for immunisation into animals. Partners 1 and 2-2 have adopted different strategies to raise the desired antisera. A large number of animals (108) are currently undergoing immu-
nisation in an attempt to produce the desired antibodies. Early results suggest that Partner 2-2 has produced the required antibodies, but these do not appear to show any displacement. Further work is necessary. No data are currently available on the animals immunised by Partner 1. Partner 2-3 has concentrated initially on possible clean-up methods for the nitrofuran moieties. Although some difficulties were encountered, there are many alternative approaches that must be explored. Partner 2-1, working on the development of an HPLC-UV screening test for the nitrofuran drugs has been able to detect peaks corresponding to 3 out of the 4 target compounds. To date they have been unable to detect NPAMOZ (derived from furaltadone). Investigations continue, in collaboration with Partner 1, to ensure detection of all compounds. FoodBRAND has delivered deuterated internal standards, necessary for accurate quantification in the Reference Method, based on LC-MS-MS, being developed by Partner 2. Working on 3 out of the 4 target compounds, Partner 2 has made good progress in obtaining chromatographic resolution of the target analytes. Partner 2 has shown that an adequate number of fragments can be produced for NPAMOZ and NPSEM using electrospray LC-MS-MS to permit unambiguous identification of these compounds. Initial experiments have shown that recovery of NPAOZ and NPAMOZ from spiked liver samples should be satisfactory. Dissemination of the work of the project has occurred at several conferences, through the establishment of the project web site and at a NRL-and a Consumer workshop.
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Development, validation and application of stochastic modelling of human exposure to food chemicals and nutrients

BACKGROUND

There is a growing demand for guarantees of the safety of the food supply for the purposes of protecting consumer health and facilitating international trade. It is therefore extremely important that risk assessors and regulatory authorities have data and tools that allow insight into all aspects related to the safety of the food supply, including consumer exposure to food chemicals such as food additives, pesticide residues, micronutrients, mycotoxins and so forth.

OBJECTIVES

Many of the current methods for estimating exposure to food chemicals are limited by the fact that they do not take account of variability and uncertainty in food chemical occurrence and concentrations.

Therefore, the objectives of this project are:

• To develop a comprehensive set of mathematical algorithms, purpose built to take account of all the necessary components for stochastic modelling of a variety of food chemicals and to develop appropriate computer software.
• To conduct a multi-centre study, using existing national data, to explore the influence of input distributions on model output for the key components of a stochastic model of food chemical intake (i.e. food intake, chemical occurrence, chemical concentration, market share, brand loyalty, correlated foods).
• To generate databases of true intakes of (i) food additives, based on brand level food consumption and ingredient composition, (ii) pesticide residues, based on duplicate diets and (iii) nutrients, based on biomarker studies.
• To assess the validity of the developed stochastic modelling software against true intakes, to conduct a comprehensive sensitivity analysis of validated models, and to compare these intakes against those derived using current approaches to exposure assessment.
• To provide a comprehensive set of practical guidelines for the appropriate use of stochastic modelling of food chemical intake and to provide guidelines on the correct interpretation of the output of stochastic modelling.
• To actively communicate all research findings to national authorities and scientific bodies as well as standardisation bodies involved in food chemical exposure assessment at regular stages through the project and, furthermore, to incorporate their feedback in the development of the software and guidelines.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

Following acquisition of staff, the protocols for the various workpackages were finalised at the first plenary meeting. At this first meeting there was also a training workshop on the use of @RISK and BestFit (two commercially available software packages used for fitting distributions and modelling of data). By month 3 of the project, a website providing information on the objectives and participants involved in the project, had been established. Workpackage 2, comprising a series of numerical experiments to explore how mode of inputting data can influence the output of stochastic models was still in progress by the end of the first reporting period. While 6 out of the 7 partners...
were engaged in this task involving the influence of input components on model output, they were also involved in workpackage 3. This workpackage entails the collection of primary data (Partners 5, 6 & 7) and the collection of ancillary data (Partners 1, 3 & 4) necessary to furnish existing food intake databases in order that each partner can engage in the validation studies. The validation of stochastic modelling of exposure to food additives, pesticides or micronutrients against true intakes based on brand level databases (Partners 1, 4 & 6), duplicate diets (Partners 5 & 7) or biomarkers (Partner 3) will comprise the work of workpackage 4 commencing at month 18. A primary set of algorithms for modelling food chemical intakes has been developed by Partner 2. These algorithms were then incorporated into a software programme which through the course of the first reporting period has been developed and advanced based on feedback from the partners and their results arising from the work undertaken in workpackage 2. An extensive list of relevant end-users have been identified and contacted with respect to the Monte Carlo project.

During the second reporting period for this project, the following outcomes have been achieved:

• Based on feedback from the partners, the software has been advanced to (I) facilitate upload of all databases, of varying structures, identified as being necessary for modelling and (ii) incorporate the algorithms necessary for running the models.

• Research into the selection of input data and distributions and identification of correlations and dependencies for probabilistic modelling of food chemical exposure was completed. The results of this research were compiled as a report and posted on the project website (www.iefs.org/montecarlo). Interested parties and potential end-users were contacted by e-mail to make them aware of the report.

• Partners completed the work of generating detailed databases of exposure (P1 and P4 fully recoded existing national food consumption databases to brand level and assessed the presence and concentration of selected additives in these brands. P3 compiled information about the major food sources of selected nutrients, variability in content and factors influencing bioavailability for an existing survey of 444 Dutch adults; P5 and P7 completed duplicate diet studies of approximately 250 Dutch and Spanish infants respectively that were then analysed for selected pesticide residues; P6 completed a survey of sweetener intakes in 337 Italian teenagers over 3 periods of 4 consecutive days of recoding)

• Partners designed validation protocols for WP4 and commenced work on the validation studies.
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Food safety in Europe: Risk assessment of chemicals in food and diet

BACKGROUND

The safety of our food supply is a shared responsibility, from farm to fork, of the food producing industry, regulatory authorities and consumers. As part of this safety assurance it is essential to assess the potential risks posed by food and food ingredients. Consequently, the risk assessment process has to be based on sound scientific data and performed at internationally agreed standards in a transparent manner. The traditional risk assessment process applied successfully to food additives relies on toxicology testing in animals at intake levels many times higher than is likely in humans. Extrapolation of the data to determine the safe level for man is performed by employing safety (or uncertainty) factors. Such an approach does not assess quantitatively the relationship between exposure and adverse health effects and cannot effectively deal with novel foods and macro-ingredients with high levels of intake in the human diet. Therefore, new and harmonised approaches are needed which can also take account of the latest scientific advances and to generate suitable possible solutions also to the various ongoing current activities in different international working groups and scientific committees such as the EC, Scientific Steering of the European Commission in the Consumer Protection Directorate General.

OBJECTIVES

The project will focus on the following objectives:

- To carry out a detailed state-of-the-art appraisal of all stages involved in risk assessment and seek to integrate these in the most relevant manner for assessing risk using a matrix approach;
- to explore means of improving the principles applied to, and scientific basis of, risk assessment with respect to natural toxicants, food additives and contaminants in the food chain, including possible interactions between individual chemicals and effects of the food matrix;
- to identify gaps in knowledge that might lead to differences in interpretation of toxicological and exposure data, and the research need to reduce these;
- to determine the nature and level of testing needed for safety evaluation relevant to the nature of the chemical, level of use/occurrence in the diet and human exposure (including novel foods and processes, nutritional supplements);
- to add a European contribution to international initiatives to harmonise principles, terminology and methodology for risk assessment;
- to contribute towards a consensus on risk assessment issues that is scientifically transparent and justifiable;
- to assist risk managers in developing appropriate, defensible food standards that adequately protect the safety of the consumer whilst allowing for innovation in food production and processing.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

Early 2000, the Project Steering Committee established the First Plenary Meeting programme. In April 2000, the first Plenary Meeting was held to gather all participants in the project to set up a European multidisciplinary network. The project is addressed by Individual Theme Groups (ITGs) on ‘In-vitro Toxicology’ (A), ‘Animal based Toxi-
cology’ (B), ‘Mathematical Modelling’ (C), ‘Biologically based modelling’ (D), ‘In-
take Assessment’ (E) and ‘Epidemiology’ (F). The main objectives of the first Plenary
meeting were (i) to review and agree on a proposed work programme, including sci-
entific issues to be addressed, (ii) agree on the terms of reference and responsibilities
of the ITGs and (iii) agree on the final composition of the ITGs including respective
chairmen. From July 2000 to January 2001, ITG A-F had 2 to 3 meetings to draft ITG
reports. These reports will be reviewed by the Project Steering committee before being
reviewed by the Second Plenary meeting in June 2001.
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Validation and standardization of diagnostic Polymerase Chain Reaction for detection of food-borne pathogens

BACKGROUND
Sensitive and cost-effective molecular methods, such as PCR, are receiving increasing attention for testing the microbiological safety of food. However, lack of international validation, standard protocols, reagents and equipment has hampered its implementation in routine diagnostic. The overall objective of the proposed project is to facilitate implementation of diagnostic PCR for detection of food-borne pathogens. This will be achieved through construction of DNA sample library and primer databank, validation of thermocyclers, ring-trials, automation and guidelines. The project will involve 12 expert and 22 end-user laboratories from 20 EU and applicant countries. The work is planned in 2 phases, including 6 WP and 20 tasks, which will focus on 5 major pathogens (Salmonella, Campylobacter, enterohemorrhagic E. coli (EHEC), L. monocytogenes and Y. enterocolitica) and 4 sample types (poultry carcass-rinse, pig carcass swab, meat and milk).

OBJECTIVES
Recognising that sensitive and more cost-effective methods are needed for detecting food-borne pathogens, we are launching a project seeking to validate and standardise use of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) for this purpose. Although a powerful research tool, the application of PCR for detecting food-borne pathogens is hampered from lack of validation, standard protocols, reagents, and equipment. Additional specific project objectives include validating a simple method for purifying DNA from bacterial cultures, establishing a central collection of certified DNA sample materials, establishing a databank containing key food-pathogen DNA sequence, listing strains for specificity testing, developing standardised reagents, and validating pre-PCR sample treatment methods

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
• Validation of a simple and reproducible method for purification of DNA from bacterial cultures
• DNA-sample bank, consisting of defined DNA material
• DNA databank for registration of food pathogen-specific genes primers and probes
• Sets of criteria for validation of thermocyclers
• User-friendly, pre-PCR sample preparation techniques for the sample types included in this study
• Assessment of specificity, sensitivity and reproducibility of known PCR analyses through comparative studies and ring-trials
• Validated automated, closed-tube PCR for detection of Campylobacter spp.
• Guidelines for first-time implementation of PCR by end-users
• Proposals for European standardisation (CEN/TC 275) of PCR testing
• Organisation of two workshops for technology transfer
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Multi-residue screening for coccidiostatic compounds used in poultry production

BACKGROUND
EU legislation demands that residues of xenobiotics used in poultry production to prevent and treat disease are monitored. However, there is strong evidence that some coccidiostat residues may be present in meat and the consumer is not being given adequate protection. Vast quantities of such drugs are used to treat and prevent disease in poultry production. Some coccidiostats have been banned from use in the EU due to their carcinogenic properties of (nitroimidazoles). Some coccidiostats are authorised and have been (or are being) assigned Maximum Residue Levels (MRLs). There is strong evidence that both authorised and unauthorised coccidiostats are being abused in the EU. Despite widespread use of these drugs, and the potential for adverse effects, few National Reference Laboratories (NRLs) have the ability to test for their presence in food. A recent survey showed that more than 75% of labs felt that existing methods for coccidiostats required improvement. Only one third of labs were able to measure residues of all the banned nitroimidazole drugs. More than 2/3rds of the labs believe that there is a need to develop methods for more coccidiostats.

OBJECTIVES
The central aim of this project is to address the above issues. Nitroimidazoles, halofuginone, toltrazuril, and nicarbazin have, therefore, been selected as priorities for the analysis method development. High-throughput, multi-residue and user-friendly tests will be developed and validated. The system can be applied for rapid detection of toxic agents throughout the food chain and subsequently also other residues can be measured with the same system. Chemical methods are also going to be developed to confirm the findings of the screening assays. The present consortium comprises 3 NRLs with GLP/EN45000 accreditation, 2 innovative SMEs and a research centre.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
During the first year of the project the following results and milestones have been achieved: A high number of different immunogens have been designed and antibodies have been generated in the project using high volume polyclonal production techniques. The resulting antibodies have been characterised by enzyme immunoassays (ELISAs) and selected antibodies have been further evaluated in a time-resolved fluorimunoassay (TR-FIA) system. Working antibodies have so far been produced for all except one of the coccidiostatic compounds included in the project. The development of prototype test kits (TR-FIA) has been started for each compound when a promising antibody has already been generated and the respective hapten structure is thus identified. For two of the coccidiostats the microtitre plate tests have been adapted for all-in-one (AIO) dry chemistry principle by using the optimised conditions already obtained. The development of sample preparation methods has been started ahead of planned schedule. The confirmatory methods, based on LC-MS/MS-techniques, have already been optimised for all compounds included in the project as planned. A dedicated web-site has been established for the project according to plan and the methods will be disseminated to end-users in Technology Transfer events.

During the second year of the project, the following results and milestones have been achieved. Antibodies have been developed for all of the analytes and the antibody production is now complete. The development of analyte-specific TR-FIA labels and TR-
FIA prototype test kits has also been completed. The adaptation of the tests into dry chemistry all-in-one concept is in progress and it has already been completed for two of the assays. The confirmatory methods have been validated and the standard operating procedures prepared. Two methods have been also tested by another partner laboratory.
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Construction of miniaturised free flow electrophoresis (mFFE) incorporating dedicated sensors for real-time analysis of food contaminants

BACKGROUND

Food safety and quality are fundamental obligations towards the European consumer as clearly identified in the proposal “Agenda 2000” towards of the Common Agricultural Policy. The consumer and authorities are concerned about the problem of food safety (e.g. microbiological and chemical contamination), and environmental issues (e.g. animal welfare). The European Commission has proposed to adopt harmonised rules at Community level for matters relating to public health, the protection of the consumers, fairness to trade and environmental protection. There are several relevant directives which include microbiological criteria (e.g. Council Directives 92/46/EEC, 94/65/EC, 89/437/EEC, 91/493/EEC and 80/777/EEC) for food safety control taking also into account that food-borne illnesses leading to consumer’s health damage need to be avoided such as these ones reported in 1990, where an average of 120 cases of food-borne illness per 100,000 population from 11 European Countries occurred. Many of the modern techniques (e.g. ELISA, PCR and HPLC) for the analysis of food contaminants are not wholly reliable, robust, real-time or suited to line sample measurement. This is largely due to two significant problems, i.e. the interference of components from bulk food matrix and potential cross-reactions with closely related species. To address these problems, generic techniques are required that reproducibly separate analytes from potential interference in real-time prior to detection and estimation.

OBJECTIVES

The major objective of MICROSENSOR project is to develop and demonstrate the practical feasibility of miniaturised free flow electrophoresis (mFFE) -based optical biosensor techniques for real-time measurement of analytes (e.g. markers of rBST hormone and Listeria), as a generic tool to address the problem of food safety. If successful, the new analytical technology will enhance: (i) food safety by providing efficient tools to cope with modern food production, and (ii) efficiency of European Food Control laboratories. Consequently, it is the strategic objective of this project to test the practical feasibility of mFFE systems with downstream dedicated sensors for the real-time measurement of three selected analytes (e.g. mycotoxin, markers for recombinant bovine somatotrophin, rBST, and Listeria) as a tool to address selected problems of food safety. The proposed research aims to deliver such techniques by using a multidisciplinary approach integrating the novel generic mFFE separation techniques, a solid state optical biosensor system and associated software for the measurement of the selected food contaminants in comparison with the conventional techniques.

EXPECTED RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

The literature reviews on the applications of FFE and biosensors in the agrifood industry have been published as LFRA reports. Further external publication of the biosensor paper has been secured in the Trends in Analytical Chemistry (TRAC) Journal.

Work has continued on the development of miniaturised FFE systems. Standard procedures for microfabrication of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) chip devices have been established, permitting the rapid and cost-effective production of multiple copies. The
first-design prototype of a microchip, with media flow regulated by a vacuum pump, has been fabricated for use with a linear array UV detector. The integrity and functionality of the structure has been successfully demonstrated by resolving the fluorescent compounds, fluorescein and rhodamine. The microchip magnet design concept has been patented.

Work has also continued on the development of prototype mini-FFE chambers for the separation of Listeria and IGF-1. Continuous isotachophoresis was used to resolve Listeria and Micrococcus from a mixed suspension. Sample capacity was increased using simultaneous manifold separations. The robustness of the mini-chambers was improved by developing a new supporting frame to equalise the pressure across the chambers. Following successful reliability trials, the mini-FFE instrument was technology transferred to the food laboratory for the development of practical protocols. Free flow zone electrophoresis and isotachophoresis have since been used to determine the characteristic profiles of Listeria, Micrococcus and E.coli using the mini-FFE instrument.

Work has continued on the development of suitable detection systems for use with the mini-FFE. Work was instigated on development of SPR sensor based assay procedures for Listeria. Selective binding profiles of antibody and bacterial cells have been demonstrated using gold-coated glass slides of a commercial optical biosensor. The ASI biosensor has been tested for stability, and recently transferred to the food laboratory for protocol development.
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Prevention of ochratoxin A in cereals

BACKGROUND

The EU is the second largest agricultural exporter with trade based on cereals, in particular wheat, and other agricultural products as identified in a study published by the European Commission in relation to the EC Agricultural Policy for the 21st Century. About 25% of the world’s food crops are affected by mycotoxins every year. The presence of ochratoxin A in edible tissue and particularly in pig kidneys, as a result of consumption of contaminated feed, has been demonstrated in Denmark and Sweden by Krogh and Rutquist already in 1977, respectively. As a consequence prevention strategies and early detection systems of mycotoxin-contaminated raw materials form an essential need. Consequently, monitoring and surveillance programmes have been set-up. Ochratoxin A (OTA) is a mycotoxin of considerable concern for human health and is classified as a possible human carcinogen. The EC, Scientific Committee for Food (SCF) has concluded that the intake of OTA should be reduced as far as possible, e.g. below 5 ng/kg body weight/day. Cereals normally correspond to 50-80% of average consumer intake. Consequently, prevention of OTA formation by specific moulds in cereals would have a significant impact on levels of human exposure.

OBJECTIVES

The over-all objective for this project is the protection of the consumer’s health by decreasing the amount of ochratoxin A in cereals produced in Europe. This will be achieved by identifying the key elements in an effective HACCP programme for ochratoxin A for cereals, and by providing tools for preventive and corrective actions. The project includes the whole food chain from primary production to the final processed food product. The objectives and expected achievements are divided into 4 different tasks, all important steps in a HACCP managing programme for ochratoxin A in cereals: identification of the critical control points; establishment of critical limits for the critical control points; developing rapid monitoring methods, and establishment of corrective actions in the event of deviation of a critical limit. The outcome from all tasks, which consist of 11 workpackages, will serve as a pool of knowledge for HACCP-based ochratoxin management programmes, which will increase food safety and support the EU cereal industry.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

During the second reporting period of Task 1, the examination of ochratoxin positive cereal samples has continued. The number of countries, in which Penicillium verrucosum has been identified as the toxin producer, has increased considerable during 2001. Now, P. verrucosum has not only been found in cereals in Denmark, Sweden, Norway, United Kingdom, Germany and Austria, but also in Italy, Spain, France and Portugal. Still P. verrucosum is the only ochratoxin producer found. More than 100 isolates of P. verrucosum from these environments have been fingerprinted phenotypically and examined for production of ochratoxin A, and many different clones have been found. Replies on the questionnaire, aiming to compile a detailed summary of the different farming methods used across the Community have been received from 12 countries. The data is currently being tabulated and assessed.

Task 2 is providing new knowledge concerning the microbial ecology of the ochratoxin A-producing fungi. The results indicate that niche occupation and niche overlap be-
between *P. verrucosum* and other species varies considerably with water availability and temperature. *A. ochraceus* occupied the same niche as *P. verrucosum* at high water activity \( (a_w=0.995) \), but was more competitive under drier conditions. Studies on the effect of gas composition on germination showed that *A. ochraceus* is more sensitive to high concentrations of CO\(_2\) than *P. verrucosum*. Overall, *P. verrucosum* is very tolerant up to 50% CO\(_2\). The storage experiments with winter wheat, harvested in August 2000, have been completed. The experiments were supplemented with tests using irradiated grain. The results indicate that an increase in respiration rate occurred just before or at the same time as growth of *P. verrucosum* or of other moulds could be demonstrated. At water activities above 0.85, an obvious increase of ochratoxin A usually could be detected at the same time or just after *P. verrucosum* started to grow. Irradiation of grain caused faster growth of moulds and higher production of ochratoxin A. The first year’s collection of data from out-door silos, which will be used to describe the heat and moisture transfer in critical parts of a silo, showed that, independent of silo type, there was often a gradual moistening from 13 to 15% moisture content of the upper surface of the grain during the storage period. Detailed screening of anti-oxidants, essential oils and antimicrobial extracts from mushrooms have been completed and the best candidates have been tested on irradiated and natural wheat and maize. A few candidates give more than 90% inhibition on the growth of fungi and of the ochratoxin production. In addition, the results from miniscale storage experiments with irradiated barley contaminated with toxigenic moulds and inoculated with lactic acid bacteria (LAB) suspensions, showed that certain LAB restrict efficiently the growth of *Penicillium verrucosum*.

In Task 3 rapid monitoring methods are being developed. A new set of molecular imprinted polymers (MIPs) has been produced. The MIPs showed excellent affinity to ochratoxin A, and do not bind towards other tested chemical as the initial material did. An extraction procedure for removal of ochratoxin A from grain samples has been developed. Currently, a protocol for detection of ochratoxin A in spiked and real samples is being tested. Very sensitive prototype ELISAs have been produced and are being evaluated. The assay is well within the range of the recent established EU legislation of 3-5 (g/kg). To establish a molecular detection system for the ochratoxin producing fungi, the strategy is now targeted at using suppression subtractive hybridisation-PCR to target the genes that are up-regulated by cells producing ochratoxin A. Preliminary results indicate that this approach is partially successful.

Task 4 deals with the establishment of corrective actions during milling and cereal processing and during malting and brewing. Two 100-kg batches of wheat were inoculated with *P. verrucosum* to produce samples with a concentration of ochratoxin A at 5 and 50 (g/kg). The results showed that cleaning and scouring of wheat only resulted in a small loss of ochratoxin A. However, the bran and offal fraction contained much higher concentrations of ochratoxin A, so that this resulted in significantly reduced toxin levels in the white flour by about 50%. There was only a small additional loss during baking. Extrusion appeared to produce a small reduction that appeared to be related to temperature rather than moisture content or screw speed. Malting experiments have been carried out using barley with natural contamination and barley artificially contaminated with *P. verrucosum*. The growth of *P. verrucosum* during malting was negligible and only minor amounts of OTA were found. However, high amounts of OTA were produced during germination and in most cases also during kilning (drying), when artificially contaminated samples were malted. The process temperature during malting had a pronounced effect on the growth of *P. verrucosum* and the formation of ochratoxin A.
A HACCP-BASED APPROACH TO THE PREVENTION OF OCHRATOXIN A IN CEREALS
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Safety evaluation of horizontal gene transfer from genetically modified organisms to the microflora of the food chain and human gut

BACKGROUND
This project addresses the assessment of possible gene transfer from genetically modified organisms (GMO-plants and microorganisms) to the microflora of the food chain. For appropriate implementation of national and EU regulations, there is still a lack of knowledge concerning the transfer of non-equivalent DNA. The risk of horizontal gene transfer will be addressed based on the outcome of the exploitation of several donor-recipient combinations in different environments. Therefore we will use food models, models which mimic the ecological habitat in the rumen and human gastro-intestinal tract. In this coordinated project we will study all parameters involved in horizontal gene transfer. All data resulting from the different tests in the variety of model systems will yield validated model systems for studying HGT.

OBJECTIVES
The principal aims of the project proposed here, is to provide a risk evaluation based on scientific knowledge and evidence concerning the frequencies and consequences of horizontal gene transfer (HGT) of marker genes to bacteria present in the food chain and human microflora as a basis for the safety evaluation of transgenic crops and microorganisms in food. Apart from analysis of transfer frequencies, hazards will be identified, exposure data will be collected and the impact will be addressed to quantify the risk of HGT and to be conclusive. Therefore, data on transfer frequencies will be related to the nature of the transgenic food, the stability of DNA in the food matrix, and the gastrointestinal tract, the daily intake of a transgenic food, the frequency of a particular gene in nature, and the relevance of a particular marker gene in terms of selective pressure. In addition, the project will also focus on standardisation of methods and systems used for the safety evaluation of transgenic food with respect to HGT.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
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Rapid detection of transnational foodborne viral infections and elucidation of transmission routes through molecular tracing and development of a common database

BACKGROUND
Foodborne and waterborne viral infections are increasingly recognised as causes of illness in humans. The most commonly implicated pathogens (calicivirus, Hepatitis A virus) can not be readily be cultured, but recent advances in molecular virology have enabled the development of the sensitive methods that are needed for their detection and typing. The lack of international standardisation, however has precluded full use of the molecular information for tracking of outbreaks across borders, and for elucidation of the major transmission routes. In this proposal we aim to allow more rapid and internationally standardised assessment of the spread of foodborne viruses, including elucidation of the mechanisms of emergence of novel variants, by standardisation of methods, the use of a common database, and epidemiological follow-up of international foodborne viral infections.

OBJECTIVES
The project team has set the following overall objectives:

• To study the importance of enteric viruses as causes of illness across Europe, with a special focus on multinational outbreaks of infection with Norwalk-like viruses and hepatitis A virus.
• To develop novel, standardised, rapid methods for virus detection and typing to be used in all participating laboratories.
• To establish the framework for a rapid, prepublication exchange of epidemiological, virological and molecular diagnostic data.
• To determine which are the high-risk foods and major transmission routes of foodborne viral infections in the different countries and between countries.
• To describe the pattern of diversity within and between countries, and identify potential pandemic strains at the onset.
• To investigate the mechanisms of emergence of these strains, including the possibility of spill-over from animal reservoirs.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
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Virus safe seafood

BACKGROUND

The overall objective of this project is to provide useful tools for the evaluation of human viral contamination in shellfish and innovative technology for their quality control and depuration. Shellfish viral contamination is currently under diagnosed, although significant epidemiological studies have linked viral illnesses to the consumption of contaminated shellfish. To answer this problem molecular typing and study of the resistance of major human enteric viruses will be investigated. Moreover, the quality of harvesting areas and shellfish depuration process will be assessed. These information will help evaluating various tools: routing methodologies, “Warning system” to prevent the contamination of harvesting areas, “Good Depuration Practices” to secure the shellfish depuration process. The project results will provide the elements for a sustainable development of European shellfish production.

OBJECTIVES

The overall objective of the “Virus-Safe Seafood” project is to provide, along the food chain, useful and rapid tools for the evaluation of human viral contamination of shellfish and innovative technology for their quality control and depuration. The final objective is to assure the safety of the food supply.

The problem of shellfish contamination is currently under diagnosed and under managed, although significant epidemiological studies have linked viral illnesses to the consumption of contaminated shellfish meeting bacterial standards. Protecting the consumer will imply preventing action based on seafood specificity. Shellfish are a unique foodstuff, because of the characteristics of the animal (filter-feeder) and the way they are eaten (slightly cooked, and even raw for oysters). These animals are grown in seawater, and hydric environment is the main source of contamination. They accumulate contaminants, among them human enteric viruses, which are able to persist for a long time in the animal. If viral hydric contamination occurs in harvesting areas, shellfish could be contaminated. As bacterial indicators have now been proved not to be correlated with viral presence, regulation set up to protect consumers is inefficient. Even if EU rules recommend depuration for bacterial polluted shellfish, the efficiency of depuration process to remove viruses still needs to be demonstrated. Efficient consumer protection must take into consideration the viral contamination of growing areas (sewage input and harvesting water quality) and the viral elimination during the depuration process. The food chain is here “harvesting and depuration”. All these factors are taken into account to construct and organise the project “Virus-Safe Seafood”.

A co-operative research between multidisciplinary partners is settled to procure the competence necessary to achieve the project. Expertise from fundamental research, R&D and shellfish producers, are complementary to address the following objectives:

1. Determination of viral input and shellfish contamination: the main human enteric viruses implicated in diseases linked to shellfish consumption chosen for this study will be: astrovirus (AV), calicivirus (CV), enterovirus (EV), Hepatitis A virus (HAV), rotavirus (RV). They will be searched to appreciate the role of the environment as a reservoir. The following techniques will be used:
   - Extraction /concentration of viral particles and purification of nucleic acids;
   - Commercial kits validation and evaluation for routine detection;
1. Detection by RT-PCR, hybridisation; quantification and standardisation of the protocols;  
Molecular typing to determine the strains persisting in the environment.  
These techniques will be applied to assess viral contamination of waste waters, rivers,  
seawater and shellfish samples. Shellfish imported or sampled from harvesting areas  
will be analysed. The concentration of actual and potential indicators (Escherichia coli  
and F+RNA specific phages) will be compared to the presence of human enteric viruses  
and evaluated to propose a more valuable approach for shellfish safety.  

2. Evaluation of the persistence of enteric viruses in the environment: Virus-like Particles (VLPs) of astrovirus, calicivirus and rotavirus will be constructed. This new technology issued from molecular research will be used to:  
- simulate and compare their behaviour in seawater;  
- follow viral capsid degradation and thus, obtain information on infectivity;  
- evaluate the role of physical (temperature, salinity) and biological (bacterial flora) parameters on viral fate.  

3. Optimisation of shellfish depuration: to assess the efficiency of depuration process on viral contamination:  
- VLPs-artificially contaminated shellfish will first be used;  
- Different parameters will be evaluated to enhance depuration processes;  
- After VLPs assays optimisation, the same depuration processes will be applied to naturally contaminated shellfish;  
- Efficiency of depuration enteric viruses and indicators will be then evaluated.  

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS  
These information will define various tools to evaluate the accuracy of EC standards,  
reducing the risk caused by seafood consumption and providing a sustainable development of shellfish production:  
- Understanding of pathogen distribution and designing “viral risk months”;  
- Providing valuable information about viral risk for countries involved in shellfish trade; improving shellfish safety by defining “Good Depuration Practices” and a “warning system” in harvesting areas.
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New methods for the safety testing of transgenic food

BACKGROUND
This project proposal deals with the development of a sensitive and specific animal test which is necessary for safety analysis of genetically modified plants according to the Opinion of the Scientific Committee for Food on the assessment of novel foods. The test will be based on the OECD 90 day rodent study supplemented with sensitive and specific markers for potential toxicity of the products encode by the inserted genes in the tested food item, the use of a semisynthetic diet with interchangeable constituents and the extensive use of initial chemical and in-vitro testing for guiding the precise design of the animal study. The genetically modified food plants to be used for this test development will be 3 transgenic rice varieties (2 types of lectins and the Bt toxin).

OBJECTIVES
The overall objective of this project is to develop and validate the scientific methodology which is necessary for assessing the safety of foods from genetically modified plants in accordance with the EU Regulation 258/97 of 27 January 1997 concerning novel foods and novel food ingredients. The project is designed to meet the urgent need for a sensitive and specific testing strategy for GM foods in a scientifically valid and economically feasible manner.

The specific objectives are to:

• improve the sensitivity and specificity of standard OECD guideline toxicity tests towards detection of specific chemical entities in the GM food matrix by the measurement of additional biological endpoints based on prior knowledge.

• improve the quality of this prior knowledge through precise information regarding the gene construct, its site of insertion and the chemical and toxicological characteristics of the gene product based upon chemical analytical studies and short term in vivo and in vitro studies.

• improve the quality of this prior knowledge through precise information regarding unintended secondary changes in the GM food item, which may alter the nutritional-toxicological properties of that food.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
The results of the project will be evaluated at a final workshop and the recommendations will be used to guide future test requirement for the safety assessment of genetically modified food plant within EU and worldwide.
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New methodologies for assessing the potential of unintended effects in genetically modified food crops

BACKGROUND
Market introduction of genetically modified (GM) food crops in Europe has given rise to broad public concern, which of a great deal is based on uncertainties related to safety for humans, animals and environment. One of the key issues in safety evaluation of GM plants is whether unexpected or unintended changes may have taken place in the organism due to genetic modification, that could affect its safety or nutritional status. The project was designed to answer the question: Does genetic modification induce (un-)intended effects in the Genetically Modified (GM) crop plant, that may affect levels of nutrients, natural toxins or other compounds if compared to the parental line? The answer addresses the issue of ‘Substantial Equivalence’ and therefore, the main thrust of the research programme targets on exploiting ‘omics’ techniques like genomics (DNA chip technology), proteomics (2D-PAGE/MALDI-TOF) and metabolomics (LC-NMR/GC-MS) for a ‘holistic’ compositional analysis of plant tissues. The overall objective is to adapt these new technologies to identify and/or eliminate potential hazardous metabolic perturbations in whole complex GM crop plants at the earliest step in the food chain.

OBJECTIVES
The overall first year objective was to imply the ‘omics’ technologies, which should be of sufficient sensitivity and specificity, to assure a screen for identifying possible unintended effects (i.e. metabolic perturbations) in GM crop plants. Implicit in this objective was the development of new knowledge intended to understand the implications of genetic modification processes, such as the use of sense/antisense constructs, on metabolic pathways in crop plants. The ‘omics’ tools were tested through the evaluation of transgenic potato lines modified in, for example, starch, polyamine, glycoalkaloid and amino acid metabolism and transgenic tomato lines with modified carotenoids content. Other GM-lines like Arabidopsis and Nicotiana were used for academic and control purposes in order to determine what genes are involved in the process of flavonoid and lysine metabolism, growth and development.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
The wealth of techniques and methods developed and evaluated during the first year of the project provided a firm basis for identification of possible hazardous metabolic perturbations in whole complex GM crop plants. In the first year crop plant production (i.e. glasshouse, polytunnel and field environments) has been arranged to supply sufficient transgenic plants for experimental usage in both ‘targeted (i.e. selected critical nutrients and key natural toxins analysis)’ as well as in ‘non-targeted (i.e. non-specific broad-spectrum profiling analysis)’ compositional studies. Transgenic plants have been selected as follows: 5 types of GM potato lines i.e. Mal1 (defective glycoprotein processing), SAM35S (polyamine metabolism), W2GBSS (starch composition), FK (modified sugar metabolism) and DHDPS (lysine content); 5 types of GM tomato lines i.e. 35S crtl (2-fold increase of b-carotene and lutein), crtB (increased carotenoids), anti-Psy (dramatically reduced carotenoids), beta-Lcy (2.5-fold increase of b-carotene) and HMG (increased end-product phytosterols). The GM crop plants have been characterised on sizes of T-DNA, vector backbone integration, copy number and expression levels. These transgenic plants have been screened for phenotypes with metabolic and/or developmental disturbances, which would be of particular interest. For acade-
mic purposes Arabidopsis cv. Wassilewskija has been selected and characterised further i.e. one parental line, 3 CHS (modified flavonoid content) antisense (single copy) and 3 CHS (multi copy) transformants. The construction of Arabidopsis lines with anti-sense/sense constructs of DFR under control of an ethanol inducible promoter is under way. In the case of Nicotiana sylvestris 4 types of mutants i.e. RAEC-1 (mutated dhfps-r1), RLT-70 (mutated aklys 1), hybrid RLT-70/RAEC-1 and parental line have been chosen and studied in more detail.

Targeted approach

Different methodologies as tools for a targeted analytical comparison (e.g. sugars, fatty acids, glycoalkaloids, carotenoids, amino acids, organic acids, aromatic compounds, flavonoids etc.) have been evaluated for the compositional analysis of the selected transgenic and parental plant material (e.g. potato, tomato, Arabidopsis and tobacco), which were bred under identical conditions. Technologically, these tools are operational and reproducibility tests including data analysis by chemometrics are under way.

Non-targeted approach

Genomics: Technologically, the DNA array technology (i.e. genomics) is operational. With respect to the gene expression profiling experiments, two tomato cDNA libraries have been constructed and part of these libraries have been spotted in array formats. These microarrays consist of ESTs (i.e. expressed sequence tags = fragments of genes that are expressed under specific conditions) derived from red and green tomato fruit as well as cDNAs corresponding to genes with known function. Hybridisation experiments have taken place in order to determine levels of gene expression in subsequent ripening stages of tomato (i.e. natural variation).

Proteomics: The evaluation of sample preparation and extraction procedures for the proteome analysis of plant material (i.e. protein expression profiling or proteomics) has been completed and optimised to find a practical approach for sample delivery and compatibility with other analyses done within the project. Protein (2D-PAGE) patterns of various potato, tomato and Arabidopsis GM lines have been analysed and the identification of landmark proteins by ESI-MS in GM and non-GM material is under way. A strategy for glycome analysis (i.e. post-translation modifications in protein-linked carbohydrates) of minor amounts of glycoprotein post-PAGE and in whole plant tissue has been developed and its application to the selected GM and non-GM materials is in progress. For the development of tools to profile (possible) alterations in endogenous allergens, human sera containing specific IgE antibodies directed to rape seed has been collected and analysed for specific subclasses between allergic patients. A strategy to prepare western blots based on minimal amounts of human sera has been evaluated and demonstrated for plant material. The collection of pollen from (wild type) Arabidopsis and subsequent selection of Arabidopsis-specific human IgE is under way.

Metabolomics: The utilisation of special growth chambers for potato, tomato, Arabidopsis and tobacco pot plants has been evaluated for the metabolite profiling (metabolomics) experiments in vivo (during growth). Specific adaptations have been made. At present biomass is fixed for 13C-NMR analysis and other measurements. For the metabolomics experiments post harvest sample preparation and extraction procedures for proton-NMR, HPLC and GC-MS have been established. The fractionation procedure for tomato and potato has been tested and modified to reduce running time. The automated acquisition and processing of NMR spectra has been evaluated, whereas NMR, HPLC and GC-MS reproducibility check is in progress including the chemometrics treatment of the large potato and tomato batches.
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A risk assessment on Cryptosporidium parvum, an emerging pathogen in the food and water chain in Europe

BACKGROUND
This project will carry out research on Cryptosporidium parvum, an emerging pathogen in water and food. The research will focus on the following areas:

• Development of methods which can be used to isolate and detect C. parvum in food and water samples;
• Determination of the survival and infectivity of C. parvum in food and water;
• Development of procedures for control of C. parvum in food and water;
• A risk assessment of C. parvum in the food and water industry.

OBJECTIVES
This project will carry out research on Cryptosporidium parvum, an emerging pathogen and will establish the risk that C. parvum poses for the food and water industry. The objectives of the project are:

• Routine procedures will be developed for the isolation and detection of oocysts from test samples (food and water)
• Techniques for the isolation of Cryptosporidium spp. from a range of sample types will be developed based on physical, chemical or biological processes.
• Immunological or DNA procedures will be applied to the detection of oocysts. New monoclonal antibodies for C. parvum which are capable of detecting oocysts which have been present in the environment for long periods of time and which may have lost surface proteins (binding sites) will be developed and screened. Additional studies will investigate the application of PCR as a sensitive technique to detect low numbers of oocysts and distinguish between the different species of Cryptosporidium.
• The survival and infectivity of C. parvum in the food and water will be determined.
• Studies to be carried out will include inoculation studies (with C. parvum at different inoculum levels) to assess the effect of various stresses (heating, freezing, chemical preservatives etc.) on both the survival and virulence characteristic of the parasite when present in food, water or faeces.
• Procedures for control of C. parvum in the food and water industry will be developed.
• Research on control measures will focus on the use of a novel photocatalytic procedure for the inactivation of C. parvum in water (potable and waste water) either alone or in combination with other methods, such as filtration.
• Disinfectant and cleaning procedures will be assessed for use within the food industry.
• A risk assessment on C. parvum for the food and water industry
• A risk assessment model will be developed based on hazard identification, hazard characterisation, exposure assessment, and risk characterisation. Essentially, the model will be based on the distribution and incidence of C. parvum in the water and food supply; the reduction on numbers of oocysts that any process treatment is likely to yield; the amount of contaminated water or food consumed and the percentage of exposed people who are expected to become ill. Statistical calculations on this
data using deterministic, worst-case or stochastic analysis will be used to determine the risk which *C. parvum* poses and most importantly how this risk can be reduced by the implementation of practical control measures.

**EXPECTED RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS**

It is anticipated that the project will result in the development of routine methods for the isolation, detection and typing of *Cryptosporidium spp.* from a range of sample types (food, water, environmental and clinical specimens). These methods will have application both in epidemiological studies (including outbreak investigation) and in inoculation studies to assess the survival of the pathogen in the food chain and in the investigation of factors that affect its pathogenicity and virulence for humans. It is also expected that practical strategies for control of the pathogen in the food and the water industry will be developed during the course of the project. The data generated in the project will be used in the development of a risk assessment model for *C. parvum* in the food and water industry in Europe.

---
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Development of assays for the detection and prediction of co- and antimutagenic constituents in food with cells of human origin

BACKGROUND

It is well documented that diet and the existing food contaminants play crucial roles in the aetiology of cancer in humans. In order to perform a reliable risk assessment for human in the present proposal we plan to develop and validate new assays using human hepatoma and hepatocyte cell systems. DNA-damage, repair, and biological consequences will be studied. Furthermore, the key role of the specific enzymes in mutagenicity will be determined. An automated scoring analysis of micronuclei will be used to analyse a larger number of chemicals, and with the help of a computer automated structure evaluation methodology, attempts will be made to detect structure activity relationship of different chemicals, in order to detect/predict the hazard/protective effect of active compounds in the food matrix.

OBJECTIVES

A number of epidemiological studies indicated that the composition of the diet plays a major role in the aetiology of cancer in humans and it has been estimated that 40-70% of the cancer incidence in humans is due to nutritional factors.

So far, the main approaches which enable detection of mutagens, co- and anti-mutagens are in vivo models with laboratory animals, but in general they are relatively time consuming and costly, and the requirement of large animal numbers urges against their use in screening trials. Furthermore, the outcomes may not be true representatives of human situations in vivo.

The overall aim of the project is to investigate the effect of dietary constituents and contamination on the genotoxic effects of representatives of major groups of food derived carcinogens in cells of human origin. To obtain reliable information which of the food constituents may enhance or reduce the health risks of humans.

Techniques will be developed and applied using human derived liver cells that reflect the activation/detoxification of genotoxic carcinogens better than other indicator cells that are currently being used. Therefore, have an increased predictive value for the identification of mutagens, co- and anti-mutagenic constituents of human foods.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

• To increase our knowledge for the mutagenic, co- and anti-mutagenic potential of human food constituents.
• To define the mode of action, DNA damage induction, repair and biological consequences.
• To detect and elucidate the role of different enzymes involved and responsible for mutagenic, co- and anti-mutagenic potential of food constituents.
• To detect and may predict chemical structures that are of particular importance for the protective/hazardous properties of the various classes of food constituents
• Ultimately improve human health: This project is designed to provide the scientific basis for the development of improved food products and is targeted on the provision of health benefits to consumers.
• Identification of desirable and optimal levels of mutagens, co- and anti-mutagens in human food constituents, will enable advice, strategies and recommendation for healthy diets to be more effectively targeted nationally and through European channels.
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Cartridges with molecularly imprinted recognition elements for antibiotic residues monitoring in milk

BACKGROUND

Consumer’s rising concern on healthy food and environmentally sound production methods has set new technological challenges in food production. Quality management in the food chain to ensure product safety includes the monitoring for potential residues of pesticides, veterinary drugs and other chemical compounds. These residues can be found at different concentration levels in products from animal origin, such as milk or meat. In the case of antibiotics, residues may inhibit starter cultures in the production of yoghurt, cheese and other solid milk products, and affect the quality of these. More importantly, antibiotic residues may have in the long term a potential insidious effect on public health. Antibiotics are vital medicines considered as the ultimate strategy to treat human infections. Their effectiveness is however threatened by extensive and inappropriate use of these, not only in medicine but also in agriculture. In veterinary practice, antibiotics are utilised at therapeutic levels primarily to treat diseases and to prevent infection. They are also used at sub-therapeutic levels to increase feed efficiency, promote growth and prevent disease. Public health consequences from the excessive use of antimicrobials in livestock production include the emergence of resistant bacteria. Antibiotics favour such selection in the digestive tube of the host animal. Moreover, genes responsible for this resistance can migrate from one bacterial flora to another through the alimentary chain, and therefore increase the bacterial resistance. Additionally, bacterium resistant to one antibiotic in particular can potentially develop a multi-resistance profile. Unless new classes of antibiotics are devised or discovered, the increase of bacterial resistance will narrow the list of antibiotics that can ultimately be used for the treatment of infections. The needs to evaluate the safety of selected veterinary drugs residues used in food-producing animals, define acceptable daily intakes for humans, and recommend maximum residue limits have been recognised world-wide by various public authorities. Until now, the analysis or detection of these substances is most commonly performed using microbiological methods and physical-chemical HPLC methods in the post-screening phase. There are disadvantages to that approach as these tests can only be performed in a well-equipped laboratory. Aside from the fact that this approach is costly, there is a tendency to bring the “laboratory to the samples”, that is to identify critical points in the production chain and perform the control directly at these points: e.g. production chain management, hazard analysis critical control points. To make that a feasible approach, simple and cheap devices for on-site monitoring of critical parameters are needed. A number of rapid tests with detection sensitivities for most ß-lactam antibiotics in the low ppb (mg/kg) range, are already commercially available for screening residues in various biological fluids such as milk, plasma, and urine. These tests however cannot discriminate among different ß-lactam drugs. Alternative confirmatory methods with equivalent or better detection sensitivity are therefore needed, to confirm the identity or identities of the specific ß-lactams eliciting presumptive positive responses and to determine their residual concentrations.

OBJECTIVES

To meet the need of alternative confirmatory methods and practical instrumentation for on-site monitoring and discrimination of ß-lactam residues in milk, the main objective of this project is to develop and optimise a plug-in detection cartridge supporting a
molecularly imprinted polymer assay. This cartridge will consist of a microfabricated column accommodating an optical detection window. Molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs) in the form of beads will be used as packing materials and recognition elements. Analyte binding will be detected by fluorescence. Different assay formats, labels, and optical detection schemes will be evaluated. The best candidates will be optimised to meet the required assay specificity and sensitivity. Participation of a national reference laboratory in the project will enable field trials of the developed cartridge in real experimental conditions and validation of the analytical method.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

The concept of a cartridge supporting a molecularly imprinted polymer (MIA-cartridge) will be demonstrated. State-of-the-art replication techniques in plastics will ultimately be utilised to produce cheap and disposable cartridges. A portable instrumentation will be developed to enable screening tests to be performed at the farm and processing dairy with MIA-cartridge prototypes. Field trials will assess the validity of this analytical system.

This novel analytical instrumentation will be designed and optimised to allow handling by non-chemists in non-laboratory settings. The approach relies on robust molecularly imprinted polymers as the recognition element and has therefore obvious advantages over conventional immunological and biochemical methods in terms of stability (mechanical, chemical, and thermal). The detection of β-lactam antibiotics in milk has been chosen as a model system to demonstrate the general principle of the system. It is anticipated that the approach can be applied also to other substances needed to be easily monitored in non-laboratory settings.
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Safe organic vegetables and vegetable products by reducing risk factors and sources of fungal contaminants throughout the production chain: The carrot - *Alternaria* model

**BACKGROUND**

European agriculture is confronted with a growing demand of consumers for organic vegetables. For example, a leading supermarket chain in the UK has currently about over 400 organic products for sale, 60 of which are vegetables, fruits or salads. An estimated 2% of the total European vegetables (e.g. 6% to 10% in Denmark) and fruit market is now organically produced, and this number is expected to triple in the next few years based on an annual growth rate of up to 10% to 40% in Europe. These data are further underlined by the fact that the UK with its annual organic food market retail value is among the highest in the world at between 409 million euros and 455 million euros. The UK depends for 70% of its organic food supplies on imports. However, Austria is the European Country with the largest share of organic production in total agricultural output with 8% of its total agricultural area fully converted to organic production systems by the end of 2000. Consequently, a decrease in these above figure based on undesirable components such as mycotoxins, fungal poisons need to be prevented by setting suitable strategies in place to ensure a safe organic food supply by developing detection methods, anticipating mycotoxin risks, tracing the sources of contaminants in the food production chain, and eliminating the risk factors.

**OBJECTIVES**

The overall objective of this project is to develop strategies to ensure a safe organic food supply by developing detection methods, anticipating mycotoxin risks, tracing the sources of contaminants in the food production chain, and eliminating the risk factors. The research will be done with the model carrot – *Alternaria*, the latter fungus being a known producer of harmful mycotoxins.

**(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS**

In the first year the work mainly focused on developing the methods needed throughout the project, in particular the methods for detection of the *Alternaria* fungus and its metabolites.

*Alternaria* detection

Suitable methods for detection of the mycotoxin-producing *A. alternata* and *A. radicina* on various types of carrot plant material, in particular seeds and roots, were developed and tested. Based on the results obtained, it was decided that for detection of *A. alternata* the blotter test will be the basis. A deep freezing step (overnight incubation of imbibed seeds at –20°C) will be included when testing seeds, in order to prevent germination. Seedling and root material can be placed directly on wet blotters. Evaluation will take place after 7 days of incubation at 20°C and a 12-h nUV cycle, based on morphological characteristics of conidia and conidiophores. For detection of *A. radicina*, seeds or samples of seedlings and roots will be plated on the selective ARSA (*Alternaria* Radicina Selective Agar) medium. For testing seedling and root material, the fungicide Botran can be omitted from the medium. Evaluation for fungal growth will take place after 7 and 14 days of incubation at 28°C. A PCR-based assay was developed for detection of both *Alternaria* species as well, because both the traditional deep-freeze-blotter method and plating on selective medium are time consuming methods and may not be sensitive enough. Specific primers for detection and identification of
the *Alternaria* species on carrot seeds and roots were designed, based on sequences of ribosomal gene repeats of 45 different *Alternaria* isolates, and tested. The primers were sensitive and could differentiate between the three *Alternaria* species occurring on carrot, i.e. *A. radicina*, *A. alternata* and *A. dauci*. *A. alternata* and *A. radicina* could be detected in DNA isolated from carrot material (seeds and infected root material) applying the specific primers, even at low infection levels. Comparison with the blotter method and plating on ARSA medium (the latter for *A. radicina*) by testing naturally infected seed samples and root material, showed that results of the PCR-assay were similar for the detection of *A. alternata* and *A. radicina*. A positive correlation was found between the percentage of seed infection established by the blotter method and the intensity of the amplified, specific product. A small-scale ring test with 5 participating laboratories was performed to evaluate the PCR-based assay developed. The results showed that several participants encountered problems, in particular with the DNA isolation and purification step. This shows that the PCR-based assay is not ready yet for routine testing of seed samples for the presence of *Alternaria*. According to the results of one project partner, isolating DNA from (infected) carrot root material was much easier to perform. This suggests that the PCR-based assay may be suited for testing of *Alternaria* contamination of harvested carrot roots.

**Mycotoxin detection**

For various purposes, suited analytical methods for the determination of the principal *Alternaria* mycotoxins alternariol (AOH), altertoxin I (ATX I), tenuazonic acid (TeA), and radicinin (RAD) were developed. An agar plug method will be applied in future work for preliminary determination of the toxigenicity of various *Alternaria* isolates, followed by a more extensive study of the toxigenicity by means of TLC and TLC densitometric methods. Rice grains were shown to be a good natural substrate to study production of the *Alternaria* mycotoxins under various conditions. TLC and HPLC will be used for analysis of this inoculated plant material. For the analysis of carrot plant samples, naturally infected or symptomless, HPLC will be applied. Different extraction and clean-up procedures as well as HPLC conditions had to be developed for the analysis of rice fungal cultures and carrot material respectively. For the analysis of rice fungal cultures, acceptable methods with regard to within-laboratory standard deviation, recovery, and limit of determination are now available. For analysis of carrot material, acceptable methods are available for determination of AOH, ATX I, RAD and AME. TeA could not be determined in the same analysis method, because it was not retained during the clean-up procedure. A separate HPLC method will have to be developed for TeA. Furthermore, the methods will need to be validated by testing spiked carrot material. In addition, a HPLC method for the simultaneous determination of AAL toxins (TA1 and TA2) and fumonins (FB1 and FB2) in inoculated rice cultures was developed. This method will be used to test whether the *Alternaria* species occurring on carrot also are able to produce these mycotoxins.

**Control measures**

Two tests, i.e. a root slice test and a petiole test, were developed to test carrot accessions for differences in resistance towards *Alternaria radicina*. The concept protocols are currently under discussion, and will be used in the next years to test various carrot accessions for *Alternaria* resistance. Accessions with high levels of resistance can be used, outside the scope of the project, in resistance breeding programmes. Furthermore, a method was developed to enable screening of microorganisms from the spermo- and rhizosphere of carrot for their ability to suppress *Alternaria*. This should lead to the selection of potential biological control agents that can be applied to seeds.
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PARTNERS
Hazard analysis and control of food contamination: Prevention of *Fusarium* mycotoxins entering the human and animal food chain

**BACKGROUND**

In Europe wheat, barley and maize are significant components in food and feed processing. *Fusarium* moulds (e.g. *Fusarium moniliforme*) have become a serious problem because they produce a range of toxic metabolites (mycotoxins) which endanger the health of both humans and animals. *Fusarium* mycotoxins such as fumonisins cause animal diseases such as leukoencephalomalacia and porcine pulmonary oedema and may also induce liver cancer on experimental rats. The high levels of fumonisins (FB1 & FB2) occurring in maize intended for human consumption have been associated with human oesophageal cancer. Commercial maize-based foodstuffs obtained from single random purchases from retail outlets such as samples of extruded maize, maize flour, and polenta showed about 85% positive samples in 1995 with levels >1 mg/kg a level of concern for human health. In France, lower incidences were found, i.e. <50% positive samples. Levels of around 60 mg/kg of FB1 and 15 mg/kg of FB2.

**OBJECTIVES**

The overall objectives of this project are to examine systems of pre-harvest crop treatment, and post-harvest control to remove contaminants and prevent fungal development in food. It will provide biological and chemical means of detoxifying mycotoxins. This should also help identify the feasibility and the critical points where corrective measures can have a controlling effect for prevention of the entry of these mycotoxins into the food chain. The best combinations of treatments in the chain will be identified by the HACCP approach. The commercial exploitation of the technologies will be examined in collaboration with end users. This trans-European consortium includes partners in UK, Finland, Holland, Spain and Italy.

The six key objectives to control and prevent contamination of food with *Fusarium* species and their mycotoxins are:

- Development of critical control systems: Use of ecological and control data for developing a Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP) system for identification, reduction and prevention of the risk of *Fusarium* mycotoxins entering the food chain.
- Preharvest Biocontrol: Development of biocompetitive strains for preharvest control and competitive exclusion of toxigenic fusaria, in cereal (wheat/barley/oats/maize) production.
- Post-harvest control: Novel natural control food-grade systems will be used for control of mycotoxigenic species and the reduction of chemical inputs into food.
- Decontamination using microbial inoculants for prevention of entry into animal production systems: Bacteria and yeasts will be used for the breakdown of mycotoxins in stored cereals
- Decontamination using physical means. Adsorbent materials and biomarkers will be used to assess the exposure to *Fusarium* mycotoxins (i.e. sphinganine/sphingasine ratio for fumonisins) to quantify the effectiveness of treatments.
RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

Good progress has been made during the first reporting period of the project. Studies have determined in vitro discrimination between different bacteria, yeasts and filamentous fungi using simulated media for bread, cakes and cheese. These studies have generally been successful with discrimination being possible within 48-72 hrs of growth. The differentiation of different concentrations, e.g. $10^2$, $10^4$, $10^6$ CFUs, has been successful for some species but not all. However, it was noted that different groups of sensors in the different e.nose systems being used might be optimal for different spoilage microorganisms. A review of off-taints of different food types has been carried out and key volatile markers for these and for microbial spoilage have been determined. Studies using GC-MS and bread analogues inoculated with spoilage fungi have also enabled confirmation of key volatile compounds responsible for spoilage. Studies on grain and flour to detect spoilage moulds were compared using different e.nose systems. Studies showed that using one of the tested systems (Gas Detector, MGD-1-S) was mainly differentiating samples based on humidity and not on the presence of *Fusarium* in barley.
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European network on safety assessment of genetically modified food crops

BACKGROUND

Market introduction of genetically modified (GM) food crops in Europe has given rise to broad public concern based upon unfamiliarity with the new molecular techniques applied and the fact that the genetic material of these food plants has been altered in a manner which in nature by way of reproduction or natural recombination is not possible. Hazards of large-scale cultivation of transgenic plants and of chronic exposure of humans and animals to transgenic food are issues of intense debate.

OBJECTIVES

• to identify key issues of the safety evaluation of genetically modified food crops, and
to examine whether current research methods are adequate to characterise specific safety hazards;
• to co-ordinate ongoing research regarding safety testing of transgenic foods in the framework of the European research program FP5;
• to design new (in-vitro) test methodologies for safety and nutritional evaluation of whole complex foods, which are of sufficient sensitivity and specificity;
• to address the risks of gene transfer from genetically modified organisms to the gut microflora of humans and animals;
• to examine new strategies for the detection of genetically modified foods, which enable detection at specific threshold levels for raw materials, processed products and food ingredients;
• to examine the fate of genetically modified raw materials and processed products throughout food production chains (tracking and tracing);
• to develop criteria for quality assurance systems to guarantee ‘non-GMO-containing’ materials throughout food chains
• to develop a communication platform of producers of GMOs, scientists involved in research and safety evaluation of GMOs, retailers, regulatory authorities and consumer groups with the scope to improve safety assessment procedures, risk management strategies and risk communication.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

The Thematic Network will identify proper research strategies and tools to address issues related to safety and management of transgenic food products. Participants involved in research, safety assessment and management, regulation and consumers interests will evaluate ongoing research activities in this area, discuss new approaches and establish a permanent platform for communication between the various parties involved. As a result various Working Groups will write a number of research papers and position documents. These documents will be incorporated into one position paper, which will give guidance on the various aspects mentioned above. It is important to demonstrate that the scientific challenges of safety testing of genetically modified foods can be met, while further initiatives will be taken in Europe to improve current test methodologies, using modern molecular based techniques. Agreement on safety assessment strategies for GMOs, and on issues related to risk management and risk communication will facilitate market introduction of GMOs in Europe, and therefore bring the European industry in a competitive position.
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Reliable, standardised, specific, quantitative detection of genetically modified food

BACKGROUND
Future legislation in EU involves threshold values for labelling of genetically modified food, necessitating the development of quantitative GMO detection methods. Available techniques cannot distinguish between or quantify approved and non-approved GMOs (defined by transformation events). Quantification must rely on detection of the DNA sequence of the transformation junction region, which for most GMOs are unavailable and will be sequenced by us. Based on the junction sequences, single and multiplex qualitative and quantitative detection assays will be developed. Species specific non-modified reference genes with known, conserved copy numbers that can be amplified together with the GMO junction region will be identified, and will give the 100% of the ingredient (plant species) for food labelling. The DNA-extraction technique will be improved, and its limitations defined. All techniques will be validated in ring-trials.

OBJECTIVES
Primary objectives:
• Develop reliable and transformation-event-specific tests for qualitative and quantitative detection of genetic modifications in food.
• Develop reliable and transformation-event-specific multiplex tests for determination of the diversity of genetic modifications in food.
• Investigate how improved methods for detection of genetically modified foods will influence consumer confidence in food security and trust in science and risk regulators.

Specific goals:
• Define the domain of application of a standard DNA extraction procedure for complex and processed food (quality and yield).
• Design species-specific reference-gene primer-probe sets for qualitative and quantitative PCR amplification and detection.
• DNA sequence characterisation of the GMOs' junction regions (insertion site and insert) for each of at least twelve GMOs.
• Design GMO-transformation-specific primer-probe sets for qualitative and quantitative PCR amplification and detection for each of the at least twelve GMOs.
• on single reference materials in multiplex primer-probe assays.
• on mixed reference materials in single primer-probe assays.
• on mixed reference materials in multiplex primer-probe assays.
• on mixed reference materials in single primer-probe assays.
Based on the tests listed above, the best primer-probe sets for multiplex qualitative, and for specific quantitative detection of genetic modifications in food are selected and validated in ring-trials.

Investigate how improved methods for detection of genetically modified foods will influence consumer confidence in food security and trust in science and risk regulators.

(Expected) Results and Achievements

- Identification of the domain of application and matrix-limitations for a standard DNA extraction protocol.
- Identification and characterisation of suitable taxon-specific reference genes, and development of reference gene specific primer-probe sets for qualitative and quantitative PCR amplification and detection (that will define the 100% of the ingredient).
- Sequence characterisation of transformation events (obtain DNA sequence of junction regions).
- Development, validation through ring-trials and submission of proposed European standards for PCR based transformation event specific qualitative detection of at least 12 GMOs in single and multiplex assays.
- Development, validation through ring-trials, and submission of proposed European standards for PCR based transformation event specific quantitative detection of at least 12 GMOs.
- A report providing information about the impact of tests to improve traceability of genetically modified foods on consumer confidence.

In response to the European Council Directive 90/220/EEC concerning the intentional dissemination of genetically modified organisms to the environment, the European parliament’s and the European Council’s «Novel Food» Regulation 258/97/EC concerning new food products and ingredients, and the European parliament’s and the European Council’s Regulation 1139/98/EC covering the mandatory labelling of some food products produced from genetically modified organisms, reliable, specific, qualitative and quantitative standard methods for the detection of genetically modified organisms or their derivatives in food are urgently needed by the industry, European and National authorities, and consumer groups. A major objective of the project will be to provide methods which can be converted into such European standards. The National authorities, and the food industry will obtain information about the impact of tests to improve traceability of genetically modified foods on consumer confidence, with full policy guidelines detailing recommendations for the development of communication about traceability tests, and potential differences in countries with differing attitudes towards the technology.
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Early detection and control of toxigenic *Fusarium* species and ochratoxigenic fungi in plant products

**BACKGROUND**

The total EU cereal production, for example, is approximately 173 million tonnes per year and it has also been reported that about 20% of the cereal crops grown in Europe and used foods and animals feeds contain measurable amounts of mycotoxins. Also contaminated imports to the EU infested by these toxins are causing concerns. In 1996, the WHO/FAO-Joint Expert Committee on Food Additives (JECFA) has considered various secondary metabolites produced by several fungal genera as potent mycotoxins and has set a Provisional Tolerable Weekly Intake for some of them. That means there is an urgent need to develop validated reliable, rapid, robust and user-friendly detection methods as part of a cost effective and time efficient food safety control strategy for both toxigenic fungi that are widespread on various economically important plant products as well as for their toxigenic secondary metabolites which may be carried-over in the food chain causing human, animal and plant health implications.

**OBJECTIVES**

The aim of this project is to prevent and reduce consumer’s health risk derived from mycotoxin contamination in food and feed. This will be achieved through: (1) development of molecular diagnostic methods for an early detection of toxigenic *Fusarium* species and ochratoxigenic fungi in plant products, (2) new and more sensitive immunological tests for detection of mycotoxins in food, (3) biochemical and molecular studies to characterise genes responsible for ochratoxin A synthesis.

The objectives are:

- To clone mating-type genes from *Gibberella*;
- To obtain molecular detection methods (biochips, species-specific quantitative PCR, NASBA) for detection of fumonisins and beauvericin producing *Fusarium* species;
- To obtain molecular detection methods (biochips, species-specific quantitative PCR, NASBA) for enniatin and trichothecenes producing *Fusarium* species;
- To develop specific monoclonal antibodies to beauvericin and enniatin and relative producing *Fusarium* species;
- To develop robust quantitative PCR detection system for ochratoxin A producing fungi;
- To clone genes responsible of OTA biosynthesis.

**(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS**

A BAC library of *Fusarium proliferatum* strain ITEM 2287, and a clone corresponding with the mat1-2 gene was identified. This has been sequenced and contains the entire mat locus. Moreover, 10 kb and 15kb of flanking sequence on either side of the locus have been identified. Strains of *Fusarium*, Liseola section, were characterised using DNA based techniques to differentiate them and develop tools to detect the FUM/BEA strains in natural products. Unique composition of populations of *F. proliferatum* that is isolated with host specific mtDNA RFLP patterns generally predominant on a given host, suggests that the observed heterogeneity is principally the result of a long host-pathogen and toxins production coevolution. Primer pairs have been identified which can be used to specifically amplify Tri4, Tri5 and Tri6 genes from sev-
eral trichothecene-producing *Fusarium* species. A specific assay for *F. sporotrichioides* has been developed, subject to the screening of further isolates. A primer pair has been developed to specifically amplify *F. sporotrichioides*, to produce a product of approximately 200bp. The assay has been screened against isolates of *F. sporotrichioides* and other *Fusarium* species in the John Innes Centre collection. Further isolates of *F. sporotrichioides* from diverse geographic sources and plant hosts have been obtained and will be used to fully evaluate the specificity of this assay. A variety of DNA extraction methods have been evaluated to determine the best method for DNA extraction from fungal mycelium. The results of this showed a considerable improvement in reproducibility compared to the established competitive PCR system of quantification. The Tri5 assay has been made quantitative using a competitive PCR system. Monoclonal antibody production was carried out using standard methods established and developed at CSL for these esadepsipeptides mycotoxins. Several arbitrary primers have been tested for their ability to produce a differentiating pattern with the chromosomal DNA of *P. verrucosum*. By RAPD analysis two major clusters (group I and group II) and a minor cluster (group III) occurred. The capacity of the strains to produce OTA, as determined by TLC, was assigned to the strains in the different RAPD groups. It became obvious that a clear correlation exists between the differentiation of the strains according to the RAPD analysis and their capacity to produce OTA. To further analyse the phylogenetic relationship between the two OTA producing *Penicillium* groups, the ITS1-5.8S-ITS2 region of selected strains of each group was sequenced and compared. The results support the view that two genetic different groups of *Penicillium* are able to produce OTA instead of a currently single species. It becomes clear, that OTA producing strains of *Penicillium* does not belong to a genetically homogenous species as is the current view, but obviously rather to different taxonomic groups. The AFLP protocol established for studies in *Fusarium* was adapted to give optimum results with the DNA samples prepared from *Aspergillus* spp. AFLP fingerprints of different *A. ochraceus*, *A. niger* and *A. carbonarius* isolates, OTA producers as well as non producers, were obtained. The raw data were processed to fit into a newly created database. In addition, the *A. ochraceus* isolates analysed could be attributed to two different groups based upon their AFLP patterns. Two fragments was isolated with heterologous primers which apparently originates from a pks gene resonsible for OTA production. The presence of this gene is correlated to the capacity to produce high amounts of OTA. A more general approach for the isolation of OTA biosynthetic genes was planned. The differential display PCR approach (DDRT-PCR) makes the isolation of all genes possible, which are differentially expressed during OTA synthesis. Growth conditions which are permissive respectively restrictive for OTA biosynthesis have been described. In parallel a transformation system for *P. verrucosum* has been established based on the dominant selectable marker hygromycin B.
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Evaluation of the inactivation / removal effect of the gelatin manufacturing process on TSE infectivity

BACKGROUND
For the manufacture of bone gelatin a down-scaled Pilot model has been developed and tested to reflect as close as possible the industrial processes and to represent the typical manufacturing conditions. Spiking crushed fresh bone with 30 I V infected mouse brain (BSE agent) and 263 K infected hamster brain (scrapie agent) and processing these materials through the down-scaled model to produce gelatin. Using the processed material from the whole process to determine the residual infectivity of gelatin and di-calcium-phosphate by bio-assay. Evaluating separately the inactivation capacity on individual process steps of the finishing unit operations by spiking the industrial starting material and processing this material through these steps and measuring the remaining infectivity. In total 17 samples are prepared and submitted to bio-assay. All samples are additionally tested by immunoblotting.

OBJECTIVES
The objective of the study is to prove reduction or complete removal of TSE infectivity by the gelatine manufacturing process as a whole including all sequential treatments, as well as by specific steps of the process using BSE strains in addition to scrapie strains, choosing the highest achievable infectivity level according to the principles of virus infectivity reduction studies. The level of spiking of the starting material used in the evaluation of the reduction of TSE infectivity by the entire manufacturing process is at least 106 ID50 per gram of fresh crushed bones. This level is sufficient to measure a considerable reduction, while this infectivity is at least 100 times higher than the theoretical highest possible infectivity and approximately 100,000 times higher than the highest infectivity that can be expected in reality, thus:

• Fulfilling demands by several international experts, institutions and regulatory bodies concerning the proof of inactivation procedures with regard to the gelatine process.
• Reassuring the general public and the industries using gelatine and its by-products that gelatine is safe under all circumstances.
• Producing data to carry out an updated risk assessment for gelatine and di-calcium-phosphate.
• Safeguarding the use of slaughtering by-products by adding value and avoiding waste.

To achieve these objectives, the following study design has been chosen after consultation of international experts.

For the manufacture of bone gelatine, a down-scaled pilot model has been developed and tested to reflect as close as possible the industrial processes and to represent the typical manufacturing conditions actually in use. The gelatine manufacturing processes and the down-scaling are described in detail in section IV, 1-5 of the protocol handed over to DG Research on May, 5, 2000.

The down-scaled model and the actual manufacturing processes of the different European gelatine manufacturers have been audited and certified by SGS, a European Quality Certification Institute. The final report certifies that the chemical and physical conditions used in the down-scaled model are in conformity with the minimum conditions.
described (see section V, 1 of the protocol), and represent the practices in the factories of the involved companies.

Investigated will be the inactivation by the complete manufacturing processes of limed bone gelatine, acid bone gelatine and gelatine manufactured by the heat and pressure process. Further the inactivation by the individual process steps: filtration, ion-exchange and UHT sterilisation will be tested as well as the manufacture of DCP, which is a by-product of gelatine manufacture. Finally the effect of a short treatment with NaOH of the acid treated bone will be tested. The latter is a new process step that could be incorporated in the bone gelatine manufacturing process. The starting material for all these test will be spiked with 301V agent (BSE) or with 263K agent (scrapie) and the obtained products will be bio-assayed in mice and hamsters.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

• Proof of reduction or complete removal of TSE infectivity by the bone gelatine manufacturing process as a whole including all sequential treatments and by individual process steps.
• Evaluation of newly developed gelatine production processes.
• Proof that the manufacturing processes used by the industry to produce bone gelatine are safe.
• Confirmation that the technology actually used by the EU bone gelatine producers is appropriate for the production of gelatine free of BSE infectivity.
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Rapid assessment of food safety via novel at-line measurements

BACKGROUND

The project centres on the creation of new and safer methods of food production. This will be achieved by critically examining a number of food processing operations to determine the optimum deployment of measurement tools to allow improved traceability of toxic contaminants and to identify hazard analysis critical control points within such processes. Rapid, low cost, simple to use immunochemical assay procedures will be developed to allow the at-line measurement of toxic compounds in food production processes, thereby creating a mechanism to achieve increased food safety. The specific problem addressed will be the reduction of toxic chlorophenol and chloroanisole fungicide residues in wine, potable water and fruit juice processing operations. These compounds are found in many food products at part per billion levels. Implementation of this approach will provide the consumer with a high quality safer food product.

OBJECTIVES

The main objective of the work centres on the creation of new and safer methods of food production. This will be achieved by developing a new generation of rapid, low cost, sensitive and simple immunochemical-based measurement technologies to aid identification of the Hazard Analysis Critical Control Points within liquid food processing operations. Such an approach is expected to allow the evaluation of raw materials in processes prior to their integration into the manufacturing process, aiding the traceability of toxic compounds within the overall operation. Application of these measurement tools within the process operation will act as a preventative measure to reduce the content of unwanted materials within these production processes. The applicability of this approach as a means of creating safer food production methods will be assessed using toxic chlorophenolic fungicides and their chloroanisole breakdown products, that are toxic contaminants of many food products at the part per billion level. The project will specifically target wine, fruit juice and potable water food production processes since the target compounds are commonly identified in such matrices due to fungicide treatment of raw materials.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

The expected achievements of the project are all linked to creating safer food products and can be summarised as scientific, technological and demonstration results as follows:

Scientific results:

• To develop standard commercially exploitable monoclonal antibody preparations and immunochemical test kits to allow the simple, low-cost and rapid measurement of trace levels of chlorophenol and chloroanisole fungicide residues in raw, part-processed and packaging materials for use within existing food processing operations where such problems are known to exist.

• To develop a suite of novel electrochemical immunosensor devices to further simplify the immunochemical assay procedure and to provide an objective comparison of sensor performance versus standard immunochemical test kits and existing instrumental methods for the measurement of said analytes under real process conditions. A hand-held electrochemical metering device will be developed to allow usage of the immunosensor devices in an at-line capacity.
• To develop immunosensors incorporating automated liquid handling to facilitate ease of operation. Miniaturisation of these fluid handling devices will be undertaken, and combined with the electrochemical metering devices to provide an at-line automated liquid handling immunosensor capability.

Technological results:
• To develop hazard analysis critical control point and traceability models to identify factors relating to the input and processing of toxic contaminants, specifically chloroanisole and chlorophenol fungicide residues within liquid food (wines, fruit juices and potable water) processing operations. This approach will encompass the design of efficient analytical measurement programmes in conjunction with improved measurement technologies to recognise and hence remove sources of contamination in selected food processing operations.

Demonstration results:
• To combine the optimum measurement model with the immunochemical assay approach to create a combined standard operating procedure and measurement regime capable of rapidly identifying contamination with the process operation and identifying the source(s) of contamination.
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Thematic network to promote awareness of mycotoxins in food: European mycotoxin awareness network

BACKGROUND

Mycotoxins are toxic compounds produced by moulds as a result of growth in foods and feed. There are about 20 mycotoxins occurring naturally in food and feeds. As trace amounts of these can present a substantial health hazard for both animals and humans specific regulations are put in place (e.g. 98/1525/EC). It is worth observing that the levels set for e.g. aflatoxins in food in the EU are stricter than in other parts of the world. A cause of concern was noted earlier in 1999 when a survey in the UK for ochratoxin A in a number products reported that 95% of samples of dried vine fruit analysed contained this toxin. A great deal of excellent research has been carried out on mycotoxins in food up to now. To fully maximise the benefits that this work can bring, the research needs to be communicated to industry in a comprehensible form. There remains much scope for creating a better understanding of the problems caused by mycotoxins, particularly within SMEs.

OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of the network is the establishment of communication links between individuals, businesses and organisations who are affected in any way by mycotoxin-related issues. These may be SMEs, trade organisations, consumer groups, large multi-national food producers, research workers (both in industry and academia), policy makers, governments and law enforcement agencies. An important part of the network is the establishment of an interactive web-site, updated on a regular basis, and an e-mail mailing list to alert interested parties to the activities of the network. These activities include workshops/conferences, production of fact sheets (to disseminate information on mycotoxin related discoveries, innovations and developments), on-line training courses, and biannual newsletters. The final objective of the network is an agreement between the partners to continue the network after the 36-month funding period by operating it on a self-financing basis if possible.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

The project has generated a considerable quantity of information within the reporting period, and this has been made available by the following means:

- The project web-site was set up at www.mycotoxins.org in June 2001, to act as the focal point for the network, and for dissemination activities. It is organised by work-package and allows interested parties to register for e-mail updates. There are also links to other EC funded projects and relevant sites.
- A two-day workshop was held at Leatherhead Food RA, UK in March 2001. On day 1 a series of presentations about the project were given to an invited audience of representatives from industry and the research community. On day 2 the partners met to establish priorities for the future operation of the project.
- Partners and national contact points have actively compiled details of contacts for incorporation into national mailing lists.
- The first Newsletter has been posted on the web-site and produced as a printed document for circulation. The second Newsletter has been completed and is currently being prepared for publication.
• The seven partners have compiled lists of literature reports that relate specifically to the areas covered by their workpackage. These are being incorporated into a database for use only by the partners.

• A total of six basic fact sheets have been produced. These include an introduction to mycotoxins, and sheets specific to individual mycotoxins. All have been posted on the web-site, and the first five have been printed.

• So far the consortium has produced a total of 17 specific fact sheets relating to the content of the seven workpackages. The majority of these have been posted on the web-site, and produced as printed documents. The remainder are currently being prepared for publication.

• Two on-line interactive training courses have so far been made available via the web-site. These have been used by approximately 50 people to date.

The ultimate expected result of this project is the establishment of a Network providing readily available information on many aspects of mycotoxins through the Web. Further expected results are the establishment of priorities, content and format of newsletters, fact sheets, training courses, and workshops by equally making use of the newest research results generated in the MYCOTOX cluster and its associated projects.
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Rapid detection of microbial contaminants in food products using electronic nose technology

BACKGROUND
There is a need for the rapid and easy cost effective detection of undesirable harmful microbial contaminants, toxins and taints in the dairy and bakery product industries. This project will examine the use of innovative electronic nose (e.nose) detection systems for the early detection of bacteria yeasts and filamentous fungi and off-odours in these related economically important industries. In vitro, and in situ studies using food matrices will be utilised for the detection and differentiation between spoilage microorganisms, physiological tainting, and toxigenic and non-toxigenic species. Inter-laboratory validation will be carried out with four different e.nose systems for optimising detection. In collaboration with e.nose technology companies, and end users testing will be carried out in dairy and bakery product companies and the cost/benefit analyses for exploitation of the technology quantified for commercial exploitation.

OBJECTIVES
• In vitro studies on early detection and differentiation between important bacteria, yeasts and filamentous fungi in these three food matrices.
• Differentiation between physiological non-microbial food taints and microbial odours.
• Determine the potential for differentiation between toxin and non-toxigenic microorganisms in the food matrices and comparisons with bioassay systems.
• Examination of food grain and flour for detection of fungal contaminants and sensitivity of detection.
• Evaluate the potential for using e.nose systems for screening and evaluating food-grade preservative levels and shelf-life quality.
• Using laboratory scale food analogues to examine the sensitivity and the recognition of spoilage microorganisms in relation to legislative permissible microbial contamination levels, in relation to traditional methods of analyses.
• Collaborative studies between laboratories to validate the methodology; Optimise sampling protocols, multiple contaminant testing.
• Testing of e.nose systems in food processing plants for quality control and production and successful differentiation between good (acceptable) and poor (rejected) quality products and comparison with existing criteria.
• Quantification (cost/benefit analyses) for exploitation of the market and commercial take up of this technology by these food industries.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
• Rapid discrimination between activity of different spoilage microorganisms and toxigenic and non-toxigenic species for the first time in milk, cheese and bakery products in vitro and in situ and comparisons with bioassay systems.
• Relationship between legislative requirements for microbial levels and sensitivity of e.nose systems in these media.
• Correlation between existing colony count methods and enzymatic assays with e.nose systems for the first time.
• Rapid methods for the early detection of individual and mixed populations of spoilage microorganisms in food matrices.
• Potential and usefulness for screening for efficacy of preservatives for improving shelf-life.
• Evaluation of the use of e.nose systems for accurate quality control systems in situ in processing plants in relation to the production of milk, cheese and bakery products.
• First ever detailed collaborative study of e.nose systems for application in these food industries.
• Provide a wide range of generic data exploitable by the partners for expanding the market for e.nose systems.
• Cost/benefit analyses of the use of e.nose technology for these specific food-based applications.
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Preventing *Bacillus cereus* foodborne poisoning in Europe: detecting hazardous strains, tracing contamination routes and proposing criteria for foods

**BACKGROUND**

*Bacillus cereus* is a foodborne pathogen which causes gastroenteritis. Fatal and severe cases have been reported within the last few years. Virulence of *B. cereus* is only partly understood. Most strains are presumably innocuous or mildly pathogenic whereas few are presumably highly virulent. No methods exist to distinguish virulent from non virulent strains. The project proposes to investigate virulence mechanisms of *B. cereus* in order to identify determinants specific of highly virulent strains. From these results, methods to detect virulent strains will be designed and dose response curve will be improved. The diversity of virulence within *B. cereus* and the ecology of virulent strains will be investigated in order to identify the contamination routes of foods with virulent strains and to estimate the risk for their presence and development in foods.

**OBJECTIVES**

*Bacillus cereus* produces several highly active toxins, it is common in foods, it forms spores and therefore resists most food processing treatments, and it can multiply actively during storage of many food products. However, virulence is very diverse among strains of *B. cereus*, ranging from innocuous strains to strains which caused fatal foodborne poisoning. Therefore, *B. cereus* should not be considered as a whole. Highly virulent strains should be treated much more stringently.

The objectives of the project are to acquire the knowledge necessary:

- to identify highly virulent food poisoning strains of *B. cereus*;
- to propose methods and tools to reduce their incidence in foods.

**(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS**

To improve our knowledge of the virulence of *B. cereus*, the toxic activity of all the toxins identified so far, will be determined, taking into account possible synergies between toxins and their polymorphism within *B. cereus*. Then, mechanisms of the expression of the toxin genes will be investigated to explain the difference between high and low toxin producing strains. It should be possible to predict the toxicity of a strain (activity of the toxin x amount of toxin produced) from molecular determinants. Lastly, factors other than toxins which could increase virulence, such as adhesion to epithelial cells would be investigated. New toxic factors may also be identified. Rapid detection methods will be targeted on the virulence determinants. Both PCR methods (detection of genes) and immunochemical methods (detection of molecules) will be designed. Virulence of *B. cereus* is extremely diverse. For this reason, the project will be based on a selection of strains representative of the diversity of *B. cereus*, including strains from foodborne outbreaks, from various foods and from the environment. Strains from foods and from the environment will be collected in order to cover a wide diversity of products and to include several steps of the food chain, from the primary production to the final product. Representative strains will be characterised for virulence and for features necessary to predict their fate in foods (growth parameters and heat resistance). Results obtained on virulence and its diversity will permit a better hazard characterisation (how dangerous are the various types of *B. cereus*) and will be integrated in a model to improve the dose-response relation for *B. cereus*. Diversity for virulence will be combined with diversity for growth and survival parameters in another model to improve exposure assessment (probability for the presence and growth for virulent *B. cereus* as a function of food processing parameters).
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Application of bioassays for safety assessment of paper and board for food contact

BACKGROUND

The paper industry is part of a very important sector, the forest products industry, which includes several other industries as well such as the woodworking industry. If suppliers are added to this sector, the annual production value exceeds 450 billion euros and approximately 5 million people are employed. In the European Union, the legal foundations governing materials and articles coming into contact with food are covered in the Framework Directive 89/109/EEC. In contrast to plastics, ceramics and regenerated cellulose there is, as yet, no specific Directive for paper and board intended for food contact. The Council of Europe has, however, been working for many years on a draft resolution. This resolution is likely to be used as a basis for any future European Commission Directive on paper and board. This resolution states that “Chemical or toxicological screening tests for possible unknown substances are desirable. Furthermore the knowledge about the applicability of toxicological screening tests for paper is insufficient for the time being...”. Consequently, based on the above, the paper and board manufacturers are concerned about demonstrating high safety standards for their products and wish to exploit this gap in the existing legislation. Thus, they intend to develop a new methodology for the toxicological testing of their product using realistic tests based on end use applications.

OBJECTIVES

This pre-normative project aims to develop tests for rapid and cost effective detection of contaminants in food contact paper and board materials. The work will be prenormative research to develop, validate and intercalibrate a short term biological test battery for safety assessment of fibre-based food contacts materials. The project will bring together and build upon a number of pre-existing testing methods developed in various national projects. The final methodology should ensure that testing methods are available to ensure that only safe paper and board packaging materials are put onto the market. The final aim is to create a basis for scientifically sound recommendations for a harmonised risk evaluation and product testing and increase the confidence of consumers in the ability of European paper industries to continue to provide safe food contact materials.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

- Development and intercalibration of toxicity tests;
- Validation of new sublethal toxicity tests between partners;
- Recommendation of a test battery;
- Standard operating procedures (SOPs) for extraction;
- Internal and extended audience workshops on results;
- Decision tree based approach to toxicity testing;
- Basis for scientifically sound recommendations for harmonised risk evaluation;
- Improved understanding between stakeholders on risks.
...is to ensure the safety of paper and board food contact materials
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Optimisation of safe food processing methods based on accurate characterisation of bacterial lag time using analysis of variance techniques

BACKGROUND
This project aims to develop and validate a novel quantitative method, based on Analysis of Variance techniques, to give an improved prediction of bacterial lag time and growth in food. This would allow the optimisation of food processing methods, to ensure microbiological safety and quality. The distribution of the lag times of individual cells/spores will be measured by microscopic (automated image analysis) and turbidometric methods and analysed by stochastic mathematical models. The obtained distribution will be used to optimise earlier food process and treatment, and to predict the bacterial responses to the subsequent food environment accurately. The proposal addresses problems of variation of the lag time of individual cells that are not addressed by current predictive microbiology.

OBJECTIVES
The purpose of the project is to develop a method based on stochastic mathematical modelling techniques to improve the microbial safety and quality of food. It has three main objectives:

• To optimise the effect of processing methods with respect to microbial safety and quality of the food.
• To predict more accurately the probability of bacterial survival, lag and growth in food.
• To develop a methodology which is able to utilise the information on the variability of individual cells and complements the current techniques of predictive microbiology.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
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Development of rapid easy-to-use immunochemical tests for the detection of proteins with allergenic potential in food

BACKGROUND
Allergenic proteins, such as peanut and hazelnut protein in certain food might cause severe adverse reactions in allergic patients. Rapid and easy-to-use methods are demanded if contaminated food products should be surveyed on the market. The major goal of this project is the development of rapid easy-to-use immunochemical tests for the detection of these proteins in food. The test format should allow the detection of the soluble proteins of hazelnut or peanut (“protein-assay”). In addition, for some selected allergenic protein fractions of peanut and hazelnut, specific assays (“allergen-assay”) will be developed for the detection of a certain allergen. In-vitro cellular analysis will be carried out to assess the stimulatory activity of trace amounts of these proteins in order to obtain better information on the required sensitivity of the novel assay. In addition, the dissemination of the project results is an important element of this project.

OBJECTIVES
The presence of allergenic proteins, such as peanut and hazelnut proteins, in certain food might cause severe adverse reactions in allergic patients. Even traces can result in fatal reactions. Among food allergy, peanut and hazelnut allergy is common and severe. As the only effective measure for these individuals is avoidance of the offending foods, powerful analytical methods are required for the screening of trace amounts of potentially allergenic proteins in food samples. Rapid and easy-to-use methods are demanded if contaminated food products should be surveyed on the market. The major goal of this project is the development of rapid easy-to-use immunochemical tests for the detection of hidden proteins with allergenic potential in food. The developed tests are intended to be used as a diagnostic tool to avoid contamination and to check uncertain food.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
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Safe pork and horse meat on EU-markets: Early and unbiased diagnostic tests for *Trichinella*

**BACKGROUND**

The final aim of this project is to ensure that meat put on the market is *Trichinella*-free. An overview of the main *Trichinella* strains infecting wild and domestic animals in Europe will be performed targeting reference isolates. The development of a method to enable an earlier serological diagnosis of trichinellosis in pigs before or after slaughter by a capture ELISA using monoclonal antibodies with high affinity for epitopes specific to the invasive stage of *Trichinella*, and indirect ELISA using recombinant antigens, will avoid the risk period of contamination for humans. Horsemeat control, based on the direct identification of the parasite after muscle digestion will be improved by the development of a new reading method using an image analysis system, an automation, a self-calibrating and the determination of a the highest *Trichinella* infected and most readily digested muscles in horse.

**OBJECTIVES**

- Determination of highly infected muscles in experimentally infected horses, using European *Trichinella* strains.
- Generation of reference material from horses and pigs infected by different European *Trichinella* strains. For each strain, infected horse meat (experimentally or naturally), sera from naturally or experimentally infected pigs, will be collected. Such reference material will be used to calibrate and validate the indirect and the automated detection methods of the parasite.
- Development of early ELISAs for pigs using purified recombinant antigens coming from invasive stages or monoclonal antibodies raised against new born larvae. Such tests will overcome the “diagnostic window” responsible of failures with traditional serological method.
- Improvement and automation of the digestion method to reduce the time burden and increase security concerning trichinellosis diagnosis.

**(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS**
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Demonstration of a rapid microbial monitor for operations and quality decision-making in the water industries

BACKGROUND

The water supply and food industries rely largely on the use of indicator organisms for determining the safety and hygienic quality of their products. All methods for the examination of water and beverages are retrospective: the product tested has already been supplied to the customer or is already in bottles. Outbreaks in food and drinking products contaminated by pathogenic bacteria and recent trends in food safety show that there is a clear need for a fast, simple, robust and flexible system for the detection of microbial contamination of water.

OBJECTIVES

The main objective of the project is to demonstrate that a sensitive and fast microorganism enumeration at-line or in-laboratory system is more reliable and efficient than current reference methods, providing an alternative method for enhanced process control and strategic decision making in the water industry. The secondary objective is to prepare regulatory acceptance of the instrumentation and methods after completion of the project.

(Expected) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

The demonstration and validation of the rapid detection system relies first on its ability to provide “Early Warning” of high levels of indicator bacteria, within 3 hours, and “Presence/absence” determinations of low levels within 16 hours. Examples of typical indicator organisms for the water industry include the coliform group, and for the bottled water and swimming pool industries, *P. aeruginosa*. The low-level specificity should be no less than 80% of the reference method, and the time-to-result should be <50% of comparable reference methods. The at-line monitor should be especially robust and operate in industrial conditions, with automatic sampling and reporting to remote operators continuously. Large field trials will be performed at three end-user locations. The final field data should be compiled as a pre-normative application to an internationally recognised organ, e.g. CEN/ISO.
Demonstration of a rapid microbial monitor for operations and quality decision-making in the water industries
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The effect of gastrointestinal digestion on the allergenicity of foods

BACKGROUND

We propose a novel in-vitro model of human digestion with gastric and duodenal phase of various specificity (human recombinant enzymes) and added bile salts. It will provide industries and regulators improved food-processing methods of assessing protein digestibility, data on allergen release and changes in allergenicity during digestion. Digestibility is part of the risk assessment of novel foods and transgenes selection for introduction into plant foods and relevant to assessing the macronutrient quality of proteins. Food allergens are notably resistant to hydrolysis, can escape digestion, cross the gut barrier and trigger allergic reactions. Current in vitro tests use animal enzymes but do not mimic the complexities of the human digestive tract. The digesta will be characterised for allergenicity, and at the biochemical level, thus enabling production of high-quality hypoallergenic foods for consumption by the society.

OBJECTIVES

The project aims to expand current allergenicity assessment strategies regarding GMOs to encompass the whole organism and NOT just the target transgene, and to include novel food processing, ingredients and foods, especially nutritionally-enhanced foods. It will

• develop a small-scale in vitro model of the human digestive system to assess digestibility versus novel protein;
• provide information on the allergenic activity of degraded versus intact allergens;
• demonstrate the basis for linking the lack of digestibility of food allergens with their allergenic reactivity;
• investigate how release and digestion of allergens is determined by the food;
• develop a decision tree for determining allergenic risks posed by proteins, as part of the broader toxicological assessment of novel food.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
Protein-lipid interactions in gastric and duodenal emulsions will affect allergen digestion from foods.

Emulsions are formed from ingested lipid stabilised by secreted phospholipid.
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**Biosafety evaluation of probiotic lactic acid bacteria used for human consumption**

**BACKGROUND**

Probiotic bacteria, mainly lactic acid bacteria (LAB) (e.g. lactobacilli, lactococci, enterococci, and bifidobacteria) have been considered safe for human consumption. However, recent reports of clinical infection, the spread of antibiotic resistance genes, and development of new and/or modified probiotic LAB strains, have caused concern of safety. This project aims to assess the biosafety of LAB. Isolates from healthy humans and immunocompromised patients, commercially available and new probiotic LAB will be studied. After polyphasic taxonomic identification, their biosafety will be assessed by several methods (see objectives). The project will result in recommendations for biosafe and biosafety testing of LAB.

**OBJECTIVES**

Overall objective: The safe use of probiotic Lactic Acid Bacteria (LAB) (e.g. lactobacilli, lactococci, enterococci, bifidobacteria) for human consumption, by proposing criteria, standards, guidelines, and regulations on the one hand, and procedures and standardised methodologies of pre-marketing biosafety testing and post-marketing surveillance on the other hand.

Specific objectives:
- Taxonomic description of probiotic and other LAB;
- Detection of resistance and horizontal transfer of antibiotic resistance genes among LAB;
- Detection of known and new virulence properties of LAB;
- Immunological adverse effects of LAB in the EAE model;
- Survival, colonisation, and genetic stability of probiotic LAB in the human gut.

**(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS**

- Culture collection and database of probiotic and other LAB.
- Standardised methodologies to detect antibiotic resistance in LAB.
- Investigation of (potential) virulence properties in LAB, and their association with clinical disease and results obtained in rat endocarditis model.
- Potential immunological adverse effects of LAB.
- Genetic stability and colonisation of probiotic LAB in the human gastro-intestinal gut.
- Recommendations for biosafety evaluation of probiotic LAB.
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Risk assessment of fungal biological control agents

BACKGROUND

Increasing public sensitivity to environmental pollution and problems of pest resistance to chemical pesticides has led to a global consensus to reduce or phase out extremely noxious pesticides. This has prompted considerable interest in more benign crop protection strategies including the use of fungal biocontrol agents (BCAs). Significant progress has been made in recent years in the development of these agents for the control of pests (insects, nematodes), weeds and diseases of a wide range of forest, horticultural and agricultural crops. However, few products reach the market. More fungal BCAs would be available to growers if production and development costs could be reduced. One major hurdle is the registration and in particular the risk assessment of BCAs, since there are no guidelines or simulation models available to evaluate the fate of secreted fungal metabolites in the environment. Little is known about the range of metabolites produced and whether they enter the food chain so posing a risk to human and animal health. This project will generate data that could help address key registration questions: an alternative where pests have built up resistance to synthetic chemical plant protection products or where these have been withdrawn.

OBJECTIVES

The overall aim of this unique project is to establish whether metabolites produced by fungal BCAs enter the food chain and if they pose a risk to human and animal health. This will be achieved through:

• (1) development of sensitive tools (e.g. biosensors) and methods (including high throughput assays like ELISA and the Vitotoxin test) for rapid and accurate detection of fungal metabolites,
• (2) biochemical and molecular studies to elucidate their mode of action,
• (3) molecular markers to monitor fungal BCAs in the environment
• (4) studies to determine if metabolites enter the food chain and, if so, identify the route of entry and type and quantities present.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

• Methodologies and tools for sensitive, high throughput screening of fungal BCA metabolites;
• Molecular probes to monitor fungal BCAs, and biosensors as an alternative to whole animal testing;
• Methods and data to accelerate risk assessment of fungal metabolites and reduce registration costs;
• Data that will help end users (policy makers, registration authorities, industry) and the public in making more informed decisions regarding the risks, if any, fungal BCA metabolites pose to human and animal health;
• Data on the role and mode of action of fungal BCA metabolites.
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Predicting microbial death during heat treatments on foods
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Predicting microbial death during heat treatments on foods

BACKGROUND
Food poisoning is increasing throughout the EU. Since most of the microbial contamination of foods is present on the surface of foods before they are processed, the elimination or substantial reduction of pathogens from the surface of red and poultry meat and fruit and salad vegetables would significantly reduce food poisoning. Recent decontamination investigations have not achieved the degree of microbial reduction that was predicted using existing microbial death kinetic models. Accurate models of microbial death on foods during surface pasteurisation processes would be of considerable help in the development of efficient thermal decontamination systems for meat, fruit and vegetables. The development of such systems would lead, in turn, to improved food safety and quality. This project will develop and verify such models.

OBJECTIVES
The prime objective of this project is to create models that predict accurately the microbial death on the surface of solid foods resulting from surface pasteurisation processes. To develop and verify these models, reliable experimental data will be produced on the microbial death observed on a variety of food surfaces, under a variety of surface pasteurisation treatments. These treatments will be carried out in equipment designed and constructed during the project, to produce a range of repeatable time-temperature cycles on food surfaces. To tune the models, understanding will be gathered from microbiological experiments use specialist techniques to quantify the effects of the microbial position, adhesion and heat tolerance distribution on their survival under the heated conditions of these tests in real time.

EXPECTED RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
The major milestones are: Production of heat treatment apparatus; production of microbial death data resulting from heat treatments of surfaces; production of data on interaction between microorganisms, food and heat treatments; creation of a user-friendly, coined heat transfer and microbial death model. The models produced by the project should predict accurately the microbial death on foods under a range of surface heat treatments.
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Sources, consumer exposure and risks of organotin contamination in seafood

BACKGROUND
The biocide tributyltin (TBT) is widely used in anti-fouling ship paint and accumulates through the marine food chain.

A recent literature survey revealed that in some European countries present levels of TBT in seafood exceed the Tolerable Daily Intake for humans and may pose a risk to the consumer. However, the available data were very limited and for most EU-countries no information was available. The main objective of OT-SAFE is to improve the quality of seafood in Europe and end the current uncertainty regarding TBT levels and the associated risks to consumers. An extensive database will be compiled on TBT levels in seafood at major EU fishing grounds and the possibilities to reduce the TBT content of seafood during kitchen preparation will be studied. A risk assessment will be made and maximum residue limits for TBT in seafood will be derived, taking import/export fluxes and consumption patterns into account. OT-SAFE will contribute positively to the ongoing discussion between scientists, government, industry and environmental pressure groups on the risks of TBT. If found necessary, the results will help EU-regulators to set seafood advisory guidelines.

OBJECTIVES
Summarising, the objectives are to improve the quality of seafood and reduce the current uncertainty regarding its safety for consumers by:

• Building an EU-wide database on TBT in seafood at major European seafood farms and fishing grounds;
• Studying possibilities of TBT-level reduction in seafood during various different cooking procedures;
• Assessing whether there is a risk for consumers associated with the consumption of TBT-containing seafood sold on the European market;

If found necessary the final results of this study can be used to assist authorities in drawing up seafood advisory guidelines.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
Milestones of OT-SAFE are the completion of an evaluated database on TBT levels in seafood at major shellfish farms and fishing grounds across Europe, and a full evaluation of TBT degradation during kitchen preparation of seafood. The final outcome will be a thorough risk assessment of TBT in seafood for EU consumers. Irrespective of the results, OT-SAFE will reduce the current uncertainty regarding TBT levels in seafood in Europe and the associated risks to consumers.
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Mechanisms of ochratoxin A induced carcinogenicity as a basis for an improved risk assessment

BACKGROUND
Ochratoxin A is a mycotoxin which contaminates a variety of human food. In experimental animals, ochratoxin A is nephrotoxic and induces tumours, in the kidney, but also in other organs of rodents. In humans, exposure to high levels of ochratoxin A in diet has been linked with chronic renal disease (Balkan endemic nephropathy, interstitial nephritis) and an increased incidence of urinary tract tumours.

OBJECTIVES
The objective is to elucidate mechanisms of ochratoxin A tumorigenicity, this project intends to quantify relevant biochemical endpoints in the toxicity and tumorigenicity of ochratoxin A. Individual projects will address the mechanisms of DNA-damage induced by ochratoxin A and the time course of ochratoxin A induced changes on the biochemical, cellular and morphological level during tumorigenesis. In addition to providing information on mechanisms of tumour induction by ochratoxin A, the project will also give relevant information on mechanisms of tumour induction, promotion and progression in the kidney. The major focus is to obtain information on the dose-response curve for ochratoxin A-induced toxic effects and the relevance of observations made in animals at high dose for human risk assessment.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
In the 1st year, methods for quantification of ochratoxin A induced effects will be evaluated, in the 2nd year samples will be generated and analysed in the 3rd year. An improved understanding of mechanisms resulting in DNA-damage by ochratoxin A and their role in tumorigenesis will be obtained. In addition, relevant information on tumour induction and progression in the kidney will be available after completion of the project.
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Development of single and multi-analyte affinity sensors for rapid detection of androgen residues in live and post-mortem animals

BACKGROUND

The use of hormonal substances for growth promotion is prohibited (Directive 85/649/EEC replaced by Directive 88/146/EEC) and the determination of residues thereof is scheduled in animals and in fresh meat (Directive 86/849/EEC). A thorough screening program would allow regulatory bodies to continuously monitor animals prior to slaughter and thus identify animals with enhanced levels of hormone residues for detailed analysis of biological fluids. Current screening does not lend itself to such a thorough process due to the inherent cost involved (e.g. ~25 euros per sample), the non-in situ nature of the analysis technique employed as well as the time lag involved (typically 24-36 hours). Such sensors would allow widespread screening of animals and animal products before entry into the human food chain thus facilitating the implementation of EU directives on consumer protection in a cost-effective (typically 0.5-1.0 euros per sample), rapid (less than 30 minutes), specific and sensitive.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this project are:
- the development of individual sensitive and specific biosensors for testosterone, methyltestosterone, 19-nortestosterone, stanozolol and trenbolone;
- the development of a receptor-based sensor that will bind testosterone and other metabolites of testosterone;
- the development of a multi-analyte immunosensor capable of detection of residues of a number of testosterone derivatives simultaneously in the same sample;
- development of pre-production prototype that can be used for cost-effective in field measurements;
- establishment of background levels of testosterone in bovine blood;
- validation and application of developed sensors to real samples;
- evaluation of potential commercial application.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

Production of recognition molecules; biosensor development; production samples, establishing the background levels of testosterone; solution of sample matrix effects; development of a prototype biosensor and associated instrumentation; evaluation and validation of developed biosensors; Evaluation of commercial potential and exploitation.
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Risk assessment and integrated ochratoxin A (OTA) management in grape and wine

BACKGROUND

Ochratoxin A (OTA) is a mycotoxin, considered to be a genotoxic carcinogen, and therefore possible exposure to OTA should be reduced as much as possible. A threshold limit is not yet fixed for wine, but values in the range of 0.2 µg/kg to 1 µg/kg are suggested as a potential limit. OTA was signalled in wine and grape juice since 1996. Samples from Southern Europe were mainly contaminated; red wines were more frequently found positive with higher levels than white ones. The species of fungi responsible for OTA presence in grape are not yet know, neither are the conditions which favour OTA synthesis. The few results available point out that the species are different from those found in cereals. But Aspergillus niger group may play an important role.

OTA in wine is a consistent problem for Europe which has about 40% of the world areas planted in vines (2.8 millions of ha) and 75% of wine production (190 millions of hl); yearly wine consumption is about 150 millions of hl (about 75% of world production) with a mean of 29.39 litres per capita, which exceed 50 litres in some countries. In addition, the OTA-content in wine can exceed 10 µg/kg, which is 10 times higher than the suggested threshold.

OBJECTIVES

The aim of this multidisciplinary project is to assess the real risk of presence of ochratoxin A (OTA) in grape and wine and to reduce the intake of OTA from grapes and wine. This will be pursued by using the HACCP concept, identifying the key elements for OTA in grape and wine, and providing tools for preventive and corrective actions, according to an integrated approach.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

- The ochratoxin A producing fungi in grape grown in the Mediterranean basin are identified and molecularly characterised;
- Definition of the CCP for infection with OTA producing fungi related to the host;
- Identification of critical key steps of winemaking for OTA carry-over in wine;
- List of useful products and guidelines to reduce OTA in grape, must and wine;
- Risk assessment for OTA presence in grape and wine;
- Development of a decision support system (DSS) for integrated management of grape.
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BACKGROUND

There are an estimated 34.5 million cases of food poisoning within the EU every year, which represents an unacceptable social (human suffering) and economic (health care and lost working days) cost. Food safety assurance is traditionally retrospective, relying on random testing of the finished product. This may be unreliable and gives no real information about the safety of the food in question at the time of consumption. Risk analysis is a new, proactive, preventative approach to food safety and is becoming the new cornerstone in producing safe, acceptable food. Risk analysis may be divided into risk assessment, risk management and risk communication.

OBJECTIVES

• To establish an EU risk assessment information network and database where researchers, epidemiologists, etc. can pool data for subsequent application in microbial risk assessment. Although primarily targeted at EU scientists, this database will be web-based and therefore accessible to the entire international community and may accommodate data from non-participating European and other countries.

• To focus on catering as the current weak link in risk assessment data and identify risk assessment research priorities for the future by establishing other areas of the food chain where the necessary microbial data is lacking.

• To develop HACCP-based risk management strategies through the development of harmonised, farm, meat, retail and catering HACCP procedures/systems for horizontal application within a given sector of the food chain but which may also be vertically integrated to form a HACCP control system covering the entirety of the food chain.

• To review epidemiological methodologies and data in relation to food poisoning with particular focus on its application in risk assessment.

• To develop risk communication strategies for consumers, scientists and regulators based on the psychological and marketing sciences including such issues as perceptions of risk and current consumer food safety knowledge.

• To identify gaps in knowledge and to determine the research needs to reduce these and to further ensure the future implementation of tools developed during this concerted action. These identified research needs will be widely published by all possible means.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

This project will provide a database and data for microbial risk assessment from farm to fork, with particular emphasis on epidemiological data and catering. It will publish detailed HACCP based risk management guidance documents for farm HACCP, beef, pork and lamb slaughter and processing HACCP, retail and catering HACCP as well as a HACCP based guide for domestic kitchens. EU-RAIN will also provide the scientific basis for effective risk communication between consumers, food industry personnel, scientists and regulators. These will be achieved by the Concerted Action members and invited experts at 6 meetings/conferences where data will be presented and discussed.
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Improved physiological, immunological and molecular tools for the recovery and identification of emerging campylobacteriaceae in the food and water chain
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Improved physiological, immunological and molecular tools for the recovery and identification of emerging campylobacteriaceae in the food and water chain

BACKGROUND
At present there remains a lack of information on the prevalence of emerging campylobacteriaceae in the epidemiology of gastro-enteritis worldwide. Until formal studies are established using methods capable of isolating and identifying these bacteria, the extent of their clinical relevance will remain an unknown. Even when the clinical picture has been addressed, there is hardly any information on the environmental or animal reservoirs that harbour these new campylobacteriaceae. Indeed the approved isolation procedures across Europe and elsewhere are designed to primarily isolate thermo-tolerant *Campylobacter* spp. such as *C. jejuni* and *C. coli* and are known not to isolate these emerging campylobacteriaceae.

Therefore, this project involves leading laboratories from the EU, USA and South Africa for the isolation and immunological and molecular identification of emerging campylobacteriaceae in patient and animal faeces and the food and water chain.

OBJECTIVES
The global objective of this project is to develop improved physiological, immunological and molecular tools for the recovery of emerging campylobacteriaceae in the food and water chain and communicate the risk exposure to stakeholders. This information will enable stakeholders to formulate their own risk management strategies.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
- Development of quantitative resuscitation and culture techniques to detect emerging campylobacteriaceae of clinical and veterinary importance
- Establishment of culture collection and DNA bank
- Development of sensitive antibodies for ELISA and dipstick detection, and latex identification
- Development of complementary molecular and biochemical techniques for identification and typing
- National surveys to characterise prevalence of campylobacteriaceae in human and animal faeces, and in the food and water chains
- Determination of the quantitative risk exposure of these new species throughout the food chain
- Communication of the risk exposure to stakeholders, including a workshop
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Characterisation of *Listeria monocytogenes* to provide tools to predict biofilm formation during cheese making

**BACKGROUND**

The project is being undertaken in response to the need to control the presence of *Listeria monocytogenes* in the cheese making dairy. The persistence of *L. monocytogenes* in this environment will be correlated with its capacity for adaptation to acid and salt and its ability to form biofilm and resist disinfection. Identification of proteins involved in these physiological responses will allow identification of the corresponding gene. The data will be used to formulate advice on control of *L. monocytogenes* in the dairy. It will also provide tools that will predict the presence of strains with a high capacity to form biofilm in the dairy and hence are likely to become endemic. Finally it will provide evidence for which strain characteristics might be open to blockade as a strategy to prevent or remove biofilm.

**OBJECTIVES**

The overall objectives are

- To identify characteristics of *Listeria monocytogenes* that enable it to persist in cheese and within cheese-making dairies;
- To elaborate a manual of advice and good practice for control *L. monocytogenes* in the dairies;
- To provide evidence for which listerial proteins might be neutralised to prevent biofilm;
- To provide tools for predicting which strains of *L. monocytogenes* are likely to colonise the dairies.

**(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS**
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Biodiversity and anti-listerial activity of surface microbial consortia from limburger, reblochon, livarot, tilsit and gubbeen cheese

BACKGROUND
Little is known about the microbial ecology of the surface flora, which develops on smear cheeses during ripening, and which is considered to be composed of several different species of bacteria and yeasts. The growth of the yeast results in an increase in the pH of the surface layer of the cheese which, in turn, allows growth of spoilage and pathogenic bacteria, particularly, *Listeria monocytogenes* to occur. Such cheeses support growth of listeria and have been implicated in listeriosis. This has obvious implications for the health of consumers. Some strains of brevibacteria from the surface of smear cheese have been shown to produce bacteriocins but this only reduce the growth of listeria by 1-2 log cycles. Whether yeast also inhibit listeria has not been studied.

OBJECTIVES
Very little is known about the microbial ecology of the surface flora of smear cheeses. These cheeses support growth of listeria and they have been implicated in listeriosis and death. This has obvious implications for human health. In this project we will: 1) characterise the surface microflora (both yeast and bacteria) of Limburger, Reblochon, Livarot, Tilsit and Gubbeen cheese using chemotaxonomic and molecular methods, to determine if the floras are the same or different. It is expected that several new taxa of yeast and bacteria will be described. 2) identify strains of yeast which have anti-listerial activity and which do not inhibit the growth of other bacteria in the smear, 3) show that they are useful in controlling growth of listeria in commercially made cheeses and 4) identify the inhibitor produced by the yeast.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
The microflora of five European smear cheeses will be characterised. It is expected that several new species of yeast and bacteria will be described. Yeasts that inhibit the development of *L. monocytogenes* in commercial cheese will be identified and evaluated in commercial cheese production. Such yeasts will control the growth of listeria in the cheese and have no effect on the development of the smear bacteria. Thus, these cheeses will be safer to eat.
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Assessment and improvement of safety of traditional dry sausages from producers to consumers

BACKGROUND

Food safety and quality are the primary concerns of consumers and the recent BSE crisis, but also the recurring food poisoning cases and the dispute on OGM derived food, have undermined public confidence on intensive or industrial food producing systems. Consumers are turning to “traditional” products. Traditional and/or organic agro-food production systems, besides responding to the requirements of a sustainable agriculture, can be important means to secure a sufficient income for people working in rural areas not suited for intensive agriculture.

Small producers experience technical and financial difficulties in complying with official food safety regulations. Hygiene standards, in particular, generally defined for large processing plants, are not always compatible which such small production units. This difficulty has created acute problems, particularly in the countries of south Europe. It is crucial, therefore, to give traditional producers the means to produce safe products, as it is the only way to insure the survival of local economies with positive effects on employment and environmental protection.

OBJECTIVES

The objective of the project is to evaluate and improve safety of traditional dry sausages from the producers to the consumers while preserving their typical quality.

The objective will be pursued according to the following plan:

• Traditional workshops in different European regions (France, Italy, Portugal, Spain, Greece and Slovakia) will be studied as for the know-how adopted, the links existing between raw material producers and processors, the sanitising procedures, the characteristics and the names of the products. The buyers-consumers of traditional sausages will be characterised and their habits of preservation and consumption will be studied.

• The hazards associated with traditional sausages and the critical control points (CCP) of the entire chain, consumption included, will be identified to ensure safety and quality of traditional sausages from production to consumption.

• The bacterial communities constituting the dominant positive bacterial flora in traditional workshops and sausages for each country will be identified and quantified. The dominant strains will be selected, with the aim of not changing traditional quality characteristics, for safety (non-amine producing), competitiveness and ability to colonise the workshop, ability to grow in the products and for synergy between strains.

• The safety of products and the hygiene of workshops will be improved and assured by directed microbial ecology which is based on: the introduction of targeting disinfecting procedures towards spoilage and pathogenic flora, while preserving technological flora; the development of protective flora growing in biofilm and protecting the workshop from the colonisation of pathogenic bacteria; the development of starter cultures that colonise the products and prevent the growth of pathogenic and spoilage bacteria in products.

• A process, that improves sanitary quality and keeps sensorial quality of the products, will be validated. The safety will be certified for the microbiological (pathogenic and
spoilage flora) and the chemical (biogenic amines and lipid oxidation products) sides and the quality will be assessed by sensory analyses. The final result will be the elaboration of a guide of good hygienic practice that will be explained directly to the producers by organising a specific workshop in each country.

- Recommendations for consumers for better handling of the products will be established. A brochure with developed information will be designed and distributed via the producers at the market level. Very concise recommendations will be proposed for the label on the products. All information will be diffused via the resource centre in a specific web site in different languages.

**EXPECTED RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS**

- Safety risks on sausage production chain will be known both as nature and as magnitude.
- Processing conditions combining HACCP and directed microbial ecology and capable of assuring safety and quality of traditional dry fermented sausages will be developed.
- Good hygienic procedures will be elaborated and disseminated to producers.
- Habits of preservation and consumption of consumers will be established and, therefore, recommendations for proper handling will be provided.
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Modelling migration from plastics into foodstuffs as a novel and cost efficient tool for estimation of consumer exposure from food contact materials

BACKGROUND
One important aspect within the European Union’s public health care is the exposure of the European consumer to undesirable chemicals in the diet. Food contact materials (FCM) are one potential contamination source and therefore of particular interest for food exposure assessments. On the other hand, scientific investigations concerning the migration potential and behaviour of food packaging materials have demonstrated that diffusion in and migration from FCM are foreseeable physical and, in principle, mathematically describable processes. The project aim therefore is to provide a novel and economic tool for estimation of consumer exposure to chemicals migrating from food contact plastic materials by establishing a physico-chemical migration model that can mathematically describe the migration processes from plastics into actual foodstuffs under any actual contact conditions.

OBJECTIVES
• To establish a physico-chemical migration model that describes mathematically the migration processes from plastics into actual foodstuffs under any actual contact conditions.
• To provide with this model a novel and highly economic tool for estimation of consumer exposure to chemicals migrating from plastics FCM.
• The model will be applicable for exposure estimations in different ways:
  • A stand alone tool to estimate exposure related migration within the conventional frame conditions of the EU food regulatory evaluation system and thus applying a worst case exposure scenario;
  • in conjunction with statistical data obtained from food consumption and plastics packaging surveys to estimate realistic or worse-case exposure for any situation of interest;
• Investigating the social acceptance of migration modelling versus chemical measurements, and its implications for exposure estimation.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
The project will to provide a new versatile and rapid tool to estimate exposure from FCM. It will increase knowledge of the mechanisms of diffusion of organic compounds in foodstuffs. The project achievements will provide a scientific basis for further amendments of food packaging EU Directives 85/572/EEC as well as 90/128/EEC and allow quick and early compliance evaluation of food packaging plastics at the level of foodstuffs and make migration modelling transparent to the consumer.
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Mycotoxin prevention cluster

BACKGROUND

This project brings together 81 research partners from 16 European countries in the quest to obtain greater knowledge related to the fungi growth, the production of ochratoxin A and Fusarium mycotoxins under different conditions, and the development and validation of mycotoxin control methods. Seven complementary multi-centre European projects are included in this cluster. They cover aspects related to the application of the Hazard Analysis Critical Control Principle (HACCP) including its optimisation; modelling and mapping of fungal growth including mycotoxin reductions; grain silo design (e.g. humidity, O₂-concentration, T (°C)); fungal growth conditions (e.g. micro- & macro-climate, environment);

competitions between fungi/fungi and fungi/bacteria; actions during processing; establish monitoring systems for fungi growth conditions; establish screening systems for mycotoxin contents control; genetic approaches at a fungal and plant level; seed and plant control, storage, treatment. In addition, the following two other European projects are loosely linked to this mycotoxin prevention cluster: (a) Safe organic vegetables and vegetable products by reducing risk factors and sources of fungal contaminants throughout the production chain: The carrot - Alternaria model (Safe organic vegetables; Contract QLK1-1999-00986) and (b) Risk assessment of fungal biological control agents (RAFBCA; Contract QLK1-2001-01391). For more details, please see the description of the projects elsewhere in this catalogue.

OBJECTIVES

The overall objective of the cluster co-ordination is the prevention / reduction of mycotoxins by the application of the Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP) scheme. In addition, the cluster will seek to produce results, which can serve as a model approach for other natural toxins and possibly other undesirable substances in foods. The ultimate objectives are, therefore, to examine systems of pre-harvest crop treatment, and post-harvest control, to remove contaminants and prevent fungal development in food. Furthermore, it will provide biological and chemical means of detoxifying mycotoxins. This should also help to identify the feasibility and the critical points where corrective measures can have a controlling effect for prevention of the entry of these mycotoxins into the food chain. The best combinations of treatments in the chain will be identified by the HACCP approach.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

The cost effective and time efficient prevention strategies generated by this cluster will be discussed, evaluated and disseminated to target audiences and various end-users. Consequently, the following working groups have been put in place:

- HACCP/Risk Analysis (Chairs: Dr A. Alldrick and Dr David Aldred; Campden & Chorleywood Food Research Association, e-mail: A.alldrick@campden.co.uk; and Cranfield University, e-mail: d.aldred@cranfield.ac.uk);
- Pre-harvest (Chair: Dr J. Kohl, Plant Research International; e-mail: j.kohl@plant.wag-ur.nl);
- Post-harvest (Chair: Dr N. Jonsson, Swedish Institute of Agric. Engineering; e-mail: nils.johnsson@jti.slu.se);
- Dissemination and exploitation including training (Chair: Prof. Dr N. Magan, Cranfield University, e-mail: N.Magan@Cranfield.ac.uk).
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The anti-microbial control cluster

BACKGROUND
This loose cluster brings together 13 research partners from nine European countries in the quest to establish a cost effective and time efficient measurement and control system by equally obtaining more knowledge on bound residues of anti-microbial substances. Two complementary multi-centre European projects are included in this loose cluster. For more details, please see the description of the projects elsewhere in this catalogue.

OBJECTIVES
The overall objective of this loose cluster is to coordinate efforts in establishing a cost effective and time efficient measurement and control system for anti-microbial substances. In addition, the aim is to combine and evaluate the gained knowledge on bound residues of anti-microbial substances and the possible impact of such bound residues on the health of the consumer in the light of the Community Activities related to anti-microbials.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
The cost effective and time efficient measurement and control strategies generated by this cluster will be discussed, evaluated and disseminated to target audiences, such as consumer groups, and various other end-users. Consequently, one FoodBrand Consumer Workshop was held in Brussels on the 25th and 26th September 2001. This event actively involved also representatives from various Directorate Generals of the Commission, the EC’s Food and Veterinary Office in Dublin, National and Community Reference Laboratories for Veterinary Medicines, and different consumer sector groups.
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European network safety assessment of genetically modified food crops

BACKGROUND
Market introduction of genetically modified food crops (GMOs) has attracted broad public attention and has given rise to concerns related to the safety of these types of foods for humans and animals. Questions have been raised whether current food safety assessment strategies and test protocols cover adequately risks of chronic exposure of humans and animals to these crops. Moreover, questions have been raised concerning the fate of GMOs throughout the food supply chain with respect to labelling of these components or the production of ‘GMO-FREE’ foods.

OBJECTIVES
A European Thematic Network has been composed consisting of experts of different disciplines to identify key issues of evaluate the adequacy of testing methods, the detection of unintended effects, gene transfer and traceability and quality assurance of GMOs. Working groups will evaluate the adequacy of testing methods, the detection of unintended effects, gene transfer and traceability and quality assurance of GMOs. This will result in integrated position documents, which may contribute to a better understanding of the hazards and risks associated with GMOs and may strengthen public acceptance of the market introduction of these products.

(EXPECTED) RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
The Thematic Network will identify proper research strategies and tools to address issues related to safety and management of transgenic food products. Participants involved in research, safety assessment and management, regulation and consumers interests will evaluate on-going research activities in this area, discuss new approaches and establish a permanent platform for communication between the various parties involved. As a result a number of research papers and position documents will be written by various Working Groups. These documents will be incorporated into one position paper, which will give guidance on the various aspects mentioned above. It is important to demonstrate that the scientific challenges of safety testing of genetically modified foods can be met, while further initiatives will be taken in Europe to improve current test methodologies, using modern molecular based techniques. Agreement on safety assessment strategies for GMOs, and on issues related to risk management and risk communication will facilitate market introduction of GMOs in Europe, and therefore bring the European industry in a competitive position,
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<td>DK</td>
<td>618</td>
<td>574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanton</td>
<td>Catherine</td>
<td>IRL</td>
<td>2362</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talon</td>
<td>Régine</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>2240</td>
<td>388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taoukis</td>
<td>Petros</td>
<td>EL</td>
<td>2545</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thevelein</td>
<td>Johan</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1066</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treasure</td>
<td>Janet</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>916</td>
<td>502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van den Bulk</td>
<td>Ruud</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>986</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van der Vossen</td>
<td>Jos</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van Loo</td>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Peteghem</td>
<td>Carlos</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villaran</td>
<td>María Carmen</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>2234</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vonk</td>
<td>Roel J.</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>431</td>
<td>632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber</td>
<td>Asloeg</td>
<td>FIN</td>
<td>930</td>
<td>324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wegener</td>
<td>Jan-Willem</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>1437</td>
<td>358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weimar</td>
<td>Udo</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>2194</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wieland</td>
<td>Martin</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>2077</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woutersen</td>
<td>Ruud</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>706</td>
<td>482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yannai</td>
<td>Shmuel</td>
<td>IL</td>
<td>1239</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zagon</td>
<td>Jutta</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>2373</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>